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Abstract

A program to develop and evaluate fracture methodologies Results from applications indicate that both the J-Q
for the assessment of crack tip constraint effects on frac- methodology and the micromechanical scaling model can
ture toughness of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels has be used successfully to interpret experimental data from
h:en initiated in the IIcavy-Section Steel Technology the shallow- and deep-crxk SEND specimen tests. When~

(llSST) Program. Crack-tip constraint is an issue that sig- applied to the uniaxially and biaxially loaded cruciform
nificantly impacts fracture mechanics technologies specimens, the two methodologies showed some pmmising
employed in safety asssssment procedures for commer- features, but also raised several questions concerning the
cially licensed nuclear RPVs. A validated technology that interpretation of constraint conditions in the specimen
incorporates constraint effects is essential to the transfer of based on near-tip stress fields. Fractographic data taken
fracture toughness data from, for example, miniature frac- from the fracture surfaces of the SEND and cruciform
ture toughness surveillance specimens to RPVs. The focus specimens are used to assess the relevance of stress-based

of studies described herein is on the evaluation of two fracture characterizations to conditions at cleavage
stressed-based methodologies for quantifying crack-tip initiation sites. Comparisons ofinitiation sites with near-tip
constraint (i.e., J-Q theory and a micromechanical scaling stress fields from the SENB shallow-crack specimens tend
m(xici based on critical stressed volumes) through applica- to support a fracture criterion based on critical stress;
tions to experimental and fractographic data. Data were however, those utilizing data from the cruciform specimens
utilized from single-edge notch bend (SFRB) specimens are ambiguous and require further study. Crack-tip
and IISST<leveloped crucifonn beam specimens that were constraint analyses of the shallow-crack cruciform
tested in llSST shallow-crack and biaxial testing programs. specimen subjected to uniaxial or biaxial loading
Shallow-crack effects and far-field tensile out-of-plane conditions are shown to represent a significant challenge
biaxial kiading have been identified as constraint issues for these methodologies. Unresolved issues identified from
that influence both fracture toughness and the extent of the these analyses require resolution as part of a validation
toughness scatter band. process for biaxiM huding applications. 'Ihis report is

designated as llSST Report No.142.

>
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1 Introduction

Postulated pressurized-thermal-shock (I'TS) accident con- This report provides an overview of ongoing IISST Pro-
ditions remain an important safety assessment issue in the gram research aimed at evaluating the effects of biaxial
licensing of commercial nuclear reactor pressure vessels loading conditions and shallow-crack geometries on con-
(RPVs), especially in the case of aging nuclear plants. 'Ihe straint conditions. A validated technology that incorporates
development of technology required for an accurate safety these constraint effects is essential to the transfer of
assessment of RPVs under 17FS conditions is a focal point fracture toughness data to RPVs from, for example,
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-funded miniature fracture toughness surveillance specimens.

| Ileavy-Section Steel Technology (liSST) Program. Cur- Consequently, development and evaluation of fracture
'

rently, the llSST Program is seeking an improved under- methodologies for the quantitative assessment of crack-tip

| standing of several issues that could significantly impact constraint effects on fracture toughness represent a major

i the fracture mechanics technologies employed in these element of this research.
safety-assessment procedures. One important area of
research is that of crack-tip constraint, a topic that encom-
passes a number of factors relating to the material fracture 'lhe motivation for the llSST biaxial fmeture toughness

itesting program stems from several observations. First,resistance, as well as to the transfer of fracture toughness
data from small-scale specimens (i.e., surveillance startup/cooldown and frFS transients produce biaxial stress
specimens) to large-scale structures. Factors affecting fields in an RPV wall with a significant positive out-of-
emck-tip constraint include structural and crack geometry, plane stress aligned parallel to postulated surface cracks
loading conditions, and material properties. Within these oriented in either the longitudinal or the circumferential
categories, far-field, tensile out-of-plane biaxial loading direction (Fig.1.1). Second, current RPV assessments are
conditions, and shallow-surface crack effects have been based on data generated from specimens that were loaded
identified as issues that could significantly impact RPV under uniaxial conditions. Furthermore, experimental evi-
safety assessments. Crack-tip constraint effects of shallow dence (see Ref.1) of the influence of biaxial loading on
cracks and biaxialloading influence both the fracture fracture toughness, although scarce and difficult to inter-
toughness and the width of the fracture toughness scatter pret, indicates a decrease in toughness associated with
band (described in this report). These influences can have a biaxial loading. Consequently, a testing program was
substantial impact on the outcome of probabilistic frFS begun within the IISST Program to examine the influence
analyses and assessments of startup/cooldown transients of biaxial loads on shallow-flaw specimens under condi-

for aging nuclear plants. tions prototypic of RPV service conditions.
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Introduction
Shallow-flaw specimens were used in the biaxial testing detennined (nun data generated in the transition region of
program for several reasons. First, the probability of failure the fracture toughness curve.

of an RPV in a l'I'S analysis is dominated by initiations
that originate from shallow flaws (<25 mm).24 Second,

5recent testing has shown an increase in the fracture tough- Cu Tent pressure vessel fracture prevention technology
ness of specimens with shallow flaws compared to deep- relics on the use of fracture-correlation parameter (K) to
flaw specimens (see Fig.1.2 taken from Ref.1). characterize toth the applied load and the resistance of

raaterial to crack initiation. Shortcomings of these conven-
tional one-parameter, fracture-conclation methods, which

in Fig.1.2, the increase in toughness for shallow-cmck impact issues associated with the transferability of small-
be:uns is quantified in terms of a temperature shift. The specimen (i.e., surveillance-sized) toughness data to large-
shallow-crack lower bound curve for essentially one crack scale RPV applications, are being addressed through evalu-
depth was estimated by using the deep-crack lower-bound ation of various dual-parameter fracture methodologies.
curve shifted to lower temperatures by Ts = 35 K (63 R). 'lhese dual-parameter fonnulations -1I show promise as6

'lhis temperature shift, which is crack-depth dependent, practical means for intnx!ucing the effect of crack tip con-
could be greater for shallower cracks that are also straint into RPV safety assessments.
important in RPV analysis. The shifted lower-bound curve
fits the shallow-crack data well at all test temperatures.
Ilowever, any increase in crack-tip constraint resulting The existing methodologies being investigated within the
from tensile out-of-plane biaxial stresses would act in iISST Program include stress-based fracture characteriza-
opposition to the in-plane constraint relaxation tions (i.e., J-Q methmlology of O'Dowd and Shih -8 t I6

demonstrated by the uniaxial shallow-crack data. combined with Ritchic-Knott-Rice (RKR) fracture
Potentially, this could lead to a reverse temperature shift criterial2 and the Dakis-Anderson constraint corrcction
(Ts in Fig.1.2) of the lower-bound toughness curve that technique -3 I) and stress-strain-based characterizations9

offsets the uniaxial" shallow-crack" effect by an undeter- (i.e., plane stndn fracture ductility techniques of
mined amotml.The existence and magnitude of a Clausing.13 Barsom,14 Merkle,15 and other researchers),
temperature shift due to biaxial stress effects must be Detenninations are being made concerning the bounds of

ORNL-DWG 92-2877A ETD
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introduction

applicability of the existing constraint effects correlation conventional shallow- and deep-crack SENB specimensI

methodologies (i.e., how effective are they in matching and crucifonn specimens tested under uniaxial and biaxial
existing data?). If the existing methodologies are found to loading, respectively. Chapter 3 descrites the effect ofI

be deficient, determinations will be made concerning hiading conditions (biaxial vs uniaxial) on crack-tip stress
whether or not they can be modified to make them work. If triaxiality in the crucifonn beam specimen, based on appli- !

necessary, alternative constraint inethodologies will be cations of J-Q metixxiology. Also, results from applica-
developed and validated. tions of the Dodds-Arxlerson (IFA) fracture toughness

scaling model to data fmm both conventional SENB and
cruciform beam specimens are presented. Fractographic

The following chapters describe applications of the stress- data taken from the fracture surfaces of the beam speci-
based constraint characterizations developed by O'Dowd mens are described in Chap. 4; also, some fracture charac-
and Shih -8,11 and by Dodds and Anderson -II to experi- terization issues arising from comparison of analysis pre-6 9

mental and fractographic data obtained from conventional dictions with fractographic data are discussed. Finally, a
single-edge notch bend (SENB)5 and cruciform beaml sununary and interim conclusions are provided in Chap. 5.
specimens tested in the llSST Progrmn. Chapter 2 provides
summaries of the IISST testing programs ,5 that utilized1

3 NUREG/CR-6132
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| 2 Biaxial and Shallow-Crack Testing Programs

2.1 Summary of Shallow-Crack Testing J-integral results were consistent with experimental

Program J-int 3Sral results, confirming the validity of the
J-estimation schemes used and the effect of flaw depth -

n fracture toughness.
De llSST Shallow-Crack Fracture Toughness Testing
Program has been ongoing since FY 1990, producing data
by testing 100-mm-deep SENB specimens. Results from 7 g , gg ,

the testing rtion of the program have been reported gg f g 7g g 9
previously. A summary of the findings from the shallow- straint and fracture toughness. Analysis results appear to
crack fmeture toughness testing progrmn are m, eluded here support the utility of the J-Q concept and interpmtation
f r mmp eteness. method to characterize the crack-tip fields up to the onset

of crack initiation in specimens with either deep or shallow ;

11aws. At J-critical (onset of cleavage initiation) for the
1. Thirty-eight relatively large (W ~ 100 mm deep)labora- deep 4 awed s# mens, Wstmss was ahero, mb,
tory beam specimens were tested to compare the behavior , pehgM M ms.AN Mca mg sma sea

| of specimens with shallow flaws to that of specimens with for the shallow-flawed specimens, the Q-stress was about ,

|

-0.7. His negative Q-stmss indicates a significant loss of |0"* *''

constraint. j

2. The results showed conclusively that shallow-naw
beam specimens of A 533 B material have a significant 8. The observation that the two-parameter J-Q approach
increase in crack-tip-opening displacement (CI'OD) or Je correlated with the loss of constraint with decreasing crack .

;
toughness (-150%) and K e toughness (-60%) over deep- depth indicates that a J-Q analysis of actual reactor vesselsi

|
crack specimens in the transition region of the toughness g g

Icurve. All specimens were 100 mm deep (W). Shallow- """I "'|

l crack beams had cmck depths ranging from 9 to 14 mm |Y

I
| (a/W - 0.1 to 0.14), while deep-crack beams had 50-mm-

deep cracks (a/W - 0.5). Results (hgures, tables, etc.) from the shallow-crack pro-
'

gram have been combined with the biaxial testing program
"8" and am prented as necessary. Fmemm tmghness :

| 3. There is little or no difference in toughness between . ns am W m h use oW ama der me iunun
f deep- and shallow-flaw specimens on the lower shelf I d vs k aa&mm%edngdsplacement @@) )where linear-clastic conditions exist. curve method described in Ref.1. :

,

,

4. Varying the beam thickness from 50 to 150 mm had 2.2 Biaxial Testing Program
litue or no influence on the toughness in both the shallow-
and deep-crack specimens in spite of the fact that the Results of the development phase of the Oak Ridge
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASni) National laboratory (ORNL)/IISST biaxial testing pro-
E-399 requirement for valid plane strain results were not gram were reported previously in Ref.1. A description of
met.This observation suggests that plane strain behavior the cruciform bend specimen and a summary of results
for steels of this strength level differ from ASTM E399. from the program are included here for completeness.

5. In the transition region of the fracture toughness curve, 2.2.1 Cruciform Bend Specimen I
the increase in shallow-flaw toughness compared with |

deep-flaw toughness appears to be well characterized by a De configuration of the crucifomi bend specimen used in |
temperature shift of about 35 C. his temperature shift, the testing program is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The specimen |
which is crack-depth dependent, could be greater for has a cruciform-shaped geometry with a cross section with ,

|shallower cracks that are also important in RPV safety dimensions of 91 x 102 mm and a straight through-crack of
assessments. uniform depth of 10 mm in the test section.The total

length of this specimen in the longitudinal or transverse
direction, including the test section and the loading arms, is

6. Posttest 2-D planc strain analyses were performed on 610 mm. nree slots are machined into each arm to mini-
both shallow- and deep-flaw specimens. The analytical mize diffusion of the load around the test section

5 NUREG/CR-6132
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DIMENSIONS IN mm
i

P P

A 610
610 /p Load Diffusion y

( Control Slots
Longitudinal Arrn n! Transverse ArmS t

% ' /; Crack

[kP
; EB Weld: m

;m :
y : ^. v

[ A

91
f/ 4P

102

(a)

h112 -->/
. 10 Surface Crack--> 51

Slot Slot

A / A /
(b) Section A-A

Figure 2.1 Cruciform hend specimen used in llSST blaxial testing program: (a) dimensions of cruciform specimen
and (b) detail of crack plane

containing the through-crack. The crack is cut between two the test section. EB welding is employed to ensure minimal
opposite central load diffusion control slots to produce a distortion in the specimen and a relatively small heat-
two-dimensional (2-D) shallow crack with no singularity affected zone. The distance frorn the weld to the crack is
on the surface. Figure 2.l(b) shows the profile of the crack sufficiently large that residual stresses at the crack tip are
and the intersection of the crack and the central slot. Iow. Following precracking, a machining operation is per-

formed to mmove an embrittled layer of material thickness

(-0.38 mm) at the root ot each central load-diffusion con-
The test section of the specimen is fabricated from A 533 trol slot where it intersects the crack. The embrittled layers
grade B class I steel plate previously employed in the are introduced into the specimen by an electro-discharge
llSST wide-platet 6,17 5and shallow-crack testing pro- machining process used to cut the slots. Then the trans-
grams. The specimen is notched and precracked after the verse anns are EB welded to the specimen.
two longitudinal arms are electron-beam (EB) welded to

NUREG/CR-6132 6
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Instrumentation is placed on the specimen to monitor from the specimen midplane can be effective in controlling
CMOD, load-line displacement (LLD), surface strain, and these peak Kg values. Figure 2.2 illustrates different slot
temperature at various locations. A special load reaction configurations that were analyzed to demonstrate the tech-
system has been constructed for applying bending loads (P) niques. In Fig. 2.2(a), the edge of the center slot is posi-
to the arms of the specimen in a statically determinant tioned at the boundary of the specimen test section. In

| manner. Loading is applied at midspan to the specimen Fig. 2.2(b), the outer slot extends inward across the test
using a square, flat seat having rounded edges and the section boundary for a distance of 8.9 mm and toward the
same planar dimensions as the test section. The test section specimen centerline. Figure 2.2(c) shows a configuration
hends into two onhogonal surfaces that contact the seat from which the center slot is located away from the test

i along the outer edges, resulting in eight-point bending (or section boundary a distance of 5.1 nun and away from the
four-point bending for the uniaxial case). Additional details specimen centerline. 'Ihe slot configuration of Fig. 2.2(d)
concerning instrumentation and the specially designed represents a supemosition of the shift in the outboard slots
loading system for the cruciform specimen are given in of Fig. 2.2(b) and of the center slot in Fig. 2.2(c), which

'

Ref.18. yields a cumulative slot differential of 14 mm. The com-
mon factor of configumtions (b)-(d) in Fig. 2.2 is that the

| outer slots project farther in toward the specimen centerline
! An important element in the design of the crucifonn speci- than does the center slot. Slot configuration (d) essentially

men concerns the optimal positioning of the center load- eliminates stress concentrations that are present at the ends

diffusion control slots to minimize peak Kg values and of the crack in configuration (c). Results for contours of
,

'
stress concentations at the end of the crack. Results from von Mises effective stress (see Ref.1) indicate a similar

i 2-D and three-dimensional (3-D) finite-element analyses reduction in stress peaks at the end of the crack for con- ;

| (described in Ref.1) indicate that locating the center and figuration (d) when compared to configuration (c).
| outer load-diffusion control slots at different distances
|
|

ORNL.DWG 93-2729 ETO
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Figure 2.2 Slot configurations used in analyses of the cruciform bend specimen: (a) uniform slots on test section

|
boundary,(h) outer slots extended inward by 8.9 mm across test section boundary,(c) center slot

! contracted away by 5.1 mm from test section boundary, (d) a superposition of configurations (b) and (c)
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2.2.2 Test Matrix cruciform specimen are approximately the same as for the
llSST shallow-crack beams.

De llSST Program assigned five cruciform specimens to
the inittal development phase of the biaxial testing pn>-
gram. These " development" specimens were used to 2.2.3 Experimental Results and

.

evaluate the performance of the test specimen, test fixture, Interpretation
and procedures and to develop a test specimen geometry
suitable for the generation of biaxial fracture toughness ne conditions of each specimen at failure, test tempera-
data. ture, and specimen geometry are tabulated in Table 2.2

(from Ref.1). Also included in the table are the plastic
component of the area under each P vs LLD curve (defined

as U ) and P vs CMOD curve (defined as A ). Table 2.2Three specimen configurations having slot geometries pt pi
shown in Fig. 2.2(b}-(d) were tested. As indicated in the also lists the estimated toughness values for the tests with

summary of the test matrix shown in Table 2.1, configura. the parmneters used to estimate the toughness. The load

tions (c) and (d) represented two specimens each. In addj. indicated in the table refers to the longitudinal load, that is,
don, to ensure that initiation did not occur at the crack-slot the total load (as measured by the load cell) divided by 1.6

intersection of configuration (d), each comer of the crack for the biaxial tests. The results indicated in Table 2.2
was blunted with a slitting saw. reveal consistent, repeatable mechanical responses for the

five tests.

Table 2.1 Test matrix for development phase of
blaxial testing program

The test results indicate that the critical load for each
specimen was similar but that in the uniaxial test (BB-2)

Test sectionSpecimen No. Load ratio the specimen was able to withstand substantially more
configuration

(-60%) deflection (LLD or CMOD) than the biaxial tests

BB-1 b 0.6:1 (BB-1, -4, and -5). (Strains imposed in these tests were

BB-2 c 0:1 substantially higher than any that would be produced in an

BB-3 c 0.6:1 RPV either from normal or accident loading; this is a con-

BB-4 d 0.6:1 sequence of testing in the tmnsition region of the toughness

BB-5 d 0.6:1 curve.) In addition, the plastic " work" at the crack tip as
defined by either Upi or A j in the three biaxial tests wasp
about one-third of the corresponding uniaxial value of U :p
or A . Furthermore, the critical displacements (LLD orpi

Of the five development specimens, four were tested under CMOD) and work performed (U lor A ) were consistentp ptbiaxial loading, and one was tested under uniaxial k>ading. for the three interpretable biaxial test results. Dese results
All biaxially loaded cruciform specimens were tested indicate a pronounced reduction in the ductility of the
with a transverse-to-longitudinal load ratio of 0.6:1, as material at fracture (as measured by critical displacement
described in Ref.1. De uniaxially loaded cruciform speci- or work) due to biaxial loading.
men allows comparison with previous uniaxial shallow-
crack specimens under identical test conditions (crack
depth, temperature, etc.). Testing cruciform specimens in Toughness data for the biaxial and uniaxial cruciform
both uniaxial and biaxial loading configurations will allow specimens were calculated using the techniques described
toughness values to be measured with only one test condi- in Ref.1. De critical J-integral values were converted to
tion changed munely, the out-of-plane loading. critical clastic-plastic, stress-intensity factors Kje using the

plane strain formulation.* Re data necessary to estimate !

J and the resulting toughness values are tabulated in |
Test conditions were selected to facilitate compariscm of
data from the crucifonn specimens with previous llSST i

shallow-crack data tested under uniaxial conditions.5 ,

Several of the umaxial shallow-crack tests were conducted fd inve eof. plane strain condinon generated in the bianially
at T- RTNDT = -10 C, which is in the transition region of loaded cruciform spcimen. The form of this adjustment (if any) has nat
the deep-crack toughness curve for A 533 B steel.The yet been investigated; however, future plans call for it to be a sut9ect of
A 533 D steel used for the test section material in these study within the llSST Progrant in t}us repcet, the plane strain con- i

''''i " I'"" J ' K i" **P Y'd '' ' **"*' "f *"""'"6 " f ' * "P'''' !tests has an RTNDT of-35'C. Ecrefore the test tempera- i

ture for the cruciform specimen tests was set at --45'C. De son with existing data. Experimental and analytical results descrited i

herein for soughness values and crack-driving forces are generated in
'

cruciform specimens were 91 mm deep with a crack depth ternu of J and consequently are unaffected by the conversion from J to
of 10 mm. De beam width (W) and crack depth (a) of the K.

NUREG/CR-6132 8
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Table 2.2 Summary of results of the development phase of the blaxial testing program

Average SENB
BB 1 BB-2 BR 3 BB-4 BB-5 data

(for comparison)

Load ratio 0.6:1 0:1 0.6:1 0.6:1 0.6:1
Geometry

B, mm 102 111 112 111 111 101 |
W,mm 91 91 91 91 91 102 l
a, mm 11.1 10.6 8.8 10.1 10.0 10.7 I

Temperature. *C -45 -41 -47 -46 -44 -23a |

Failure conditions b

P, kN 784 784 818 751 763
LLD, mm 4.20 8.51 5.10 5.08 4.06
CMOD, mm 0.47 0.82 0.47 0.51 0.65
U , kN-mm 958 4110 1523 1501 1163pi
A , kN-mm 168 455 181 206 329pi

il-factors b

nfi 0.195 0.117 0.189 0.190 1.15

c 3.53 2.76 3.55 3.61 3.48
Upl

Fracture toughness b

Elastic component
Jei,kN/m 66.7 67.4 72.6 61.2 67
Kr, MPa6 120 120 125 115 122

P vs CMOD
J t,kN/m 73.3 141 71.8 82.8 125p
Total J, kN/m 140 209 144 144 192
Kje, MPa6 175 214 178 178 206

P vs LLD

Ji 23.1 54.1 32.1 31.7 145p
Total J 89.7 122 105 92.9 212
Kje 140 163 151 143 216

"RTNDT or ttus material is -15 C, so T - RT fNDT w these tests is the same.f
hNot reported due to ini6ation in the corner.

Table 2.2. The P vs CMOD method is considered the more BB-2 or the SEND data. The average of the biaxial tough-
sensitive of the techniques examined for determining frac- ness is =20% less than the uniaxial cruciform value and
ture toughness shallow-flaw specimens and is the primary -18% less than the average of the uniaxial SFEB and cru-

*
method used for the cruciform specimen analysis, cifonn results. Second, the uniaxial cruciform value is

consistent with the SENB toughness results; this tends to
validate the use of the cruciform specimen for uniaxial data

Toughness results for the SENB and crucifonn specimens generation. Third, the scatter band of the biaxial data may

expressed in tenns of Kjeare shown in Figs. 2.3-2.5 (taken i

from Ref.1). Figure 2.3 shows the deep- and shallow-crack * conventional laturniary specinens have an essenuany unifonn crack.
uniaxial toughness data as a funedon of normalized tem- driving force through the thickness. hus, toughness interpreta6ons are

'

perature. The data at T- RTNDT = -10*C are plotted as a based on a 2-D calculation without regard to the kradon of ini6ation

function of crack depth in Fig. 2.4 and as a function of load si'es along the crack front. he vanation in crack-dnving force through
se sickness f ee crucifwm is substannally grealer than that of con-ratio in Fig. 2.5. Examination of the data in Figs. 2.3-2.5
m 6 nalspe niens nanan n e n n wu fractography data on >

and Table 2.2 reveals several important points. First, biax- totanon ofininanon sites, provides a basis for 3-D interpretations of j
lal loading appears to reduce the fracture toughness corn- fracture toughness described in Gap. 4. This 3-D interpretation tends to

pared with either the uniaxial cruciform value from test lower the toughness value determined frtwn the s;ecimen.

9 NUREG/CR-6132 |
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Figure 2.5 Toughness data for deep and shallow-crack specimens as function of load ratio at T- RTNDT = -10 C

he less than that associated with the uniaxial, shallow. ticnal data are required to substantiate these trends and to
crack data. An increase in toughness and scatter is associ- provide better quantification of the effect of biaxial loading |
ated with loss of constraint in laboratory specimens, on fracture toughness. Nonetheless these initial results
Results presented in Fig. 2.4 indicate that biaxially loaded strongly suggest that an improved understanding of the
cruciform specimens yield results with reduced scatter. The shallow-flaw and biaxial loading effects would signifi-

'

trends in the biaxial and uniaxial cruciform data described cantly impact the fracture mechanics technologies
here are tentative results based on very limited data. Addi- employed in reactor vessel failure predictions.
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3 Constraint Analyses ,

!
1

3.1 Finite-Element Analysis of support plaie is incorporated into the finite-element modei .

Cruciform Specimen of Fig. 3.2 using a contact element option in the ABAQUS

|
(Ref.19) finite-element program.

| Three-dimensional elastic-plastic, finite-element analyses
| were performed on the cruciform specimen depicted in

lhe full geometry of the load-diffusion control slots is rep- i
i Fig. 2.1. Local crack-tip stress fields obtained from these

resented in the finite-element model [ Fig. 3.2(b)].1he slotj analyses are used in applications of stress-based constraint
geometry incorporated in the model is represented by the

| thracterization models. 'Ihe one-fourth section of the cru-
configuration of Fig. 2.2(d), which was used for test speci-

ciforni specimen depicted schematically in Fig. 3.1 is rep-
mens BB-4 and -5 The same 1 nite-element model wasrected in ti.e 3-D finite-element model of Fig. 3.2. The
used for analysis of specimen BB-2, although the lattermodel consists of 18,650 nodes and 3,890 twenty-node

isoparametric brick elements. Collapsed-prism elements empi yed a different slot configuration [ Fig. 2.2(c)].The ,

!model also incorporated a highly refined mesh in the
arranged in a focused or centered fan configuration at the

cmck-tip region [ Fig. 3.2(c)] to provide resolution of stress
crack tip are used to produce a 1/r strain singularity appro-

fields over the normalized distance 2 s roo/J s 5 in front ofpriate for inelastic analysis. Reduced integration was
the cmck.employed to eliminate shear locking in the elements. The

cruciform specimen is assumed to be supported on a rigid
plate under the test section [i.e., the area defined bi I%c outennost semicircular ring of nodes in the mesh of(-51 mm s Z s 0, O s X s 51 mm) in Fig. 3.1] and loaded
by uniformly applied forces at the ends of the longitudinal / Fig. 3.2(c) has a radius of 2 mm. This radius was extended

transverse arms (i.e., locations C and D in Fig. 3.1) to pro. t 4 mm in a second finite-element inodel developed for

doce the uniaxial or biaxial bending conditions. The rigid analysis of the BB-2 test [ Fig. 3.2(d)]. Re relatively

! !
l >
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higher failure load (measumd in terms of J) of the latter load vs deflection curves for the BB-2 test. Minor differ-
test required an expanded region of refinement to resolve ences between the CMOD curves in Fig. 3.5 for BB-2 may

the stress at a normalized distance of roo/J = 5. be panly due to differences in the slot configurations in the
inodel and in the BB-2 test specime :. He load vs deflec-
tion curves for specimens BB-4 and -5 are within the data

ne material properties used for all calculations presented scatter for the two tests.
herein include Young's modulus E = 205,170 MPa,
Poisson's ratio y = 0.25, and the piecewise linear stress
strain curve depicted in Fig. 3.3. De curve in Fig. 3.3 rep- he applied J vs longitudinal load at two positions along
resents a modification of material data for A 533 grade B the crack front, X = 0 and 26 mm (measured from the mid-

class I steel taken from Ref.17. He modification consists p'ume), are given in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 for the uniaxial and
of an adjustment of the yield stress to produce better agree- biaxial loading cases, respectively. These results illustrate
ment with load vs CMOD data from the biaxial tests the lower J value computed for the biaxially loaded speci-

(described below). men at failure as compared to the uniaxial case. Figure 3.8
depicts the variation of Kj along the crack front as a func-
* ion of the applied loading for the biaxially loaded speci-

Results from small-strain analyses of tests BB-2 men. As the failure load is approached in Fig. 3.8, the
(uniaxially loaded specimen) and BB-4 and -5 (biaxially cmck-driving force remains relatively unifonn across the
loaded spccimens) are compared with measured data in middle half of the crack front but decreases drmnatically
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Because geometry and test conditions toward the ends of the crack. The slot configuration was
were essentially the same for BB-4 a_.d -5, only one com- designed to obtain this behavior to minimize the potential
putation was performed for the biaxial loading case. The for crack initiation at the ends of the slots. In Fig. 3.9, the
longitudinal-to-transverse load ratio and the load to failure variations of Kj (normalized by the midplane value) along
for each test are given in Table 2.2. In Fig. 3.4, the calcu- the crack front at low load and at load near failu.e are
lated longitudinal load vs LLD curves (measured at point C compared for the uniaxial and biaxial (0.6:1) loading
in Fig. 3.1) are compared with measured data from each of cases. He differential placement of the outboard load-
the three tests (BB-2, -4, and -5). Comparisons of calcu- diffusion contml slots (Fig. 2.2) effectively shields the end
lated and measured longitudinal load vs CMOD fnr the of the crack from effects of stress concentration and
same tests are given in Fig. 3.5. Both Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 development of general yielding.
show good agreement between the computed md measured

oRNL-oWG 93-3904 ETD
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Figure 3.3 Material representation for A 533 D steel at T =-46 C
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3.2 Stress Triaxiality (J-Q) Methad ires the magnitude of a spatially unironn (approximately)
hydrostatic stress state in a forward sector (101 s n/2 and

One of the methods used to assess the effects of shallow- I s i s 5) of the crack-tip region. 'Ihe Q-stress, although

cmek depths and biaxial loading on crack-tip stress found to be essentially independent of i, was formally

triaxiality is the J-Q methodology. The J-Q method was definal at i = 2, which f alls just outside the Dnite strain I

applied to the shallow- and deep-crack SEND specimens blunting zone. For conditions ahead of the crack that do

previously.5 'lhe J-Q method applied to the uniaxial and not confonn to a spatially uniform hydrostatic stress field,
8

biaxial cruciform spec'imen is based on analyses described O'Dowd and Shih introduced li . (1) to emphasize thei

in the previous section. Results of the J-Q analyses fmm explicit dependence of Q upon distance f. 'the latter defi-

both test series are presented in this chapter. nition of Q-stress is convenient for applications presented
herein due to the spatial dependence of Q detennined for
certain loading conditions applied to the crucifonn speci-

'Ihe definition of Q-stress employed here is given by men. A(klitionalinfonnation concerning SSY solutions to

Olkwd and Shih in the form be used in Eq. (1)are given in Appendix A.8

os(i) - [ooo(f)]ssy 3.2.1 Application of J-Q Method to Shallow-ag_ (,)
og Crack Specimens'

The J-Q method was applied to a sektt number of shallow-
where i = r/(J/o ) is a nonnalie.ed distance measured in and deep-crack SEND specimens as described previously.5o

the crack phme ahead of the track tip (0 = 0); the r,0 polar The Q-stress at failure for the deep-crack specimens was
coordinate system is centered at the cmck tip such that found to be negligible, indicating that these specimens
0 = 0 corresponds to the crack plane ahead of the tip. In failed under essentially SSY conditions. The shallow-crack
Eq. (1), the Q-stress measures the departure of the opening- specimens, however, were found to have a Q stress of
mode stress coo from the reference plane strain SSY solu- about 47 at failure, which represents a significant loss of
tion, normalized by the yield stress oo. constraint. The opening-mode stresses ahead of the crack

tip for the shallow-crack specimens, shown in Fig. 3.10
from Ref. 5, exhibited a unifonn deviation from the SSY

Using a modified boundary layer (MDL) fonnulation, solution over a distance of 2 s i s 10 (i.e., spatially uni-
8

O'Dowd and Shih determined that the Q-stress character- fonn). 'Ihc Q-stress was detennined for these specimens
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Figure 3.10 Distributions of openiny,-mode stress component for SENH specimen with a/W = 0.1 as function of
applied load up to crack initiation
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only at i = 2. 'Ihese specimens were used to construct a Appendix 3 of this report, the crack-tip constraint analyses
preliminary J-Q toughness locus that could be then applied described in this section are reported using a finite strain ,

to RPV analyses. finite-element fonnulation. / gain, mterpretations of biax- {
ial loading effects on stress triaxiality are t'ochanged from |
the small strain fonnulation. 'Ihis agreement between the

'lhe J-Q method was used to analyze the llSST wide-plate finite strain and small strain solutions supports conclusions
tests, U' 17 which also had relatively shallow cracks (a/W ~ in Ref. 8 that small stn.in fonnulations for J-Q analyses are

0.2) and exhibited a significant toughness increase. While generally acceptable.
the J-Q analysis revealed a loss of constraint associated
with the wide-plate tests, the J-Q locus for these tests
was not in agreement with the J-Q kicus for the limited Trends in the response of near tip stress triaxiality to uni- i

shallow-crack tests.20 'Ihis discrepancy between the axial and biaxial h)ading conditions can be interpreted
shallow-crack and wide-plate J-Q analysis is currently from Figs. 3.11-3.23. Values of Q-stress are detennined

*

being investigated by reanalyzing both specimen types. from Eq. (1) and from the distributions given in Figs. 3.11
'lhis reanalysis has generated a J-Q failure k)cus based and 3.12 of opening-mode stress in the crack plane ahead
on most of the shallow-crack data and several of the wide- of the tip as a function of applied load for the uniaxial j

plate results. A preliminary J-Q kicus taken from this and biaxial specimens, respectively. 'lhe SSY distribution !
'

upcoming report will be presented in the next section with is taken from a boundary layer solution described in
the cruciform data added. Appendix A. For the uniasial case (Fig. 3.11), the stress

distribution continues to decrease with increasing applied i

kiad, reflecting a progressive loss of stress triaxiality asso- )3.2.2 Application of the J-Q Method to ciated with shallow cracks in bending. In Fig. 3.12, the '

Cruciform Specimens decrease in stress for the biaxial case relative to the SSY !
Isolution saturater, as the failure load is approached, result-

The J-Q constraint analyses reported in this section are ing in near identical stress conditions ahead of the crack for
based on small strain finite-element formulations. In several load steps.

1

R. H. (Mis. h.,'' Constraint Analysis of the Shallow-Crack and Wide-
'The variation of Q with i as a function of applied load

Plate Test Resuhs." to be issued as a Nt' REG under subco.itract to the

11sST Prevam. over the armulus 2 s i s 5 for the uniaxial and biaxial

!
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loading cases is shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. from the biaxial case given in Fig. 3.14. For this case,
In Fig. 3.13, the Q-stress steadily decreases as the applied Q varies negligibly with 7 (i.e., | Q'| - 0.01) over the
k>ad is inc~ased and as general yiciding develops in the annulus 2 s i s 5 for the full range ofloading. The
uniaxially loaded specimen. Also, the Q-stress exhibits a Q-stress steadily decreases to a value of-0.6, where it
dependence on radial distance with increasing load, an remains (approximately) constant until failure conditions
effect previously observed in Fig. 3.11. The tending field are reached. 'lhis value of Q-stress agrees well with the
imposed on the beam by the applied loads pmgressively Q-stress detennined at failure for the shallow-crack SEND
impinges on the near crack-tip lield within the region specimens. Comparison of these results with the uniaxial
defined by i s 5, producing an essentially linear depen- case in Fig. 3.13 indicates that biaxial loading produces a
dence of Q upon i at higher J values. higher stress triaxiality (as quanti 6ed by Q) at failure con-

ditions and a hydrostatic stress field that is more spatially
unifonn over the annulus 2 si s 5. The interaction of the

To quantify changes in the stress triaxiality from a spatially kical stress field and the far-field bending stresses in the
unifonn hydrostatic field ahead of the crack, O'Dowd and uniaxially and biaxially loaded crucifonn specimens is dis-

8Shih defined the merm gradient of Q over the annulus 1 s cussed further in Sect. 3.4.
i s 5:

9, " Q(i = 5) - Q(i = 1) (2)
The evolution of the J-Q loading path at the midplane of

4 the cruciform specimen for the uniaxial and biaxial loading
cases is depicted in Figs. 3.15-3.18. The Q-stress is evalu-

1he criterion of | Q'| < 0.1 was proposed by O'Dowd and ated at distances ahead of the crack given by i = 2,3,4,
8Shih as an indication that the Q-stress Ocid is essentially and 5 in Figs. 3.15-3.18, respectively. The J-Q loading

constant over the annulus 1 < f < 5.1he Q' function was path for the biaxial case is essentially the same at i = 3,4
used in Ref. 8 to assess the dependence of Q upm i in and 5. The Q-stress reaches a constant value of approxi-
analyses of three-point bend bar specimens for a range of mately -0.6 as the loading path tums sharply upward and
crack depths. Values of | Q'| > 0.1 were computed at failure condidons are approached. For the uniaxial case,

higher loads for deep-crack geometries in these analyses, the J-Q path is sensitive to the choice of f (i.e., Q becomes
reDecting the interaction of fw0cid bending stresses with more negative with increasing i), as would be expected
the near-tip field. (This spatial dependence of Q-stresses from results shown previously in Fig. 3.13. Response of
was not evident in the llSST shallow-crack SEND analyses the cruciform specimen in terms of measured P, LLD, and
of Fig. 3.10.) CMOD data (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) indicated no significant

biaxial loading effects for contained yielding conditions.
Similar behavior between the uniaxial and biaxial cases for

Previous discussion of Fig. 3.13 noted that the far-Deld the J-Q trajectory is demonstrated only for values of f 2 4.
bending stresses impact stress fields on the annulus 2 < i < For this case, the uniaxial J-Q loading path follows the

.

'

5 at higher values of uniaxial loading applied to the cruci- biaxial path up to a value of J/(aco) = 0.24 (which corre-
form specimen. For this specimen, Fig. 3.13 indicates that sponds to J ~ 100 kN/m or K - 150 MPa6) and thenJ

die criterion | Q'| < 0.1 is not satisfied on the annulus 2 < diverges from the biaxial case as yielding increases in the
i < 5 as failure load ie approached. The Q' criterion based specimens. In Fig. 3.18, the uniaxial and biaxial paths
on a maximum of 0.1 appears to pennit a large variation in diverge at a Q-stress value of-0.6, a condition that repre-
Q-stress over the crack-tip annulus. In this case, the varia. sents substantialloss of triaxiality.
tion in Q over the crack-tip annulus is greater than the dif-

ference between calculated Q-stress values for unifonn and
biaxial loading cases. Thus, it remains dif0 cult to support Several observations can be made concerning the J-Q tra-
the quantincation of crack-tip constraint based on stress jectories computed at selected locations ahead of the crack
conditions in this armulus that are so heavily influenced by tip in Figs. 3.15-3.18.Given the similarity of the uniaxial
the far-field stresses. Consequently, applicadon of the and biaxial P-CMOD responses at low loads, the expecta-
Q4 tress methodology under conditions represented by the lion is that the J-Q trajectories for the uniaxial and biaxial
uniaxially loaded specimen at failure appears to be prob- specimens would exhibit similar behavior. Figure 3.15
lematic. Further discussion of this issue is provided in sub- depicts the J-Q trajectories coniputed at i = 2, that is, at
sequent sections in the context of 3-Q trajectories and frac. the k) cation formally defining the Q-stress.1he trajectory
tographic data conceming cleavage initiation sites. for the uniaxial case exhibits a significandy higher con-

straint condition (i.e., higher Q-stress) than the biaxial case
for almost the entire loading path. This analytical result is

'lhe effect on variation of Q-stress vs i due to addition at odds with experimental results that imply the biaxially
of the out-of plane bending load is illustrated by results loaded specimen is the more highly constrained specimen.
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At failure conditions, however, the uniaxial Q-stmss is 3.3 Fracture Toughness Scaling Model
slighdy more negative than the biaxial Q-stress, which is (Dodds-Anderson)consistent with expected behavior With increasing dis
tance from the crack tip, the J-Q trajectory for the uniaxial

'Ihe Dodds-Anderson (or D-A) scaling model oanalyzesl
case translates in the direction of decreasing triaxiality (i.e.,

c nstraint conditions by detennining the area (or volumemore negative Q-stress values). For points in that portion
whm considering a 3-D geometry) within a particularof the annulus defined by r 2 4, the uniaxial and biaxial
sum mntwr for a finite-body geometry and scaling that

trajectories are very similar for Q > -0.6 (see Figs. 3.17
am (or volume) with an equivalent SSY solution. Theand 3.18). Ilowever, there is no rationale for quantifying
SSY state is then considered to yield true fracture tough-

constraint at distances relatively far removed from the
nm msuks mmpletely mdependent of specimen size or

crack tip in an annulus where far-field stresses have a
! ading and is comparable to a specimen of infinite sue.

strong innuence as in the uniaxial case. Fractographic
The scaling model has been successfully applied to fracture

examination of the test specimens (described in Chap. 4)
toughness results exhibiting either a loss of m-plane con-

showed no evidence of cleavage initiation sites in the annu-
sua nt (ix, shaHow

lus under consideration. 'Iherefore, the cruciform speci-
thickness effects).1o The scaling model assumes that the

mens will be interpmted in tenns of J-Q trajectories
y lum of critically stressed material surrounding the crack

defined at i = 2, despite the previously observed inconsis-
tencies between the uniaxial and biaxial trajectories at up is the samp in different specimens with different con-

straint condiuons. As a result, the SSY critical fracture
lower load.

toughness can be detennined in a high-constraint geometry
and then applied to a low-constraint geometry or vice
m sa,

Corresponding results for the J-Q loading paths for the
uniaxial and biaxial crucifonn specimen computed at a
point on the crack front located 26 mm from the midplane 3.3.1 Application of Scaling Model to
are given in Figs. 3.19-3.22. These results show stmss tri. Shllow-Crack Data
axiality effects similar to those determmed for the mid-
plane of the specimen. In Fig. 3.22, the J-Q trajectories for

'Ihe D-A scaling model has been used to m, vestigate boththe uniaxial and biaxial loading cases diverge at Q --0.5,
in-plane and moo 6 plane mnsuaint im m the llSSTwhich is somewhat higher than the corresponding midplanc
shallow- and deep-crack test results. The m-plane mvesti-value of -0.6 (see Fig. 3.18)
gation is reported herein the application of the model to
out-of-plane constraint or thickness effects is the subject of
a separate report,tThe scaling modelwas applied to the

A J-Q failure locus for A 533 grade B class I steel at one
shaHow-crack data using information available in the '

temperature is schematically constructed in Fig. 3.23. This
lit r tuac21 without the need of additional crack-tip

failure locus utilizes J-Q trajectories from analyses of
"" I ''''Yshallow- and deep-crack SEND and IISST wide-plate data

performed by Dodds.* The estimated J-Q toughness values
for the uniaxially and biaxially loaded crucifonn specimen
at i = 2 are also included. Figure 3.23 depicts the scatter ne & dum tugtmgss data fun & MhaHow-crad

pmgan am s wn in g. as a knchn of nonnaked
for a toughness locus corresponding to these J-Q trajecto-
rics. The toughness locus implies that reduced stress triax- temperature (T - RTNDT).The shallow-crack toughness

increase can be quantified by a temperature shift of ~35 C.
iality (as reflected in more negative values of Q) is associ-

The data within the box at a nonnalized temperature range
ated with increases both in apparent fracture toughness and

f appr xim tely -10 C to-25*C in Fig. 3.24 are replotted
in data scatter, The trajectories for the cruciform specimens

in % 125 as a fundon of cmd @ As expecW in a
,

fall well within the scatter of the failure locus. Also, the
w-constraint geometry, Fig. 3.25 shows both an increase

tendency for the biaxially loaded specimen trajectory to
in the fracture toughness values and data scatter from the

saturate at a higher stress triaxiality (i.e., less negative
shallow-crack specimens when compared with tic deep-

Q-stress) and turn abruptly upward suggest that biaxial
cmck specimens. Figures 3.24 and 3.23 are complemen-

Icading could produce less data scatter in shallow-crack
tary, both indicating an increase in toughness and data

geometries than the uniaxial case.
scatter with decreased constraint. The regression analysis
shown in Fig. 3.25 indicates a mean shallow-crack

*R. II. thids. Jr.," Constraint Analysis of the ShaHow-Crack and Wide- i . J. Theiss and S. K. Iskander, Coruiraint and Statistical Analyses ofT
Plate Test Resuks," to be issued as a NUREG under subcontract to the Transision Range A533 R Toughness Data. USNRC Repwt

IISST Program. NUREG/CR-6106 (ORNt/TM- 12467). to be published.
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| toughness value of about 1.6 times the deep-crack tough- toughness, and or is the flow stress of the material. Speci-
ness as previously reported.5 mens not uceting the criteria are expected to exhibit a

toughness increase due to the loss of out-of-plane con-
'Ihe following criteria developed by Dodds and straint. The ratio acr/Je was detennined for each specimen
Anderson 10 indicate dimensions in deep-crack (a/W > and is listed in Table 3.1. As expected, the ratio exceeds
0.5) specimens necessary for SSY: 200 for most of the deep-crack specimens and is consider-

ably less tium 200 for the shallow-crack specimens.
a, b, B 2 200 Je/or . (3)

where a is the crack depth, b is the remaining ligament, B Using the D A oanalysis results, Wallin21t has quantified
is the specimen thickness, Je is the cleavage J-integral in-plane constraint loss by the following equation:

Table 3.1 Results of scaling model applied to shallow-crack data

Kj KoIISST T-RTNDT a

beam ('C) (mm) (MPah) 8/0/O ) JFB Jo (MPaM)f /

|

| 3 -1 10.0 279 13 6.33 111

4 -26 51.8 98 579 1.03 96
5 -20 51.2 105 490 1.N 103

6 -24 51.9 155 230 1.10 147
! 7 -24 10.2 145 51 1.80 108

| 8 -25 9.6 267 14 5.58 113
| 9 -27 9.5 220 21 3.71 114

10 -25 14.0 189 42 2.05 132
11 -22 8.4 139 46 1.94 100
12 -22 49.8 103 494 1.N 101

13 -25 8.8 174 31 2.60 108
14 -22 8.7 171 31 2.56 107
15 -24 8.7 126 58 1.67 97
16 -23 50.0 103 501 1.N 101

12A -9 51.0 119 369 1.05 116

13A -11 50.8 143 255 1.09 137

14A1 -9 50.2 145 244 1.09 138

14A2 -9 50.8 93 601 1.03 91

15A -12 50.7 134 289 1.07 129

16A -8 51.9 109 445 1.N 107

17 9 52.6 141 254 1.09 135

18 -9 10.6 213 23 3.37 116
20 11 10.8 391 7 13.68 106

21 -8 10.7 174 35 2.34 114 !

22 8 10.9 298 12 6.93 113 !

24 8 52.0 219 105 1.30 192 )
25 -24 52.0 136 290 1.07 131

26 -25 11.0 189 32 2.51 119

27 -7 10.7 230 20 3.92 116

28 9 10.3 331 9 9.54 107

31 -25 51.5 108 455 1.04 106

32 -88 11.1 68 327 1.06 66
33 -88 10.7 55 499 1.04 54

34 -91 10.4 69 307 1.07 67

35 8 51.7 140 255 1.09 134

36 -23 51.6 91 645 1.02 90

37 -24 10.8 169 39 2.16 115

38 -24 10.8 157 45 1.95 112
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JpnDo = 1 + 176 (JrB ac0)l37 , (4) confinns that the Ko data are independent of crack depth./
He mean and standard deviation of the shallow- and deep-

where Jo is the SSY or reference value of J, and J u is the nack data am included on Fig. 3.27 a4well. The mean val-t
ucs are ahnost identical at 112 MPavm for the shallow-value of J in the finite body geometry. Equation (4) is
crack Ko data and i14 MPa6' for the deep-crack Ko

applicable to materials with a Ramberg-Osgood hardening
data. The shallow-crack Ko lso exhibit subst;mtially lessa

exponent of ~10, such as A 533 D steel. It is recommended
scatter than the original shallow-crack data in Fig. 3.25.in Ref.10 that results from the above equation not be used

in situations in which J#o > 4. De SSY value (Jo) was
'lhe standard deviation of the original shallow-crack Kje
data was 37.2 MPa6; the shallow-crack Ko data had a

computed from Eq. (4) for each specimen tested as a part deviation of only 8.1 MPa6. All of the data m Fig. 3.27
of the IISST Shallow-Crack Program. The results are listed

met the criteria of JrB oU s 4 cxcept one specimen that had
in Table 3.1 as JFadoand Ko The plane-strain clastic
modulus was used to coavert from J to K. He Ko results

a JrB oU ratio of ~5.6. The average JpnSoratio for the
shallow-crack specimens in Fig. 3.27 was 2.73; the averageare shown in Fig. 3.26 as a function of nomialized tem-
deep-crack specimen JrB oU value was 1.05.

pcrature. The Koresults show no toughness increase
associated with the shallow-flaw specimens. As shown in
Fig. 3.26, several of the shallow-crack Ko data are below

Several conclusions can be drawn from the application of
the corresponding deep-crack Ko data at higher tempera-

the D-A scaling model to the llSST shallow-crack data.tures. ncsc specimens exhibited a Jpndoadjustment >4
First, the scaling model works very well with the shallow-

and (k) not represent the SSY toughness value.
crack data. He model adjusts both shallow- and deep-
crack data to the SSY toughness vaine, in addition, the
scatter in the corrected toughness data was also reducedne Kovalues as a function of crack depth in the transition

region (i.e., the data subset in i E. 3.26 within the imx) are by the application of the scaling model to the original
shallow-crack toughness results. Furthermore, the scaling

shown in Fig. 3.27. The data in Fig. 3.27 correspond to the
m del is very simple to use in this application. He analy-uncorrected data in Fig. 3.25. As indicated in Fig. 3.27, the
sis of the data using thc scaling model required no addi-

Koresults are reduced to a toughness level independent of
tional crack-tip analys,s. %e constramt corrections were

.

i
the crack depth of the specimens. Comparing Figs. 3.25

based on specimen geometry and cicavage toughnessand 3.27, the deep-crack data in Fig. 3.27 experience little
results. It appears likely that Je pmdictions for shallow-to no reduction to their Ko values, while the shallow-crack
a ck geometries could be made from Ko data obtaineddata are reduced substantially to almost exactly the same

toughness level. The regression analysis shown in Fig. 3.27 fr m deep-crack specimens.
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3.3.2 Application of Scaling Model to ne uniaxial and biaxial stresses are at (or near) the critical
Cruciform Beam Data value of J. Dis allows the detennin'. tion of the constraint

conditions (and Jo toughness)in these specimens at failure

Dcdds et al.1I have also developed a methodology for per. (i.e., critical SSY toughness, Jo). The three biaxial speci-

fonning constraint adjustments of fracture toughness data mens yidded twghnm values sufndendy dow such mat

from test specimens that utilize a J-Q description of the nly me value for Wese s# men 3 is nuesmy,

crack-tip stress fields. His methodology has the advantage
of being computationally simpler to apply than the
stressed-volume technique for constraint conection previ- Two different methods of tpplying the D-A scaling proce-

ously introduced by Dodds and Anderson.1 Applications dure were used for these results.* Both methods begin with
m ra o e tance almad oMe cM dp, _, for &cof this simplified approach to data from the uniaxially and r

nn y as s (udons Metennine ps/}obiaxially loaded cruciform specimens, which draw upon
,

# ' "# * 8'" * '"* "# " " ' "" # *"'"Uthe J-Q analyses of the previous section, are presented
'

of abr,ut 2. He first method holds the finite-body stress
constant at t = 2 and detennines the distance ahead of the
cmck tip in the SSY solution that corresponds to that stress
' * " E' .28). The second method begins with the SSYne modified D-A scaling procedure,like the scaling
s rm at .r = 2 and finds the distance corresponding to thatmedel previously described, detennines the ratio of finite-
strm m e nnhe y solutim(s). bow of Gese mcsodsbcdy toughness to SSY toughness (i.e., Ja/Jo). De modi-

fied D-A scaling procedure is based on the observationig are outlined in Fig. 3.28. The first method begms with the
.

that even under different constraint conditions the shape of y strm at r = 2 on = 2Jm/c . He distance m -n o

the principal stress contour ahead of the crack tip remains the SSY solution that yields the same critical stress is r =
.,

the same, with only the size varying. This relationship is 11.63 or r = 11.63 Jo/o0. Because the critical distances are

maintained until defonnation becomes excessive. Critically assumed equal, Jm/Jo = 11.63/2.0 or 5.82. De second

stressed areas ahead of the crack can be related to critical method yields a Jm/Joof 2.0/0.621 = 3.22.

distances ahead of the crack, which allows the use of the
near-tip stress field to determine Jm/Jo. Figure 3.28 shows
lie stresses ahead of the crack tip for the SSY solution and
the cruciform specimen under uniaxial and biaxial koding. *Pnvate conversation wnh R. II. Dmkh. h., Sept.28.1993.
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Figure 3.28 Determination of finite-body to SSY toughness ratio from stresses ahead of crack tip

De two methods of applying the D-A scaling modeljust Table 3.2 Scaling model results at distances
described yield JFB o/l ratios that are quite different. Theo- ahead of crack tip for the unlaxial and
retically, as discussed in Ref. I1, both methods should blaxial cruciform specimens (at critical load)
yield identical results. One reason for this problem is that
these are numerical approximations to the stresses near the

F GSSY/0 _FFB JFB Jo/0crack tip, which always contain some error. The SSY stress
solution tends to flatten as distance from the crack tip Unlaxlalloading
increases, which could exaggerate the error in J B JowithF / 15 3.248 0.502 2'99
increasing distance from the crack tip. Furthermore, tp 20 3.139 0.621 3.22first D-A scaling method used distances greater than r =

2.5 3.048 0.744 3 3610, which is typically far beyond the process zone for
3.0 2.986 0.831 3 61cleavage fracture. (Additional information on the k> cation
3.5 2 931 0.916 3 82of the cleavage origin site ahead of the crack tip will b
4.0 2.881 0.9M 4'02

covered in Chap. 4.) For the two reasons just outlined, the
second D-A scaling procedure that uses smaller distances Blaxlalloading
ahead of the crack tip is the preferred method in this inves- 1.5 3.248 0.394 3.81

tigation and will be used to interpret the results. 2.0 3.139 0.493 4.06
2.5 3.048 0.589 4.24
3.0 2.986 0.669 4.48

The J B loresults using the D A scaling procedure for the 3.5 2.931 0.765 4.58F /
uniaxial and biaxial cruciform specimens at i = 1.5 to 4 4.0 2.881 0.842 4.75

are included in Table 3.2. These results are plotted as a
function of distance ahead of the crack tip in Fig. 3.29.
Examination of these results leads to several observations. JFB o/J with distance ahead of the crack tip. In Ref. I1, the
First, the J ratios (and subsequently Jo) vary as a function calculation of Jo is considered valid when values deter-
of distance ahead of the crack tip. For the uniaxial cruci- mined at i = 1.5 and at i = 4 differ by <10%.The varia-
fonn, the JFB o/J ratio increases from ~3 at i = 1.5 to -4 at tion in JFB o (and subsequently Jo) shown in Fig. 3.29 is/J

i = 4. The biaxial cruciform shows a similar increase in about 25% over this range for both the uniaxial and biaxial
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Figure 3.29 Finite-body to SsY toughness ratio as a function of normalized distance ahead of crack tip

cases. He D-A scaling model results do not, therefore, very limited number of tests. Additional tests will be neces-
meet the criteria established in Ref. I1. sary to determine if these trends continue.

Dere are two potential explanations for Jo varying by he Jo values were calculated for the uniaxial and biaxial

more than the accepted criteria of 10%. The first is the cruciform tests for comparison with SENB Jovalues using

nature of the cruciform specimen itself, which possesses the analytically based JFB values and the Jpg/Joratios
determined at i = 2. De ratio at i = 2 was chosen3-D stress fields that vary through the thickness (see

Fig. 3.8). The D-A scaling model allows the use of criti- because the Q-stress is typically determined at that location

cally stressed areas ahead of the crack, assuming a rela- and the biaxial and uniaxial stresses ahead of the crack tip

tively constant field through a specimen thickness. The are almost identical at that location (see Fig. 3.28). De Jo
and Ko values for the four cruciform tests are shown insecond explanation is the assumption that the stressed areas

in these cases are similarly shaped, allowing the compari- Table 3.3 along with the upper and lower SSY toughness

son of distances ahead of the crack rather than areas.This results from the shallow- and deep-crack SENB tests; Ko

assumption could lead to variations in Jo that might not values are also included in Fig. 3.27. As indicated in Table

exist had the D-A scaling model used contour areas. 3.3, all of the cruciform SSY toughness values are within
the range of SSY data from the SENB specimens. The Jo
values from the biaxial cruciform are near the lower limit

/ f the SENB Jorange; the uniaxialJo value was nearer theFigure 3.29 indicates that the range of JFB Joratios for the
/J upper limit. Additional data are necessary to determine theuniaxial cruciform is consistent with previous JFB o

values for the shallow-crack SEND specimens. Re uni- full range of SSY toughness values under uniaxial and

FB o between 3 and 4; biaxialloading.axial cruciform yields values of J /J

the shallow crack SEND specimens yielded JFB Joratios/
ranging from 1.8 to 5.6, averaging ~2.7. Finally, as shown 3.4 Discussion of Crack 'I,ip Analyses

, , ,

in IQ. 3.29, the biaxial JFB Joratio is -25% greater than/
the uniaxial J-ratio. This implies greater constraint loss for De J-Q method and D-A scaling model have been applied
the biaxial specimen than the uniaxial specimen, a result to the shallow- and deep-crack SENB tests and the uniaxial
which is inconsistent with the experimental toughness and biaxial cruciform tests. Data sets used in these applica-
results. liowever, these ratios have been determined for a lions are generated from tests of specimen geometries that
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Table 3.3 SSY toughness results for the uniaxial and blaxial
cruciform specimeru

I
Specimen Loading JFH Jo KF K

,

'

No. configuration (kN/m) (kN/m) (MPa ) (MPa )

BB-1 0.6:1- 160 39.4 190 94
BB-2 0:1 257 79.8 241 134
BB-4 0.6:1 160 39.4 190 94
BB-5 0.6:1 174 42.9 198 98

Notes: 'JFD o/J ratio at i = 2 was used.
Plane strain relationship between J and K was used.
SEND (shanow- and deep crack) SSY data were J = 35.9-95.8 kN/m or K = 90-o o
147 MPad.

provide a contrast in analytical modeling requirements. observations of the limitations of the two methods applied
7he SEND specimen is modeled in terms of a 2-D plane to the cruciform specimen are presented herein.
strain formulation, while the cruciform specimen exhibits a
fully 3-D character that must be considered. Analysis
results indicate that both methodologies can be used suc. Figure 3.30 shows the stresses ahead of the crack tip for
cessfully to interpret experimental results from the deep- the SSY solution and the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform
and shallow-crack SENB specimen tests. Applications of specimens at the critical value of J. (Figure 3.30 is identical
the two methodologies to the cruciform specimen each to Fig. 3.28 except for the distance scale and the construc-
showed promising features, but they also raised several tion of1133 o.) Because both the J-Q method and the scal-/1

issues conceming constraint analysis based on near-tip ing model are based on the stresses ahead of the crack tip,
stress fields. These issues have been identified and observations about Fig. 3.30 are germane to both tech-
discussed in the preceding sections. Some additional niques. First, the coincidence of the critical crack-tip
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stresses near the crack tip (i s 2) is encouraging and indi- specimen is not constant within the range of i = 1.5 to 5

cates the potential applicability of these methods to the because of the interaction of the bending stresses with the

uniaxial and biaxial cruciform specimens. Furthermore, crack-tip singular stresses. In fact, the uniaxial stresses in
both the uniaxial and biaxial stresses deviate significantly Fig. 3.30 between i = 6 and 8 appear to be controlled by

from the SSY solution, indicating that the J-integral alone tie far-field bending stress, resuking in a near linear stress

cannot characterize the crack-tip stresses. The crack-tip distribution. If the identical load were applied to the speci-
stresses for the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform specimens men in a tensile manner rather than through bending loads,

begin to diverge at i = 2, which reficcts that the far-field the Q-stress for the uniaxial specimen is expected to be
;

| bending stresses are beginning to impinge on the crack tip more uniform than shown in Fig. 3.31. It is anticipated,

l stresses in the uniaxial case. In other words, at distances however, that the bending stress field will influence the

very near the crack tip,(i s 2), the stresses are dominated uniaxial and biaxial specimens less as the specimen sizeI

by the crack-tip singularity. At distances satisfying i > 2, increases and/or the load at failure decreaxs.

| however, the stresses tend to be influenced by the far-field

| bending stress, resulting in a divergence of the uniaxial and

| biaxial stresses. Physically, i 2 2 represents a distance In contrast with the uniaxial specimen, the biaxial Q-stress

i ahet:1 of the crack tip of 1.2 and 0.8 mm for the uniaxial shown in Fig. 3.31 is relatively constant over the distances

! and biaxial cruciform specimens, respectively. These dis- shown. In fact, the biaxial Q-stress at failure agrees well

| tances are well within the corresponding plastic zore with the shallow-crack Q-stress detennined from the
| rt:lius that is conservatively estimated, from the plane SENB specimens.5The reason for the constant biaxial

strain relation,22 to be 14 and 9.6 mm for the uniaxial and Q-stress appears to be due to offsetting effects. First, the

biaxial case at failure, respectively, in reality, both the uni- bending stress tends to drive the Q-stress more negative

axial and biaxial specimens have reached a condition of with distance from the crack tip as in the uniaxial case. ne

uncontained yielding at the point of failure. offsetting effect is the out-of plane blaxialload itself. The
addition of the out-of-plane suess increases the hydrostatic
stress, which in turn increases the opening mode stress,

he difference between the SSY stresses and the uniaxial he offsetting nature of the bending stress and the out-of-
and biaxial stresses (i.e., the Q-stress) ahead of the crack plane stress cannot be generalized, however, for other

tip is shown in Fig. 3.31. De Q-stress for the uniaxial biaxially loaded specimens.
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Constraint

lhe application of crack-tip analysis to a shallow-crack cant manner under conditions of uncontained yielding.
emcifonn specimen under biaxial loading such as Preliminary estimates from Ref. 23 indicated that under
described in this chapter represents a significant challenge contained yielding, changes in initiation toughness due to
for these techniques. Differences in constraint conditions biaxial effects would not exceed a few percent. Biaxial
due to a biaxial load are difficult to quantify because of die cf fects were exhibited in the cruciform specimen at condi-
absence of an appropriate distance panuncter. Out-of-plane tions beyond contained yielding. The analyses confirm
constraint (i.e., thickness effects) can be quantified in terms previously described experimental trends. As shown in
of the specimen thickness 3 in-plane constraint loss is Fig. 3.30, uniaxial and biaxial near-tip stresses ( r 5 2) are
similarly related to a shallow-crack depth, a or a/W. coincident at failure loads. The applied load at which fail.
Biaxial loading, however, which impacts the crack-tip ure occurred in the uniaxial and biaxial specimens is
stresses substantially, has no appropriate length scale or ahnost identical; however, the critical value of toughness
dist:mce parameter to which the constraint condition can be (J in Fig. 3.30) is quite different. Diaxial hiading further
related. Another way of considering the influence of biax- alters the way that applied load on a cracked specimen is
ial kuding is that the out of-planc stress appears to make related to the crack-driving force. Biaxial koding also
the specimen behave as a larger uniaxial specimen, substantially reduces the ductility of a specimen.

Additional crack-tip analysis and additional biaxial tests
;ur necessary before the impact of the biaxial hiads on the

lhe final impact of out-of-plane biaxial loading is not fully fracture resistance of an RPV is understood.
known at this time. It is known, however, that biaxial load-

ing does impact the conditions at the crack tip in a signifi-

|
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4 Fractography and Fracture Characterization Issues

4.1 Fractographic Examinations the estimates of CTOD determined using the crack-tip
blunting show good agreement with the experimental esti-

Fractographic examinations were conducted on the cruci. mates of CIOD. This agreement tends to validate the tech-

fonn specimens and several of the shallow- and deep-crack niques used in these evaluations and provides an indepen-

specimens to examine the fmeture modes, cleavage origins, dent verincation of previously reported CTOD values.

and other characteristic surface features. The examinations
included optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
observations as well as measurement of several key param. Examining the ductile crack extension (Aa) and distance to
eters. Previous fractographic results! have focused on the the cleavage origin (X) reveals that shallow 4aw speci-
measurement of the fractographic data and a description of mens often show less ductile crack extension (Aa) and
the general features of the fracture surface of the speci. cleavage origin distances (X) than dwp-crack specimens at
men (s).1his section includes fractographic information compamble toughness levels. Additional deep-crack tough-
reported previously on the crucifonn specimens and ness data are necessary, however, to determine if this trend
describes additional fractographic information on these is a function of crack depth or toughness. Finally, the
specimens, including the data from additional shallow- and cleavage origin distances (X) tend to be smaller in the
deep-crack beams for comparison. This section also com. specimens tested under 0.6:1 biaxial loading than in the
bines pertinent fractographic, analytical, and experimental uniaxial specimens. Again, additional data are requimd to
results from these specimens and provides an interpretation confinn this tend.
(or reinterpmtation) of analytical or experimental results in
light of existing fractographic infonnation.

4.2 Cleavage Initiation Sites and Stress-
Based Fracture Characterization

The fractographic information obtained thus far from the
crucifonn, shallow- and deep-crack specimens is listed in Measured data in Table 4.1 are being used to assess the
Table 4.1. The infonnation is generally consistent among relevance of stress-based fracture characterizations to con-
the different specimen types or loading conditions. Specific ditions at cleavage initiation sites in SENB and crucifonn
details concerning the measurement methods used to com- beam test specimens. (Previous studies that seek to inter-
pile Tabic 4.1 are found in Ref.1. In addition to the fracto- pret fracture toughness results through fractographic obser-
graphic information, Table 4.1 contains a comparison of vations include those of IIccrens et al.24) The important
fractographic and experimental estimatcs of CTOD for elements of this study can be summarized through refer-
several deep- and shallow-crack specimens. The experi. ence to Fig. 4.2. Figure 4.2(a) and (b) depicts normalized
mental estimate of CTOD is detailed in Ref. 5. The fracto- opening-mode, near-crack-tip stress distributions from
graphic estimate of CIDD is calculated using the crack-tip finite-strain analyses of SEND and biaxially loaded cruci-
blunting measurement (see Fig. 4.1) assuming an opening form specimens; the stress distributions are plotted vs nor-
angle of 45* [i.e., CTOD = (2) (sin 45) (blunting)). Recent malized distance in front of the crack tip. The finite-strain
fractographic measurements indicate that the opening angle SSY solutions are shown for reference. In Fig. 4.2(c) andi

(0 in Fig. 4.1) seems to vary with fracture toughness but (d), normalized distances [(X + Aa)o /J] to cleavage initia-o
averages about 45*. Future plans include the measurement tion sites are plotted for SEND and cruciform bend test
of the crack-opening angle in different specimens and cor- specimens. Values for the distance X + Aa, measured from
relation of the angle with fracture toughness or other the tip of the fatigue precrack to the cleavage initiation site,
parameters. Toughness values shown in Table 4.1 are all are taken from Table 4.1.
based on the area under the P.CMOD curve method
described in Chap. 2.

The central issue here concerns the location of a prepon-
derance of the cleavage initiation sites relative to that

Several observations can be made relative to the informa- region in front of the crack tip where increasing applied J
tion in Table 4.1. Additional data, however, are necessary implies increasing opening-mode stress. In Fig. 4.2(a), an
before these observations can be deemed conclusive.1hc effect of progressive loss of stress triaxiality is to shift the
fractographic data show remarkable similarity in the mea- stress peak to the left (i.e., toward the crack tip) relative to
surements in all specimens with both ductile crack exten- the SSY stress peak. Given these conditions, the following
sion (Aa) and cleavage origin distances (X) falling within a question is posed: Do the measured cleavage initiation sites
narrow range.1his is partially explained by the narrow tend to fall in a region of the computed stress field where
range of toughness values. The data also show a consistent opening-mode stress is increasing with increasing applied
correlation between toughness and Aa + X values. Next, J, that is, in Region A of Fig 4.2(a) to the right of the stress
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Table 4.1 Summary of fractographic information
1

i

Fractographic ExperimentalDista crack fa%ue precrack to Blunting CTOD CTODSpecimen Specimen Flaw Kyc T- RTNDT
No. type depth gp,5) ('C) to origin, extension, initiation location, (km) (pm) ( m)

An Aa + X
D) (pm) (pm)

11 SENB Shallow 139 -22 74-1508 63 .138-213 80 136 1%

12 SENB Deep 103 -22 75-1208 24 99-144 70 119 61

38 SENB Shallow 157 -24 200 74 274 108 184 206

31 SENB Deep 108 -25 70 11 81 88 150 63

22 SENB Shallow 298 8 350 535 885 628 1069 942g
24 SENB Deep 219 8 550-9508 342 892-1292 324 551 367

27 SENB Shallow 230 -7 220 270 490 290 494 559

28 SENB Shallow 331 9 750 750 1500 e
'

BB-1 Crucifonn Shallow 175 -10 90-125a 64 154-189 c

BB-2 Crucifonn Shallow 214 -4 50-1008 77 127-177 c

BB-3 Crucifonn Shallow c -12. b 45 b c
BB-4 Cruciform Shallow 178 -11 140 83 223 c
BB-5 Cruciform Shallow 178 -9 90 87 177 c

8 Location of origin undear.
hgin in ccrner.
%t measured.

. _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ -



Fractography
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Figure 4.1 Schematic defining fractographic variables

peak? (Material points to the left of the stress peak experi- fled blunting and translation of the tip without considering
j ence a stress field th at decreases in magnitude with increas- the complexities of the actual process. Inclusion of model

| ing J). The expectation * is that a cleavage inidation event refinements associated with these crack-tip processes can

i govemed by a stress-based criterion will occur in a rising potentially influence the near-cmck-tip stress fields and,
near-tip stress field under increasing applied load. consequendy, interpretations of any comparisons between

analytical predictions and measured fractographic data.

Results depicted in Fig. 4.2 permit comparisons of normal-
ized distances from the crack tip to opening-mode stress 'Ihe opening-mode stress distributions in Fig. 4.2(a) and
peaks at failure and to measured cleavage initiation sites. (b) are plotted vs normalized disance fmm the crack tip
For the SEND shallow-crack specimens, the initiation sites based on the initial undeformed configuration of the
appear to fall in the region experiencing a ring stress model. Of necessity, measurements taken on the fracture

! field, that is, to the right of the stress peak in Fig. 4.2(a), surfaces and compiled in Table 4.1 are given ia terms of
The cruciform specimens parsent a contrasting result, with deformed points in the broken specimen. To compensate
the sites located in a falling stress field with increasing J, for these differences, adjustments of the material reference

| that is, to the left of the stress peak in Fig. 4.2(b). 'Ihus, configuration have been proposed for the analytical and
fmetographic data from the SENB shallow-crack speci- experimental plots of Fig. 4.2. One option is to plot the
mens [ Fig. 4.2(c)) tend to support the expectation for a opening-mode stress distribution in terms of the deformed
critical stress-based fracture criterion discussed above, coordinates of the finite-element model and compare this

I
,

while data from the cruciform specimens [ Fig. 4.2(d)] directly with distance X measured fmm the tip of the
'

require further study for reasons discussed below, blunted crack to the cleavage initiation site.

Results of this comparison between locations of the stress The proposed adjustment for results given in Fig. 4.2 is )
| peak and the cleavage initiation sites for the cruciform based partly on a hypothesis describing micromechanical
i specimens must be evaluated in the context of several fac- processes leading to cleavage fracture in the test specimens

tors. The fractographic data in Table 4.1 reflect that the of Table 4.1. Studies to effectively validate such adjust- |
process leading to cleavage fracture involves ductile ments or hypotheses have been initiated but not completed. |

extension of the crack tip before unstable cleavage. The Motivation for such adjustments is derived primarily from ;

finite-element models employed in analyses of the speci- recognized limitations of the analytical models in repre-,

i mens in Table 4.1 do not incorporate the micromechanical senting the micromechanics of fmeture pmcesses. It* has
| processes that lead to generation of new fracture surfaces been proposed that development and application of a

before the onset of cleavage instability. The 3-D finite- micromechanical model based on void formation and strain
element model of the cruciform specimen described herein softening concepts (e.g., see Ref. 25) could potentially
utilizes centered-fan crack-tip elements that allow a simpli- resolve issues related to representation of crack-tip stress

fields.
*W. E. Pennell et al Martin Mariesta Energy Systems. Inc., Oak Ridgel

Rtl. Lab., "Dianial tonding and Shanow-Flaw Effeas on Crack-Tip
Constraint and Fracture-Toughness," presented at the Twenty-First
Waer Reacter Safety infarrnation Meeting. Bethesda, Md., Oa. 25,
1993.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Distributions of opening-mode stress component for SENB specimen with a/W = 0.1 as function of
applied load up to crack initiation; (b) distribution of opening-mode stress component for biaxial shallow-
crack cruciform specimen; (c) toughness vs normalized distance to initiation site for shallow- and deep-
crack SENH specimens; and (d) toughness vs normalized distance to initiation site for uniaxial and biaxial
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4.3 3-D Interpretation of Toughness increases into the elastic-plastic domain, thickness varia-
tion in the crack-driving force will take place. The point

| One of the functional criteria of a satisfactory bisxial cruci- remains, however, that conventional specimens have fairly

form specimen design was that "the crack-driving forces be unifonn crack-driving forces over their thickness, makmg'

relatively unifonn over a substantial portion of the crack twghness interpretadon a 2-palcuyhon withwt
distance with no significant edge effects."1 The criteria regard to the actual locan.on of the amtiauon site along the

crack front.were satisfied for the initial phase of the biaxial testing
program by showing that the cruciform specimen did not
have a propensity for crack initiation at the intersection of As discussed previously in this report and in Ref.1, the
the diffusion slots and the crack tip. One specimen (BB-3) variation of crack-driving forces through the thickness of
did initiate at the corner, and as a consequence the tough- the crucifonn specimen is greater than that for conven-
ness result was considered suspect and was not determined. tional specim( 's. In fact, through-thickness variation is
Due to the concern over edge effects in the crucifonn estimated to be as large as the toughness difference
specimens, the initiation site location along the crack front between biaxial and uniaxial loading conditions being
for all of the cruciform specimens and for several of the detennined in these studies. These observations have led to
shallow- and deep-crack beam specimens was measured- consideration of initiation site locations along the crack

front and to the 3-D interpretation of fracture toughness
described herein.

Conventionally, the position of the initiation site within the
thickness of the specimen is not important because of the
consistency of crack-driving force through the specimen All experimental measurements used to measure fracture
thickness. For example, analysis of a 4T compact-tension toughness are taken at the specimen centerline, and addi-
specimen reveals that at the limit of plane strain validity tional measurements through thickness are impractical.
determined by ASTM E399, the crack-driving force is Analytical results provide the best estimate of the variation
within 5% of the centerline value over the central 90% of of the crack-driving force and, subsequently,3-D tough-
the specimen thickness.* Obviously, as the load level ness values. The calculated variation of crack-driving

j forces thmugh the thickness for specimens BB-4 and -5 is
! *D. K. M. Shum, " Preliminary lovestigation on the inclusion of Warm shown in Fig. 4.3 along with the location of the initiation
'

Prestress Ufects in Fracture-Marpn Assessment of Reactor Pressure sites for these two tests. As shown in Fig. 4.3, specimen

|
Vessels," NtJREG/CR-5946 (ORNill% 12236), to be issued.
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BB-5 initiated sufficiently close to the specimen centerline remains unchanged. %c 3-D toughness results for all
that the 3-D toughness value is the same as 2-D toughness specimens tested at T- RTNDT = -10 C are plotted as a
value. Specimen BB-4 initiated about 38 mm fnun the function of load ratio in Fig. 4.4. nc comparable 2-D
centerline. The crack-driving force at this position is ~20% toughness plot is shown in Fig. 2.5. A comparison of
less than at the center. nc 3-D toughness values are com- Figs. 4.4 and 2.5 indicates that both interpretations of
puted by decreasing the 2-D toughness values as deter- toughness are reasonable The uniaxial cruciform specimen
mined analytically from the variation of crack-driving (BB-2) has a 2-D toughness toward the mean of the
force at the center and the position of crack initiation. shallow-crack specimens but a 3-D toughness near the

lower bound of the shallow-crack beam data.The average
of biaxial cruciform data is decreased about 15% from 177

he 3-D toughness values were detennined for all the cru- to 149 MPa6 by considering the initiation site location.
ciform specimens (except BB-3) and the shallow- and The scatter of the biaxial data is increased when the 3-D
deep-crack SENB specimens tested at the same nonnalized toughness interpretation is considered. nc primary obser-
temperature (T- RTNDT = -10*C). The 3-D toughness vation, however, that biaxial loading reduces some but not
data for these specimens and the information needed to all of the shallow-cmck toughness increase appears accu-

compute the 3-D toughness, such as initiation location and rate for both tongimess interpretations.
analytical ratio of 3-D/2-D toughness values, are included
in Table 4.2. Table 4.2 indicates that few of the specimens
initiated directly at the specimen center or close to the nc 3-D interpretation of toughness is not being recom-
edge. Most specimens initiated at about the 1/4 L location mended or proposed for all testing applications. The ana-

through the specimen thickness. As expected, the 3-D lytical and fractographic effort to interpret the 3-D tough-
toughness values for the deep-crack specimens are indis- ness is not justified for most specimens. %c cmcifonn
tinguishable from the 2-D values. The shallow-cmck speci- specimen tests are sufficiently unconventional and novel to
mens, however, exhibit a small increase in toughness at the warrant this type of treatment. Hese results should be con-
1/4 t location over the centerline value. De crucifonn sidered tentative because the entire concept of considering

specimens B B-1, -2, and -4 show a reduction in toughness the initiation point in toughness detenninations is new and
of about 20 to 25%. The toughness for specimen BB-5 not well understood.

Table 4.2 3-D interpretation of toughness

f

Specimen B (mm) Initiation h> cation % t (1/4 t . . . ) Ratio of 3-D Ky 2-D K e4 3-D K e4
to 2-D Ky (MPavm) (MPavm)

Deep-crack beams at T - RTNDT = - 10'C [CE material)

12A 100 31 mm from edge 031 1 119 119

13A 100 12 mm from edge ? 0.12 0.95 143 136

14A1 50 15 mm from edge 0.30 1 145 145

14A1 50 Center ? 0.50 1 93 93

15A 150 Center ? 0.50 1 134 134

16A 150 Center ? 0.50 1 109 109

Shallow-crack heams at T- RTNDT = - 10 C [138 material]

18 100 12 mm from edge 0.12 1.06 213 226

21 100 29 mm from edge 0.29 1.03 174 179

27 100 26 mm from edge 0.26 1.03 230 237

Shallow crack cruciforms at T - RTNDT = - 10'C [CE material]

BB 1 100 2.5 mm from edge 0.03 0.76 175 133

BB-2 110 20 mm from edge 0.18 0.82 214 175

BB-3 110 Corner 0.00 N/A N/A N/A
BB-4 110 18 mm from edge 0.16 036 178 135

BB-5 110 50 mm from edge 0.45 1 178 178
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5 Summary and Conclusions

Crack-tip constraint is an issue that significantly impacts he J-Q methodology was first applied to a subset of,

fracture mechanics technologies employed in failure pre- shallow- atxl deep-crack SEND specimens. The J-Q ;

dictions for commercially licensed nuclear RPVs. A vali- analysis of the SEND specimens indicated a signilicant i
dated technology that incorporates constraint effects is loss of constraint for the shallow-crack specimens with the '

essential to the transfer of fracture toughness data from, for Q-stress saturating at about -0.7. He deep-crack speci-
example, miniature fracture toughness surveillance speci- mens had negligible constraint loss with Q ~ 0. Both
mens to RPVs.This capability could have a substantial specimens developed spatially independent Q-stress fields |
impact on the outcome of probabilistic 17FS analyses and ahead of the crack,

assessments of startup/cooldown transients of aging
nuclear plants. His report has provided interim results
from a program to evaluate selected fracture methodologies The J-Q analyses of the cruciform specimens yicided.

for the quantitative assessment of crack-tip constraint results that are not as straightforward to interpret as the
..

effects on fracture toughness of RPV steels. *F. mens, e miaxialauchnn sWnwn faHed .'

at a sufficiently high load that the far-field bending stress
began to impinge on the near-tip stress field in die armulus

Far-field tensile out-of-plane biaxial loading and shallow- 2 < r < 5. His near-tip and far-field stress interaction pro-

crack effects have been identified as constraint issues that sWsys dia*mase lixady we duance km
-
iDe ncdm was inMxed quan%influence both fracture toughness and the extent of the

fracture toughness scatter band. Relevance of these issues "" T# # "# * * ** # "" * ""#
up annulum cndu @ O h nm saw in de

to RPV failure predictions is supported by several observa- ,

tions. First, IrrS loading produces biaxial stress fields in an aupnn mechn as faHum is appmun

" *# #' " * #" " "" } F"" *RPV wall that have no counterpart in conventional labora-
" " " 7 E# # "" " '" * * ** # *# Etory specimens used to generate fracture toughness data. m waau. "."annu s. n e pmsm app ad n, . m in iLimited data indicate that a decrease in toughness is asso-
SWss om annu s is Smatu man de Muencel ciated with biaxial loading. Second, the probability of RPV

betwcen Q-stress values calculated for the uniform andvessel failure in IrrS analyses is dominated by initiations
* * * " ' ' " "E #""' * * ' " ' ' " # #*" ""

,

from shallow cracks. Recent testing has demonstrated an .

( effective increase in fractuie toughness of shallow cracks nwn pmduces a higher stress (naxiality ahead of the

l compared to deep-cracked specimens. Determining the @ t faqm man de umaxial cam ah, d genuatesc
#***" I" ""ifoam hydrostatic stress field (i.e., a veryextent of the interaction between this toughness elevation

associated with shallow cracks and toughness reduction low value f Q,)in fr nt of the crack tip.

due to biaxial loading effects is one of the main goals of
j

the llSST biaxial testing program. The J-Q loading trajectories were computed for the uni- j
axial and biaxial cruciform specimens at normalized dis- ;

tances i ahead of the crack tip of 2,3,4 and 5. At dis-

The focus of the studies described herein has been on taxes faih {mm the cack tip (i = 4 and 5), the uniaxial
evaluations of stress-based fracture methodologies (i.e., the and biaxist trajectones followed the same path up to rela-

J-Q model of O'Dowd and Shih and the D-A constraint
tively high load levels. The expectauon was that the J-Q

correction model) through applications to experimental and tr jectories would exhibit this behavior at least up to ;

fractographic data. Rese methodologies were selected for uitennediate loads, given the similarity of the P-CMOD

the initial evaluations because of their previously demon- responses. De J-Q trajectories at r = 2 arx! 3 were not so

strated promise as practical means for incorporating effects well behaved. De trajectories for the untaxial case exhib-

of crack tip constraint into fracture assessments. Data for sted a higher constraint condition (i.e., higher Q-stress)

these assessments were obtained primarily fmm the llSST than the biaxial case for almost the entire loading patb.

shallow-crack and biaxial testing programs. Shallow- and .Du,s n'sup conflicts with experimental results which implyI

deep-crack SEND specimens and uniaxially and biaxially that the biaxially loaded specimen is the more highly can-
stra,ned specimen. Ilowever, there is no rationale fori

loaded cruciform specimens from these testing programs
were analyzed using both the J-Q methodology and the quantifying constraint at distances farther removed from

D-A constraint scaling model. De SEND data set consists the crack tip (i.e., at distances r >2), where far-field ||

of 14 deep-crack and 14 shallow-crack specimens; the stresses were observed to have a strong mfluence in the

biaxial cruciform data set included one uniaxially loaded uniaxially loaded specimen. Fractographic data from the

and three biaxially loaded specimens. grucifonn specimens showed no evidence of cleavage
imtiauon sites m the annulus r > 2. Ihus, despite the
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Summary 1

observed inconsistencies, the cruciform specimens were Comparisons were perfonned between measured data

interpreted in terms of J-Q trajectories computed at i = 2. describing total distance to cleavage inidation sites
From the J-Q trajectories ati = 2, critical Q-stress values (Aa + X) and distance to opening-mode stress peaks in near

of-0.69 and 466 were determined for the uniaxial and crack-tip stress fields. The central question can be stated as

biaxial loading conditions, respectively. ncse failure follows: Are the cleavage initiation sites concentrated in a

points fall within the scatter of a J-Q failure locus region where the computed opening-mode stress field is
generated from deep- and shallow-crack SEND and wide- increasing with increasing applied J7 The expectation is

plate results at the same normalized temperature. that cleavage initiation would occur for a condition of
increasing stress at the measured initiation site. The
initiation sites for the SENB shallow-crack specimens

Applications of the D-A scaling model to data obtained appear to fall in a region experiencing a rising strer.s field,
from shallow- and deep-crack SEND specimens produced and those for the cmciform specimens are located in a

very good results. %e scaling model provided adjusted falling stress field. Rus, fractographic data from the
SSY toughness values in the transition region that were SEND shallow-crack specimens tend to support the

virtually identical for deep- and shallow-crack data. In expectation for a critical-stress-based fracture criterion
addition to removing the influence of crack depth in the posed above, while data from the cruciform specimens

toughness data, the scaling model reduced the scatter require further study for reasons disetssed previously. The

associated with the shallow-crack data. preponderance of initiation sites at i - 1 supports crack-Op
constraint methods that are based on stresses very close to

the crack tip (i.e., i < 2). Incorporation of selected
When the scaling model was applied to the cruciform.1ata, micromechanical features of the fracture process into the

the results were again more difficult to interpret than t.ie analytical models are planned and may pmvide some
SENB application. In the original formulation of the resolution of the issues irlated to representation of crack-
scaling model, toughness data are adjusted to SSY values tip stress fields in the cruciform specimen.

based on ratios of areas (or volumes) within stress contours
around the crack tip. The engineering model applied to the
cruciform specimens approximates these ratios from the Toughness data for the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform
stress distribution directly ahead of the crack tip. Stresses specunens were reinterpreted taking into account the
very close to the crack tip (F < 2) were used to determine position of the initiation site through the thickness of the
the JrB Jo/ ratios for the cruciform specimens. ncse ratios specimen. This exercise was perfonned because the
were found to vary ~25% over the annulus 1.5 < F < 4 for cruciform specimens experienced a substantial decrease in

1

both uniaxial and biaxial load cases. Ris difference crack-driving force toward the intersection of the crack and '

exceeds the maximum of 10% recommended in Ref. I1 for the load-diffusion control slot. This through-thickness
a valid calculation of Jo. Also, the biaxial JrB Joratio was variation is estimated to be as large as the toughness/
-25% greater than the uniaxial ratio, which implies a difference between biaxial and uniaxial loading conditions
greater constraint loss for the biaxial specimen than the being determined in these studies. This decrease is more

'

uniaxial specimen. The latter result is inconsistent with pronounced and influences a greater portion of the
toughness results determined from experimental data. All thickness than either deep- or shallow-crack specimens.

| of the crucifonn SSY toughness values determined from The 3-D toughness reinterpretation lowered the average
these ratios, however, were within the range of SSY data toughness of the biaxial specimens but increased the scatter
from the SEND specimens. of the data. Ris concept of taking into account the

initiation site for toughness determination is unique and
will require further examination.

Fractographic examinations were conducted on several of
the fracture surfaces from the shallow- and deep-crack

! SENB specimens and the cruciform specimens. Applications of the J-Q and D-A constraint methodologies
| Fractographic information included crack tip blunting presented herein utilized data sets generated from tests of

| (which can be related to CIDD), ductile crack extension specimen geometries that provide a contrast in analytical
Aa, and distance to the cleavage initiation site X. ne total modeling requirements.The shallow and deep-crack'

distance to the initiation site (Aa + X) appears to increase SEND specimen is modeled in terms of a 2-D planc-strain
with increasing toughness, but shallow-crack specimens formulation, while the fully 3-D character of the uniaxially
seem to have lower Aa + X values than deep-crack and biaxially loaded cmciform specimen must be
specimens at the same toughness level. Ilowever, considered. Analysis results from applications indicate the
additional data are necessary to confirm this trend, both methodologies can be used successfully to interpret

experimental data from the shallow- and deep-crack SEND
specimen tests. He two methodologies showed some
promising features in applications *.o the cruciform
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|

Summary

| spcimen, but also raised a number of questions concerning spatially independent Q-stress field ahead of the crack. He

| the interpretation of constraint conditions in the specimen far-field stresses, which tend to lower the near tip stresses,
i from near-tip stress fields. De more successful inter- are almost exactly offset by the out-of. plane stress
! pretations of these methodologies applied to the SEND component that inemases the opening-m(xic suess in the
| data are partially explained by the greater number of avail- biaxial specimen. This offsetting effect, however, cantxit
i able data points. Crack-tip constraint analyses of the be generalized to biaxial specimens having different
I shallow-crack cruciform specimen subjected to uniaxial or dimensions or kiad ratios. In addition, the impact of the

biaxial loading conditions represent a significant challenge far-field bending stress on the near-tip stresses would be
for these methodologies. Unresolved issues identified from reduced in specimens having larger dimensions. Testing of
these analyses and summarized in the foregoing discussion a limited numter of larger biaxial cruciform specimens,
require resolution as part of a validation process for biaxial such as currently planned within the llSST Program,

,

j loading applications. Additional cruciform specimens need would provide additional data to quantify these effects.

| to be tested before any conclusion can be reached concern-

| ing the application of these methods to the cruciform data.

| Re primary problem with using techniques described
herein to examine the influence of biaxial loading is the

; Some additional observations concerning applications to absence of an appropriate length scale with which to
I the cruciform specimen are presented herein. The near tip quantify constraint. Differences in out-of-plane constraint
l stresses ahead of the crack are the focal point of the stress- are quantified by the specimen thickness; in-plane

based fracture methodologies applied in this study. De constraint is related to crack depth, but biaxial loading
uniaxial cruciform specimen ex! ibited a substantial cannot be related to a similar length parameter.
interaction of the near-tip and far-field bending stresses, Examination of analytical results from this study indicates

| which provided a contrast to a relatively uniform that biaxial loading produces a near-tip stress pattern
hydrostatic (i.e., Q-stress) field ahead of the crack tip in the similar to that expected of a larger specimcn under uniaxial

,

SENB specimen. He biaxial specimen appears to be loading (i.e., biaxial kiading increases the " effective" size |
influenced by offsetting effects that also result in a of the specimen). Ilowever, additional data and analyses ,

,

are necessary to substantiate this observation. I

i

!

|
|

|

|
|

1
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Appendix A
|

|
Small-Scale Yielding Solution

!
|

|

| The SSY reference solution is detennined using a on the model through the appropriate displacement
boundary layer model (BLM) and a uniaxial stress-strain boundary conditions. To ensure SSY conditions in the|

curve appropriate for the matedal under consideration. model, the maximum extent of plastic zone is limited to |
Figure A.1(a) depicts a semicircular nnite-element model <10% of the outer radial dimension.
of the near-crack-tip region used in the boundary layer
approach. The model incorporates a highly refined crack-
tip region [ Fig. A.l(b)] with an initial root radius at the tip The material properties used for all calculations presented

104 times the outer radius of the mesh. The mesh is herein include Young's modulus E = 205,170 MPa,

defined by 1977 nodes and 624 cight-noded isopara netric Poisson's ratio y = 0.25, and the piecewise-linear uniaxial
planc strain elements. A linear-clastic Kr field is unposed ctress-strain curve depicted in Fig. 3.3.

ORNL DWG 93-3959 ETD

|
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I

(a)

i
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I I I 1

(b)

Figure A.1 (a) Finite-element model employed to obtain SSY reference solution; (b) crack-tip region of SSY finite-
element model
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Appendix A
The plane strain reference fields determined from the BLM tip. A typical feature of ticse fields is that the finite strain
are shown in Fig. A.2 for both finite strain and small strain and small strain solutions are essentially the same for
formulations. In Fig. A.2, the nonnalized opening-mode values of roo/J > 2.
stress is plotted vs normalized distance in fmnt of the crack
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Figure A.2 SSY plane strain reference fields for cruciform bend specimen
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Appendix B

Finite Strain Calculations

The crack-tip constraint analyses pn:sented in the main compared with the small strain calculations given in ,

bcdy of this report were computed using a small strain, Chap. 3. Interpretations of biaxial loading effects on stress
finite-element formulation. Finite strain calculations are triaxiality are unchanged from those presented earlier for a
provided here for completeness. The finite strain small strain formulation.
calculations presented in Figs. B.1-B.11 can be directly

,
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( Figure B.1 Comparison of calculated (finite strain) and measured LLD for cruciform hend specimens
|
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Figure B.2 Comparison of calculated (finite strain) and measured CMOD for cruciform bend specimens |
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Figure B.3 Applied J at specimen midplane (X = 0 mm)(finite strain)
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Figure B.4 Normalized opening-mode stress ahead of crack tip, X = 0 nun, untaxial loading (finite strain) j
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Figure B.6 Variation of Q with normalized distance ahead of crack tip, X = 0 mm, untaxialloading (finite strain)
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ABSTRACT

This report documents the results of the main projects undertaken under the
! Environmental and Dynamic Equipment Qualification Research Program (EDQP)

sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under FIN A6322.
Lasting from fiscal year 1983 to 1987, the program dealt with environmental and
dynamic (including seismic) equipment qualification issues for mechanical and
electromechanical components and systems used in nuclear power plants. The
research results have since been used by both the NRC and industry.

The program included seven major research projects that addressed the follow-

! ing issues: (a) containment purge and vent valves performing under desig . basis
loss of coolant accident loads, (b) containment piping penetrations and m;ation

I valves performing under seismic loadings and design basis and severe accident
containment wall displacements, (c) shaft seals for primary coolant pumps per-
fomiing under station blackout conditions, (d) electrical cabinet internals respond--
ing to in-structure generated motion (rattling), and (e) in situ piping and valves
responding to seismic loadings. Another project investigating whether certain con-

| tainment isolation valves will close under design basis condition: was also started
under this program. This report includes eight main sections, each of which pro-
vides a brief description of one of the projects, a summary of the findings, and an
overview of the application of the results. A bibliography lists the journal articles,
papers, and reports that document the research.

|

I
i

:

1 FIN A6322-Environmental and Dynamic Equipment Qualification
Research Program
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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Environmental and Dynamic Equipment research projects described in the following
Qualification Research Program (EDQP) was discussion.
sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission under FIN A6322. The program was ini- 1. Nuclear containment purge and vent valves

tiated in late 1982. Activities began in FY 1983 were subjected to flow interruption and leak

and continued until nearly all the main issues of integrity tests. These were the first such

the program cere completed. Activities then con- tests performed with full-scale valves and

tinued in FY 1988 with the Equipment Operabil- piping at design basis conditions. The
ity Program (FIN A6857). The objectives of the results of these tests contributed signifi-

program were to improve the technical basis for cantly to the nuclear industry's understand-

developing qualification requirements for ing of the torque requirements of the
mechanical and electromechanical equipment in butterfly valves typically installed in these

nuclear power plants. The requirements were eva- applications.

luated against acceptance criteria, which included
2. Containment penetration systems, includingdynamic (seismic) and environmental conditions

for qualification of mechanical equipment and the penetration itself, the two isolation

dynamic (including seismic) conditions for quali. valves, the associated piping, and the piping

fication of electrical equipment. supports, were subjected to seismic tests.
TDe results confirmed that these compo-
nents are resistant to earthquake loadings, in

The sets of equipment prioritized for research terms of the structural integrity of all the
under this program were selected from a number components and the leak integrity and fune-
of sources, including components and systems tionality of the valves,
identified in several Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) plans and research priority lia 3. Containment penetration systems were also
Among these plans and priority lists me the subjected to design basis accident and
Nuclear Power Plant Severe Accident Research severe accident containment responses,
Plan (NUREG-0900), the NRC Action Plan as a including significant displacement of the
Result of the TMI-2 Accident (NUREG-0660), penetration relative to the anchored piping.
Clarification of TMl Action Plan Requirements The results raised some minor concerns, but

(NUREG-0737), and A Prioriti:ation of Generic in general, testing showed that containment !

Safety Issues (NUREG-0933). penetration systems are extremely strong.

4. Reactor coolant pump shaft seals were eval- ;

This report fonnally documents the work of a uated and some of their components tested
major research program. The program has pro- for their resistance to station blackout
duced technical insights to support the NRC conditions. This project identified some

1
effort regarding Generic Safety issue 23,"Reac- temperature concerns with the polymer
tor Coolant Pump Seal Failures at Station Black- materials used in the secondary seals in the
out Conditions," Unresolved Safety issue A-46, seal assemblies in some designs. The project
Sci.unic Qualification of Equipment in Operating also investigated the tendency of the pri-
Nuclear Power Plants (NUREG-1030,1987), mary seals to pop open during station black- |
and the containment integrity portion of the out conditions.
NRC's severe accident research (NUREG-1264).
The program also included preliminary work to 5. The significance of rattling in electrical cab-
address Generic Safety issue 87, " Failure of the inets subjected to earthquake motion was
llPCI Steam Line Without Isolation. The evaluated, along with the effect of the rat-
research program included the following uajor fling on relays, switches, and other electrical
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devices mounted in the cabinets. The evalu- vohydraulic shakers. In the most severe test,
ation included seismic testing of relays at the magnitude of the loadings imposed by

| conditions simulating the high-frequency the shakers on the piping system, the valve, |
effects of cabinet rattling. The results of the -and the snubbers, struts, and other piping I

study showed that cabinets respond at supports was approximately eight times that
,

| higher frequencies during a seismic event of a typical safe shutdowr. earthquake. The
than the frequencies for which many of results provided insights on the failure loads . -

these cabinet-mounted devices are quali- and failure modes of snubbers subjected to
,

fled. Relays were also found to be sensitive high loadings. Both of these in situ test proj-
to low frequencies. ects (items 6 and 7) provided insight on the

ability of piping and valves to maintain their
6. A full-scale piping system was subjected to structural integrity when subjected to earth-

j seismic loadings to determine the piping quake-like loadings.
l system's in situ response. The seismic loads

were simulated by a large shaker mounted
high in the containment building, a decom- 8. The program also supported early research
missioned test facility in Germany.The pip- on the ability of isolation valves in the high-
ing system included a naturally aged, pressure coolant injection steam line and
motor-operated gate valve. The aged valve other high-pressure lines to close against

| was not affected by the seismic loadings, design basis line break flows. Two full-scale

| but other anomalies in valve performance test projects followed, funded as part of a
'

became the source of two NRC information subsequent research program. The results of

notices, one on aging in motor operator those test projects challenged some of the
torque springs and the other on undersized . equations the industry uses to size operators

| de power cables. on motor-operated gate valves and set the
! operators' control devices. The results have
; 7. In a follow-on test project, the piping sys- also contributed to the industry's under.

( tem described in item 6 above was subjected standing of the behavior of motor-operated

| to seismic loads simulated by two large ser- gate valves.

|

l'

|

)

I

|

: :
i
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Summary of Work Completed Under |

| the Environmental and Dynamic Equipment
| Qualification Research Program (EDQP)

1. INTRODUCTION

| The Environmental and Dynamic Equipment Research was designed by the INEL and per- 1
'

Qualification Research Program (EDQP), formed at a number of sites, including the INEL,

| conducted by the Idaho National Engineering the Santa Suzanna Field Laboratory in California,

Laboratory (INEL) and sponsored by the U.S. Chalk River National Laboratories in Ontario,!

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was per- Canada, and the decommissioned lleissdampf-
formed because much of the safety equipment in reaktor facility located near Frankfurt, Germany,
nuclear power plants experiences very limited
operation at design basis conditions. Similarly, In most cases, research on a subject was
some of the components were not tested during reported in more than one document. The bibliog-

|

| initial qualification phase because of the com- raphy section contains a complete list of the jour-
I plexity and expense of performing tests at maxi- nal articles, meeting papers, and reports ;

'

mum design conditions. Such equipment published for each major topic of the EDQP. This

|
generally was qualified through analysis and lim- report summarizes the research resuhs in a single |

| ited testing. As a result of this limited operating document. !

experience, it was difficult to answer some ques-
tions that arose concerning equipment perfor- Each of the major research projects. is
mance. These questions, typically brought about described in a section of the report. The material )
by observed anomalous behavior in operating is summarized but presented in sufficient detail

plants or identified by related research, chal. that the reader can become reasonably familiar

lenged earlier assumptions or judgments applied with the research subject.

.
in the qualification process. New research was
needed to answer these questions. The program The repon covers the following major research!

plan for the EDQP is presented in NUREG-1209. projects:

1. Testing to determine the requirements for
i typical nuclear containment purge and vent

Although the EDQP performed research on valves to close against design basis flows
diverse equipment, there were some common and to maintain leak-tightness against
threads. All research included component or sys- design basis accident and severe accident |

| tem testing at design basis conditions. Thus, the pressures and temperatures |

| research provided empirical data for comparison

| with the resuhs of the analytical methods used in 2. Testing the response of containment piping
the earlier qualification processes. The accident penetrations and associated piping and
load simulations were realistic, and in most cases isolation valves to simulated earthquake
the tested hardware was typical of that installed in loadings
nuclear plants. The research requirements, meth-
ods, and results were reviewed by representatives 3. Testing the response of containment piping
of the NRC and, in most cases, by the nuclear penetrations and associated piping and
power industry, other national laboratories, and isolation valves to the containment tempera-
intemational organizations, tures and pressures and the containment

i NUREG/CR-5935
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wall displacements that would occur in the 6. Testing the response of a full-scale in situ ,

event of a design basis loss-of-coolant acci- piping system and a motor-operated gate
dent and a severe accident inside the valve to simulated earthquake loadings pro- |
containment '- duced by a building shaker ,

7. Testing the response of the same piping sys-
4. Evaluating the performance of primary tem (described in item 6 above) to normal

,

coolant pump shaft seals during station and high-level simulated earthquake load-
blackout conditions ings produced by servohydraulic shakers

.

!

8. Preliminary work preparing for full-scale j

5. Testing the response of relay s to sei.;mic testing of motor-operated gate valves at
excitation typical of earthquake-induced very high design basis pressures, tempera-
rattling in electrical cabinets tures, and flows.

!

!

.

2

P

6

D

|
.

!

|

t

'
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2. NUCLEAR CONTAINMENT PURGE AND VENT VALVE
DESIGN BASIS FLOW INTERRUPTION TESTING|

2.1 Theissue 2.2 Background

The containment purge and vent systems con. 2.2.1 Torque Requirernents. Dynamic torque

sist mostly of air conditioning ducting and filters. requirements for a butterfly valve are typically
,

These are open loop systems where the contain- determined by the following equation: i
Iment atmosphere communicates directly with the

3C D AP (1)| atmosphere outside the containment. The only T =
d 7

'

ASME code class piping in the system is the con-
tainment penetration, a short length of piping, and where
two isolation valves, typically butterfly valves
(see Figure 2-1). The penetration and the valves Tg dynamic torque (torque required=

are a part of the containment barrier. If a design to overcome loads imposed by,

I basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) were to flow through the valve)
occur inside the containment, failure of the isola-
tion valves to close and seal might allow the envi- CT torque coefficient=

ronment inside the containment to escape to the
outside. D3 valve diameter cubed=

pressure drop across the valve.Following the Three Mile Island (TMI) acci- AP =

i dent in 1979, NUREG-0660, NRC Action Plan as
a Result of TAf/-2 Accident, was published. Item The total torque requirement is the sum of the
ll.E.4.2 of that document," Containment Isolation dynamic torque and the torque required to over-

! Dependability," formalized the concem about the come bearing and packing resistance. Bearing

! ability of the containment purge and vent valves and packing torques are easily measured and were

| to close against design basis pressure loads. not subject to controversy. The variable C (theT

NUREG-0737, Clarification of TAfl Action Plan torque coefficient) is usually developed from test

Requirements, was published in 1980, adding results with scale model valves using the follow-
'

leak integrity to the purge and vent valve ing equation-

|concems.
IdC (2)=

T D3 AP| The research summarized here provided
' mformation to address those concems. Specifi-

cally, the purpose of the research was (a) to pro- Industry methodologies for extrapolating
vide empirical data to determine the requirements torque requirements are based on the assumption
for typical nuclear containment parge and vent that in geometrically scaled systems, when all
valves to close during a design basis LOCA inside other conditions are the same, the flow character- |
the containment, (b) to evaluate the methods used istics and pressure drop across the valves that
in the nuclear industry to estimate those require- have been scaled to each other will be the same.
ments,(c) to determine whether the results of test- This assumption was originally based on testing
ing of small valves can be extrapolated to reliably using incompressible fluids,
predict the torque requirements of larger valves,
and (d) to determine whether typical purge and 2.2.2 Background Research.To obtain back-
vent valves will maintain their leak-tightness ground information to support the test project, we
when subjected to design basis accident and surveyed the available literature to determine the
severe accident temperatures and pressures. manufacturers, types and sizes of valves used,

3 NUREG/CR-5935
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Figure 2-1. Cross section of a typical butterfly valve used in containment purge and vent applications.
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Purge and Vent Valve Testing

and operational status of valves installed in lation of installed valves. Their different internal
nuclear containment purge and vent applications. designs are typical of most of the designs and
in addition, we conducted a literature search to sealing features of other manufacturers' offset
investigate related research donc previously by dise designs installed in conunercial power

| others. plants.
l
,

We found butterfly valves in sizes 2 to 66 in. The Min valve was the same design as one of
(diameter) to be the predominant design. The the 8-in. valves; thus, testing of this valve pro-
valve manufacturers had done very little testing to y ded insight for extrapolation methodologies.
qualify the valves for nuclear purge and vent The Rin. valve also represents the largest butter-
applications, and most of that testing had used Hy valve installed in purge and vent applications
incompressible fluids. Testing performed with in operating nuclear power plants that is allowed
incompressible fluids does not necessarily vali- to open to the full open position. (Larger valves
date industry equations being used for extrapola- installed in purge and vent applications are typi-
tion; butterfly valves installed in purge and sent cally blocked preventing them from opening
applications art upected to operate with Dow of more than 70%, and in many cases,40% open.)
compressible fluids. Previous testing performed
using compressible Guids was donc at pressures
too low and usually with valves too small to fully Testing was conducted at the Energy Technol-

characterize valve performance at design basi $s ogy Engineering Center (ETEC), a Department of

LOCA conditions. The INEL butternv valve test Energy laboratory operated by Rockwell Interna-

project described in the following discussion was tional at their Santa Suzanna Field Laboratory in

the first full-scale test project performed with a California. Facility preparation and checkout
gaseous now medium at full design basis condi. started in late 1983, and testing started in early

tions and incorporating more than one valve size. 1984-

|
.

2.3 Description of the Test The vahes were subjected to two separate test

Project series. Testing of valve operation with the valves
closing against flow is described in the following

,

diwuuion, with results and conclusions pres-Three butterfly valves typical of valves used in
ented in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. Testing of thecontainment purge and vent applications were

tested, two 8-in. (nominal pipe diameter) valves valm for le k integrity when subjected to acci-

and one 24-in. valve. The valves were American dent loadings is discussed separately in Sec-
'I"" 2 ANational Standards Institute ( ANSI) 150-lb class,

elastomer sealed, offset disc, high-aspect-ratio

| valves. (The aspect ratio is the ratio of disc thick- In all, the three valves were subjected to 64
| ness to disc diameter.) High-aspect-ratio offset flow tests, with valve inlet pressures ranging from

| dise designs were chosen for testing because they 5 to 60 psig. (The design basis pressure for most
i are typical of most installed valves, and because containments is between about 40 and 60 psig.)

their response to How is known to be one of the The Dow medium was nitrogen at ambient tem-

| most demanding of the valve designs installed in perature. The valves were tested in various
purge and vent systems, in the offset dise design, orientations relatis e to the flow. Figure 2-2 shows
the seat or scaling surface is of fset from the the uniform flow test sect.on (straight pipe) and
centerline of the valve shaft. This configuration Figure 2-3 shows the two valve orientations
maintains leak tightness better than the in-line tested in that section. Figure 2-4 shows the non-

|
seal configuration. uniform flow section where the valves were

installed immediately downstream of an elbow, ;

The two S-in. valves, made by different and Figure 2-5 shows the four valve orientations
manufacturers, are representative of a large popu- tested in that section.

5 NUREG/CR-5935
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TE 102 X.. PT 102

PT = pressure
. .

- PDT = differential pressure transducer
V 102D TE = ternperature

TV = test valve,._

-

V = control valve
TE 120PT 106 ..

O aupture dise

PT-C .. TE-M

TE K, PT K PT-A.*

PT H PT G PT B m PT-M PT E PT F.

PT D -

( TV ) E . .
PT-J, TE J

TE H TE-G T E-C " TE-D TE E TE F'
I PDT I s 2999

Figure 2-2. Diagram of the test section with uniform inlet Gow (straight section of pipe), showing loca-
tions of instrumentation.

w - m -
. .

[ f Flow +Flow --*-
~= = = 2

Flat face forward Curved face forward
(FFF) (CFF) )

5 2980

Figure 2-3. Valve orientations installed in the test section with uniform inlet flow.

It was necessary to flow test these numerous (FSU), these forces resist closure. If the valve
installation orientations and upstream piping con- closes with the curved side of the disc facing
figurations because of the wide variety of purge upstream (CSU), these forces assist closure.
and vent valve installations in the plants. There

! was some evidence that valve orientation and For each test, the control valve was opened to
| upstream piping configuration have an influence establish the inlet pressure at the test valve at the

on the torque loads imposed on the valve during specified value with the test valve fully open, and
closure against flow. When a valve is partially then the inlet pressure was maintained as constant
open, the shape of the high-aspect-ratio disc as possible as the valve closed.
causes it to behave somewhat like an airplane
wing as the fluid flows around it, with high and The test loop was instrumented to take up to 48

| low pressure areas applying forces on the disc to separate measurements of temperature, pressure,
! either assist or resist closure. If the valve closes differential pressure, valve torque, and valve
; with the flat side of the disc facing upstream position. Figures 2-2 and 2-4 show the pressure

i NUREG/CR-5935 6
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Figure 2-4. Diagram of the test section with nonuniform inlet flow (upstream elbow), showing locations
of instrumentation.
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Figure 2-5. Valve orientations installed in the test section with nonuniform inlet flow. The CW and CCW
notations identify orientations with the disc rotating clockwise or counterclockwise relative to the figure.
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Purge and Vent Valve Testing

|

and temperature measurements made on the test 2.4.1 Downstream Pressure. Choked and
sections. The direct, in-line torque cell mounted supersonic flow downstream of the dise
to the test valve shaft, and the rotary transformer influenced the downstream pressure measure-
used to monitor valve disc position, are not ment, thus affecting the differential pressure mea-
shown. All 48 measurements were input to a surement or calculation. Figure 2-6 is a plot
f lew lett-Packard-based data acquisition system at showing typical measurements of the static pres- |

155 data points per second. sure 15 diameters downstream of the test valve.
The downstream pressure profiles are different
for each valve and are different from what one2.4 Test Results would get from measurements mvolving incom-

.

pressible flow. We found that by using the
The results of the tests provided evidence that upstream static pressure instead of the differential

the methods typically used in the industry for pressure (in Equation 1), we could more consis-

determining closing torque requirements and for tently characterize valve performance in these

extrapolating small valte torques to predict large tests with compressible flow. In essence, we
valve torques were not consistently conservative. assumed that the downstream pressure was
We found that because of irregularities in the O psig.

downstream pressure, the differential pressure
measurement was not very helpful in characteriz- We found the peak torque for a given valve in a
ing valve performance at high flows. More given installation to be linear with upstream static
important, we found that valve installation pressure, regardless of valve design, size, or
orientation and upstream piping geometry signifi- orientation or upstream piping configuration. Fig-
cantly affected the magnitude of the torque load ure 2-7 is a typical plot of upstream static pressure
imposed on the valve during closure. versus peak torque. Note, however, that the slope

40 i i i i i ; i i

30 - -

Valve 3

3 Valve 1
v>

S
o

$ 20 - -

8
di- Valve 2

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Atmosphere
10 ~ \ ~

pressure

I I I ! I ' I I0
90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

Valve position 5 2983

Figure 2-6. Static pressure 15 diameters downstream of valse versus valve position. Valves I and 2 are j

the S-in. valves: Valve 3 is the 24-in. valve.
,

l
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Figure 2 7. Peak torque versus upstream static pressure, first 8-in. valve.
1

of the linear response was not the same for differ- 2,4.2 Valve Orientation, Early review efforts
ent valves or for different installations. This fact revealed that the accepted industry method

| prevents any universal extrapolation of valve (Equation 1) for estimating butterfly valve perfor-
response based on upstream pressure, but such an mance was based on the symmetrical dise design
extrapolation of the response of a butterfly valve used in a few nuclear plants built in the early
is possible, provided that pressure response 1960s. The symmetrical dise design is not as sen-
curves are developed for each valve size and sitive to the orientation of the disc relative to the
design, each orientation, and each upstream pip- flow as the offset disc design. The industry guid-
ing configuration. Note also that though the peak ance did not account for the fact that valves with
torque for a given valve in a gisen installation offset, high-aspect-ratio discs exhibit different
was linear with pressure, the disc angle at which torque performance, depending on which way the
peak torque occurred was different for different valve is installed. In addition, the industry guid-
valves, different installations, and different anee in the use of scale model test data did not
upstream test pressures, account for this difference. The following discus-

sion addresses these two issues.

After our tests were performed, we used the
measured results and Equation 1 to develop Cr We found that not only is the direction of the
curves for each valve, except that we used the torque response different for the different valve
upstream static pressure instead of the differential orientations, but the magnitude of the peak torque

! pressure. We also calculated large valve torque and the predictability of the response are differ-
requirements from small valve C r curves, and we ent. Generally (within reasonable tolerances
evaluated the typical industry equations and allowing for data scatter), the magnitude of the
assumptions by comparing the calculations to the peak torque measured with the valve oriented
test results. with the curved side of the disc facing upstream

9 NUREG/CR-5935
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Purge and Vent Valve Testing

was greater than that measured with the flat side To evaluate the relationship between scale
upstream. This result indicates that the torque model test data and valve orientation, we pre-
response of the valve in the curved-side-upstream dicted the response of the 24-in. valve from the
orientation can be used to bound the response of measured response of the 8-in. valve of the same
the same valve in the flat-side-upstream orienta- design, then compared the predictions with the
tion, but not vice versa. measured response of the 24-in. valve. We found

that extrapolations based on the response of the

We gained confidence in this method for small valve with the flat side of the dise facing
bounding valve response by comparing the vari- upstream consistently failed to bound the
ous valve responses as indicated by carpet plots, response of the larger valve in either orientation.

(Similarity among carpet plots is an indication of Ilowever, when the small valve was oriented with

predictability of response from one design and the curved side of the dise facing upstream, the

one valve size to the next.) All carpet plots from resultant torques could always be extrapolated to

tests with the curved-side-upstream orientation conservatively bound the response of the large
and were geometrically similar, even those from valve in either orientation, provided that the
tests with an elbow immediately upstream of the upstream pressure was not greater than 60 psig
valve. However, the plots from tests with the flat- (see discussion below). (Note that we are speak-

side-upstream orientation were not geometrically ing here of valve response in temis of the magni-
similar. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 are carpet plots from tude of the peak torque, regardless of the direction

an 8-in. valve and from the 24-in. valve oriented of the torque. As explained earlier, valves ori-
with the curved side upstream. Figures 2-10 and ented with the flat side of the disc facing upstream
2-1I are carpet plots from the same valves ori- respond with forces that resist closure, while
ented with the ILt side upstream. The geometric valves oriented with the curved side facing
similarity of Figures 2-8 and 2-9 is evident. upstream respond with forces that assist closure.)
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Figure 2-8. Torque versus upstream pressure and angle for the second 8-in. valve, curved-side-upstream
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Figure 2-11. Torque versus upstream pressure and angle for the 24-in. valve, Dat-side-upstream orienta-
tion, with unifonn flow.

We also evaluated the validity of the diameter valve oriented with the curved side of the dise
cubed term in Equation 1 as it is typically used to facing upstream is assigned a value of 1.00. All
predict the response of larger valves from .the other responses are compared to this value.
response of smaller valves. (This is simply
another way of looking at the issue discussed in As stated previously, the response with the
the previous paragraph.) We found the exponent curved-side-upstream orientation with uniform
of 3 adequate for extrapolation purposes with the flow (straight piping) generally bounds the
curved side upstream at inlet pressures up to response with the flat-side-upstream orientation
60 psig. At higher inlet pressures, the prediction with uniform flow. The exception shown in
tended to become unconservative. With the flat Table 2-1, where the flat-side-upstream response
side upstream, the prediction tended to be uncon- of the first 8-in, valve is 1069c' of the curved-
servative regardless of the upstream pressure, side-upstream response, can be attributed to data

scatter.

2.4.3 Upstream Piping Configuration. Table 2-1 shows that in some instances the
Table 2-1 lists results from tests with the test presence of an elbow upstream of the test valve
valve installed in the straight section of piping for had a significant effect on the peak torque
comparison with results from tests with the test response of the valve. One of the curved-side-up-
valve installed downstream of an elbow. The val- stream orientations with an elbow had a peak
ues listed in the table are normalized peak torques torque that was 1299i of the curved-side-up-
measured in tests with a nominal inlet pressure of stream response of the same valve in a straight
60 psig. For each valve, the peak torque from the section of pipe, and one of the flat-side-upstream
test with a straight section of pipe and with the orientations with an elbow had a peak torque

|
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Table 2-1. Nonnalized peak torques.

Valve Upstream piping First 8-in. Second 8 in. 24-in.
configuration valve valve valveorientation 8

CSU Straight pipe 1.00 1.00 1.00

FSU Straight pipe 1.06 0.81 0.94

CSU-CCW Elbow 1.29 1.00 1.04

CSU-CW Elbow 1,14 0.95 0.92

FSU-CCW Elbow 0.90 0.83 1.33

FSU-CW Elbow 1.02 0.84 0.87

a. CSU indicates valve orientation with the cursed side of the dise facing upstream, FSU with the Oat side facing
upstream. CW and CCW indicate direction of rotation relative to Figure 5.

response that was 133% of the curved-side-up- upstream cibow are accounted for. These three
i

| stream response of the same valve in a straight issues are not subtleties; they were not widely

| section of pipe. We did not attempt to analyze for known before this work, and their effect on the
extrapolation purposes the responses of valves analytical detennination of torque requirements
with upstream elbows, because there is no appar- can be significant. These conclusions are based
ent pattem to the responses. Our best recommen- on the following findings.
dation for installations downstream of an elbow is
to estimate the required torque using the best In our testing of three butterfly valves, the
available test information available, taken with upstream static pressure served better than the

the curve side upstream, and then to multiply the differential pressure as an indicator of the torque

result by 1.5. This method should bound the response of offset-disc, high-aspect-ratio butter-

worst-case response with an upstream elbow with fly valves closing in compressible high-flow
either valve orientation. applications.

The torque response of these valves oriented2.5 Conclusions with the curved side of the d.isc facing upstream
.

was predictable, but the response with the flat-
In analyses involving offset-disc butterfly side-upstream orientation was not. Ilowever, the

valves, torques for larger valves using compress- response with the curved-side-upstream orienta-
ible fluid can be detennined using Equation (1) tion generally bounded the response with the flat- |

and torque coefficients (CT curves) detennined side-upstream orientation, in terms of the
from realistically scaled smaller valves tested in magnitude of the peak torque,
compressible fluids, providing the following
conditions are met: (a) upstream pressure is used Nonunifonn flow caused by an elbow upstream

| instead of AP in the development of the C curves of the valve can have a significant effect on theT

and in their application, (b) the torque coef fi- torque response of the valve. This effect varied
cients are determined from scale model valves depending on the orientation of the valve and the
oriented with the cursed side of the dise facing direction of rotation of the disc. A multiplier of 1.5
upstream, and (c) upstream flow perturbations times the curved-side-upstream response of the
(nonuniform flow) such as those caused by an valse with unifonn llow conservatively bounded

13 NUREG/CR-5935
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i

the worst-case response of a valve downstream of pressures, with no significant leakage detected.
j an elbow. The 24-in. valve did not leak during exposure to

the design basis accident temperature and pres.
2.6 Leak Integrity Testing and sure, and it icaked only a very smali amount dur.

ResWtS ing exp sure I the severe accident temperature
and pressure.

2.6.1 Testing. The leak integrity part of the test
Two of the valves leaked on cooldown. Theproject was performed to provide . fonnation onm g g,; y,; g g g gg g;

the generic potential for purge and vent valves t
& valve body, leaked after exposure to theleak during or af ter a design basis LOCA or a
design basis temperature and after exposure to the

severe accident. The loads resulting from design
severe accident temperature. The 24-in valve,basis accidents and severe accidents are radiation,
which has the elastomer seal on the disc, leaked

pressure, and temperature. Because the elasto~
after esposure to the severe accident temperature.

mers used in the seals of purge and vent valves
Leakage through the 8-in. valve was as high as

! have high radiation allowables, this load was not
470 scfh (standard cubic feet per hour), and leak-

| addressed m this test project. A pressure of
age through the 24-in, valve was as high as

60 psig was chosen to represent the design basis
320 selh. This leakage occurred because the seals

pressure. (The design basis pressure for most con-
experienced compression set at the elevated tem.

tainments is between about 40 and 60 psig.) A
. peratures. Compression set was obvm.us m the

.

design basis temperature was set at 280 F, the sat-
first 8 .m. valve after cooldown; one could see

uratm.n temperature for the pressure. .I.wo times
daylight between the dise and the seat. The

the design basis pressure (120 psig) was chosen
second 8 .m. valve, which has the seal on the dise.

for the severe accident pressure, and 350oI. was
(the des.ign shown m. Figure 2-1), did not leak on

chosen for the temperature, the saturation temper-
cooldown. .The seal in th.is valve may have beenature for that pressure.
less susceptible to compression set because of the
"" **" #" # "'Investigating the elastomer sealing material

[ ethylene propylene terpolymer (EPT)] used in
the valves, we found that the design basis condi- 2.6.3 Conclusions. Containment purge and

tions were well within the specified allowables wnt vah'es upowd to & sign basis confons or
for the material. On the other hand, the severe severe accident conditions may leak af ter cool-

accident temperature typically exceeded the down. %ew vaks are instaM in pmrs, wd one
valve .mside the containment and one valve out-

.

material temperature allowables.
side. In most accident scenarios, the outside valve

. .

w uld be less likely to leak than the inside valve.All three of the valves we tested had relatively
new seals. Each valve was pressure tested at both
the design basis accident temperature and pres. 2.7. Application of the Research
sure and at the severe accident temperature and
pressure. Each valve was pressure tested at ambi- The results of the research were provided to all
ent temperature before and after each high-tem. leading manufacturers of butter 0y valves. Two of 1

perature pressure test. In each instance, pressure them Allis-Chalmers and IIenry Pratt, actively
testing consisted of pressurizing one side of the reviewed the project from the planning through
dise while monitoring for leakage on the other the testing and analysis.
side, then releasing the pressure, pressurizing the
other side, and monitoring for leakage. The results provided criteria for evaluating

utility submittals on containment purge and vent )
2.6.2 Test Resuts. The two 8-in. valves per- valves, and were used in checking utility
fonned well during exposure to the design basis responses to the TMI action plan (NUREG-
accident and severe accident temperatures and 0660).

;

l
i
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The results are also being incorporated in the nuclear industry. EPRI is also expected to use the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) butter- results in their MOV prediction methodology
fly valve application guide. It is expected that this being developed to address the NRC's Generic
application guide will be widely used by the Letter 89-10.

;

; ,

| i

! )
,
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3. SEISMIC TESTING OF TYPICAL
CONTAINMENT PIPING PENETRATION SYSTEMS

3.1 The issue 3.2 Research Methods

3.2.1 Background Research. A review of

Among the important safety-related contain. CPS designs used in a considerable number of

ment features used in nuclear power plants are the plants detennined that inost plants are unique. .

containment penetrations, installed wherever pip. Ilowever, there are some similarities in the piping

ing, electrical cabling, etc. penetrate the contain- layouts for CPSs, especially inside the contain-

ment structure. A typical piping penetration- ment. Uhe piping in most CPS installations

system consists of the penetration itself along makes a 90-degree bend within 15 ft of the

with piping, adjacent piping supports, and two penetration, with the inside valve either before or -

isolation valves, usually one on each side of the alter the elbow.) We decided to set up three typi-

penetration. These containment penetration sys- cal CPS configurations that would represent a

tems (CPSs) are as important as the containment large number of systems. We also chose to repre-

structure itself in serving as the last barrier to fis- sent systems that are unportant to plant safety,
_

sion product release in the event of an accident that is, systems with a potential for leaking the

inside the containment. Because of the large num- mntaniment environment directly to the outside

her of piping penetrations (100 to 200 in plants of "".".osphere, and systems tkn wouM be needed to
, ,

U.S. design), CPS valves are among the prime rmligate a design basis accident or an advanced
me anident,

potential sources of local leakage through the
containment.

Des.ign bas.is loads vary a great deal among dif-
ferent plants and plant locations. Gravity, pres-
sure, flow-induced vibration, and carthquake

The research summarized in this section loads were considered,
addressed the operability and leak integrity of
CPS isolation valves during and after seismie We conducted a study of the analytically pre-
events and the structural integrity of the valves, dicted acceleration response spectra for opera-
piping, and other CPS components when sub- tional basis earthquakes (OBEs) and safe
jected to seismic loads. Thus, this research served shutdown carthquakes (SSEs) for numerous types
to support the NRC cffort regarding Unresolved of containment vessel designs at varying building
Safety issue A-46, Scismic Gualification of elevations, as reported in the appropriate NUREG
Equipment in Operating Nuc/ car Power Plants reports and Final Safety Analysis Reports for 17
(NUREG-1030). We opted to perform full-scale nuclear power plants. From that study we devel-
tests of complete systems (valve, penetration, oped eight response spectra as specified spectra
piping, and supports) to avoid the uncertainties for the test project to address horizontal and verti-
inherent in extrapolating results from small-scale cal acceleration at two building elevations (the
tests or from tests of individual components, lower third and the upper half) for OBEs and
These tests. conducted in 1986, were the first full- SSEs. For an example, see Figure 3-1, w hich
scale, triaxial seismic tests performed on piping shows the specified horizontal response specuum
and valves. The purpose of the testing was to pro- (labeled " test specification") for the upper half of
vide empirical data on the behavior of valves sub- the containment for an SSE. The analytically pre-
jected to seismic loads and to provide results that dicted spectra for several plants are also shown
would sene to either support or challenge the for comparison, as is the spectrum derived from
analytic assumptions used in the design of CPS the measured test input. Figure 3-1 is addressed in
piping, valves, and supports. more detail later in this discussion.

N UREG/CR-5935 16
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Figure 3-1. Comparison of the measured SSE test response spectrum with the SSE required response
spectrum and with the analytically predicted SSE response spectra for selected plants; horizontal response
spectra for the upper half of the building.

3.2.2 Description of the Test Project. One measuring 23 x 13 x 8 ft (7.6 x 4.3 x 2.6 m)
of the three configurations chosen for testing was constructed of 14.in. square steel tubing and
an 8-in, gate valve system (Schedule 40 piping) mounted on pressuri/cd air bags. Each piping
modeling a containment spray system. This sys- system was individually installed in the test frame
tem was chosen because it is important to con- using nuclear grade supports, including rigid
tainment integrity as the final heat removal struts, spring hangers, and box beam supports.
system. A containment spray system is a closed Support configurations were designed to approxi-
loop, liquid-filled system that requires leak integ- mate those in existing nuclear power plants. Inde-

rity and valve operability for plant safety. An pendent triaxial motion was input into the frame
8-in. butterfly valve system (Schedule 40 piping) by large, computer-controlled hydraulic actuators
modeling a purge and vent system was also cho- mounted to the frame. A sketch of the 8-in. gate

sen. This system is important to containment valve system installed in the test fixture is shown
integrity because of the risk ofleakage to the out- in Figure 3-2.
side environment. The other configuration chosen
for testing was a 2-in. globe valve system (Sched- The test fixture was designed to test only the
ule 160 piping) modeling the many small bore inside half of a CPS. The connection of the piping

piping systems that make up a large fraction of a to the containment at the penetration is stiff
power plant's CPSs. One concern with these enough that no significant interaction between the
small diameter systems is the large ratio of valve- inside piping and the outside piping would occur
plus-operator mass to pipe si/e. during an earthquake.

The piping systems were designed and fabri-
We designed a test fixture that would accom- cated in accordance with ASME Code require-

modate either the 2-in. CPS or the S-in. systems. ments. The vah es and penetrations were obtained

The test fixture itself consisted of a large frame from cancelled nuclear power plants. The piping

17 NUREG/CR-5935
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Seismic Testing of CPSs

and supports were purchased from nuclear power shown in this figure are those that have the great-
plant suppliers. est horizontal response spectra of the 17 plants

whose data we reviewed.

The systems were instrumented to measure
leak rates, pressures, temperatures, vahe motor 3.3.1 Valve Operability. The seismic loads
operator c'nnt, and valve stroke times. In addi- imposed during the test sequence had no adverse

tion, strain pages and accelerometers were effects on the operability of any of the three
installed on supports, valve assemblies, and pip- valves we tested. Small variations occurred in the

ing to provide test data for comparison with pre- stroke times, but these were caused not by the
dictions derived from analytical methods widely seismic loads, but by such factors as wear-in of

I used in the industry. new valve packing. In some cases, the measure-
ments of motor current were slightly lower during

Each of the three CPSs was subjected to the seismic loading than after the loading ceased.

same test sequence, shown in Table 3-1. The Apparently. the vibration associated with the seis-

fluids and pressures shown in the first column are mic loads caused a slight reduction in friction

those typical of the systems being modeled. The during valve operation.

two low-amplitude vibration tests, conducted for
5 min each at one tenth of OBE loads, served not 3.3.2 Valve Leakage. The seismic loads did not

only to test the operability and leak integrity of cause any significant leakage through the valves.
the valves at those loads, but also to in' pose an The 8-in. butterfly valve did not leak at all during
arbitrary but reasonable amount of vibratory the test sequence. The 8-in. gate valve leaked
aging on the piping before subjecting it to the slightly during the simulated OBE (approxi-

2OBE and SSE loads. In the OBE and SSE tests, mately 300 cm /h); leakage returned to zero with
the 8-in. pate valve CPS and the 2-in. globe valve cycling after the simulated OBE, and remained at

I CPS were tested using the input response spectra zero during and after the simulated SSE. Leakage
for the lower third of the building, while the 8-in. through the 2-in. globe valve is shown in Fig-
butterfly valve CPS was tested using the input ure 3-3. The valve leaked more than expected
response spectra for the upper half of the build- during leakage tests conducted before the simu-
ing. Aftereach step of testing.the acceptability of lated scismic loads. The general trend during the
the previous test step was checked to make sure test sequence was for leakage to decrease with

! that desired load levels were achieved and that successive operation and with cumulative expo-
system responses were adequately measured. sure to seismic loads.

3.3 Results 3.3.3 structural Integrity. The scismic loads
did not cause any observable structural damage in
CPS piping, valves, penetrations, or supports. Noin general, the acceleration measured at the
le kage occurred at any of the welds, but somebase of the test stand during the simulated OBEs
very minor leakage occurred at a flange. (Theand SSEs was equal to or considerably greater
8-in. gate valve and the 2-in. globe valve were

than the required response spectra specified in the
welded in place, while the 8-in. butterfly valve

test plan. In a few cases, the input spectra derived
was welded on one side and flanged on the other.)from the acceleration measurements failed to
No leakage occurred through any of the valvecompletely envelope the predicted response spec-
bonnets.

tra specified in the plant reports we researched,
,

but only at very low frequencies (2.0 to 2.5 Hz).'

For an example, see Figure 31. We judged these 3.4 Conclusions'

results to be acceptable because the lowest natural
frequency for our piping systems was 3.9 Ilz, so These tests were the first full-scale triaxial seis-
no amplification would occur at the low frequen- mic tests ever performed on complete piping sys-
cies in question. Note also that the plant spectra tems. Although the three CPSs discussed here
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Table 3-1. Overview of measurements during seismic testing of the three containment penetration systems.
m
n
-

c.h
Baseline measurements and conditioning Seismic training *

Preseismic During During During Dunng
Frequency baseline 0.1 OBE After U.1 OBE After OBE SSE

System characteristics testing measurements (5 min) 0.1 OBE t5 min) 0.1 OBE (30 s) After OBE (30 si After SSE

2-inch. globe vahe. Determine Stroke ^ and Strok e Visual Seat Visual Seat Visual Stroke Visual
gas, pressure = 150 psig first three seat leakage test * inspection, leakage inspection, leakage inspection, test * inspection.
t 1.03 M Pa) system test stroke * test stroke * test stroke * stroke * and

frequencies and seat and seat and seat seat
8-mch, butterfly vahe. leakage leakage leakage leakageg

O gas, pressure = 60 psig test'' test test test
(0.414 MPa)

8-inch, gate vahe. water.
pressure = 100 psig Sequence >
(0.689 MPa)

De stroke test consisted of measunng vahe operator motor current and the stnde time as the vahe mwed full stroke ifrom ckwd to open or sice versa La.

b The stroke and seat leakage test consisted of at least sesen stroke time and operator current measurements 5two open-to-ck>se and fhe dose-to+ pent and four kak raie measurements itwo with
pressure on the piping side and two with preuure on the penetration sideL
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I ever, the test results also raised one concem. Data |

I' " ~ from accelerometers mounted on the valve ando

'" ~ operator showed a dynamic response at frequen- |

| [~ cies higher than those for which the operator
3
j components are qualified. The implications are, , , _

| t ,,,_ that vibration at these higher frequencies might
j y cause electrical components such as relays to.w-

'

| 3 w- V chatter, thus affectmg the switches they control.,

[ q" These results concur with the results of the SH AG4=-

seismic test project, where a similar phenomenon| 2*-

was observed. See Section 7.3.4 of this summary
g

. , ,

T. *C - .% ! .% ! J& i Wik report.|
*a-

3 I'

Figure 3-3. Leak rates across the seat of the 3.5 Application of the Research
j 2-in. globe valve.

were not tested to failure, the applied loads were These tests provided useful insights into the

close to the most severe response spectra pre- loads that piping systems might see in an carth-

dicted for U.S. commercial plants. Of the changes quake environment. The results of this work,

: in performance that occurred during the test along with the results of the work reported in Sec-

( sequence, any that could be attributed to the seis- tions 7 and 8 of this report, contributed to the data

| mic loads tended to be improvements. No opera- base that supported the NRC effort regarding

| tional or structural failures occurred. Unresolved Safety issue A-46, Scismic Guahfica-
tion of Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power

These results indicate that the worst case earth- Plants (NUREG-1030). The fact was established
quakes anticipated in the design of nuclear power through our work and the work of others that
plants will not (a) increase the torque required for nuclear valves and piping will not be damaged by
operation of CPS valves,(b) induce leaks in any credible seismic loading. The implementa-
CPSs, or (c) cause structural failures in CPS pip- tion plan currently in effect for addressing USI
ing, valves, penetrations, or supports. A-46 incorporates this important finding by

allowing that older plants built before the modem
The performance of these CPSs alleviated seismic requirements were imposed can be

some concern that bench testing of individual judged by criteria less strict than a full seismic
CPS components might not be adequate. Ilow- requalification.

|
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4. TESTING OF CONTAINMENT PENETRATION SYSTEMS
AT ACCIDENT LOADINGS

,

l

4.1 The issue 4.2.2 Description of the Test Project. The
three CPSs modeled and tested in the seismic test

A companion project to the testing described in P*l.cct described in Section 3 were also used for,

Section 3 of this report was the testing of full- testing in is test pmject an Mn. gate vane ys-

scale CPSs under design basis loadings and tem, an 8-m. butterfly valve system, and a 2-m.

l severe accident loadings. (For a brief description gl be valve system. Some of the hardware used in
the se.ismic testing was used again in this testing,( of CPSs and a discussion of their importance to
and some new hardware was installed. The test| plant safety, see Section 3.1.) The concern for the
fixture used for the seismic tests was modified! containment penetration, piping, and isolation

valves was that the containment could grow both and used in this test project. The 8-m. CPSs were'

vertically and radially in response to a severe installed in the test fixture with the penetration

loss-of-coolant accident inside the containment. assembly mounted on rollers that traveled on rails

Because the piping is supported either from the to provide for a controlled displacement of the

basemat or from an internal structure that would penetration relative to the piping, which was
anchored to the frame of the test fixture withnot grow with the containment, the containment

might literally pull the piping apart, causing a struts and other supports. A hydraulic ram was

leak to the outside. used to merementally move the penetration. T he
rails on which the penetration rode sloped upward

i
. . at 15 degrees, so that movement of the penetra-

The tests descr. bed in th.is section consisted of
tion would simulate both the radial and vertical

subjecting the valves and piping to elevated tem-
displacement of the containment wall during anperatures and pressures and displac.ing the

. accident, h,.gure 4-1 is a diagram of the test fix-
.

penetration relative to the piping to simulate th
ture with one of the 8-in. CPSs installed. Fig-thermal and pressure expansion of the con- g ;, g gg ;

tainment wall during design basis accidents and
; ggg 7;

i severe accidents. The tests were conducted in late
1987 and early 1988. During the tests, we'

The 8-m.. containment spray test system andmonitored the operability and leak integrity of the
valve, and we monitored the effects of the wall . purge and vent test system modeled pip- '

ing mside and outside the containment; thus each
displacement (as much as 18 m..) on the piping

.n. ns nu up q v es. The twoeand supports. The effects of radiation, steam,
. 8.in. systems were similar m design and used

j chemical spray, and very high temperatures
inuch of the same type of hardware.

(temperatures above the saturation temperature
for the simulated containment pressure) were not

The 2-in. system modeled only the m. side pip-
.

addressed. Those loads would be better addressed
ing, with the penetration end of the pipe capped toin special effects testing of individual

| simulate the outside valve m the closed position.
! components.

T,he coniigurat. ion of the system was simpler, fea-
turing one strut and one elbow. Containment wall

4.2 Research Methods displacement was modeled by anchoring the
penetration and displacing the piping. At the

4.2.1 Background Research. A search of the request of NRC, the 2-in. system testing included
available literature and a study we conducted on enclosed-volume water expansion testing to
thennal effects indicated that combined thermal determine whether overpressurization might
and pressure expansion of the containment wall occur in the piping between the two closed valves
during a severe accident could be as great as in a plant CPS when subjected to the high temper-
12 in. atures anticipated in accident conditions.

|
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Figure 4-1. Sketch of the test fixture with an 8-in. gate valve system installed.

The piping systems were designed and fabri- from cancelled nuclear power plants. The piping
cated in accordance with ASME Code require- and supports were purchased from nuclear power
ments. The valves and penetrations were obtained plant suppliers.

l

!
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Figure 4-2. Overhead view of the test fixture with the 8-in. gate valve assembly installed.
f

The systems were instrumented to measure etc.), but none of the supports in the 8-in. gate
leak rates, pressures, temperatures. valve motor valve CPS failed.
operator current, and valve stroke times, and
strains on the valves and piping. The piping responded in a ductile manner with

significant yiciding but no local buckling. In
The basic testing sequence for each of the three addition, some minor, local deformations

CPSs consisted of (a) performing operational occurred where the piping slipped through the
baseline tests on the system and (b) beating the clamps that provide for connection to the piping
inside valve and displacing the penetration in a supports. Ovalization occurred at one elbow,
stepwise fashion until reaching the desired condi- changing the external shape of the pipe from a cir-
tions, while monitoring valve function, valve seat cular cross-section with a diameter of 8.67 in. to
leakage, and strains on the piping. Table 4-1 sum- an oval cross-section with major and minor axes
marizes the temperatures, pressures, and dis- of 9.16 and 8.36 in., respectively. None of the pip-

|piacements imposed during the test sequence. ing experienced a significant reduction in flow I

area.
4.3 Results

Valve operation was not affected by the loads.
4.3.18-in. Gate Valve System. The 8-in. gate llowever, leakage through the inside valve
valve CPS was subjected to a horizontal displace- increased from an insignificant amount (less than
ment of 13.2 in with a corresponding vertical dis- 0.005 scfm) to about 0.103 scfm (standard cubic
placement of 3.3 in. Two of the struts were feet per minute) when the horizontal displace-

i_ subjected to loads more than seven times their ment reached 12.6 in. (more than twice the design
rated capacity. Some of the supports showed evi- basis accident specification). As the displacement
dence of damage (for example, a bent end pin, a increased, leakage decreased to about 0.02 to
bent pipe clamp, an clongated end connection, 0.04 scfm. The leakage immediately increased to

|
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|

| Table 41. Summary of testing sequence.
!

After
,

| System integrity and Design basis Severe accident severe accident
pretest accident simulation simulation simulation

|

8-in. systems:

Radiography of Ileat valve to 280'F 11 eat valve to 350 F Release load
piping welds while displacing while displacing
300 psi pneumatic test penetration 1.04 in. penetration to 13.2 in. Check for leakage

| (horizontal) (gate valve) and 18 in, and valve function
100 psi bubble test (butterfly valve)
(butterfly valves only) Regularly monitor
llaseline valve leakage and valve Regularly monitor

! function ' function leakage and valve

f function
|

| 2-in. system:

4750 psi hydrotest Fill pipe with water Drain water from pipe Apply load to flued
Dye-penetrant exam downstream from head

Baseline valve valve ficat valve to 350 F
function while displacing pipe Displace to

| Ileat valve and pipe to 8 in. (vertical) disfunction or
'

280'F while failure
displacing pipe 2.0 in. Regularly monitor for

! (vertical) leakage and valve Valve function

i function 4750 psi hydrotest
Monitor pipe for
pressure buildup Dye-penetrant

exam
,

,

0.89 scfm when, at the end of the test sequence, As in the gate valve testing, the piping!

I the load was released from the penetration and the responded in a ductile manner with significant

| piping returned about 4.2 in. toward its original yielding but no local buckling. Some minor, local
'

position. A postlest examination indicated that deformations occurred at the clamps. Ovalization
the valve body had yielded slightly. No signifi- occurred at three elbows.
cant leakage occurred through the outside valve.

The displacement loads did not affect valve
operation. Neither valve leaked during the heated

4.3.2 8-in. Butterfly Valve System. The 8-in. portion of the test. Ilowever, the inside valve
butterfly valve CPS was subjected to a horizontal leaked at about 0.88 scfm after cooldown after the
displacement of 18.0 in, with a corresponding test sequence. (This same result was produced in
vertical displacement of 4.8 in. Two of the struts earlier testing of butterfly valves. See Sec-

j failed: a horizontal strut buckled under very high tion 2.6.2.) We attributed this leak to elevated
! compression loads, and one rod end of a vertical temperatures imposed on the valve with the valve

strut yielded enough to allow the pin to pull in the closed position. Under those conditions. the j
through the end of the eye. valve's elastomeric seal is especially susceptible i

!

I.
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CPS Testing at Accident Loadings )

to compression set, thus reducing the seal's effec- temperature loadings imposed on the inside
tiveness after cooldown. (New seals had been valves. Neither of the corresponding outside
installed in the valves at the beginning of the valves leaked during or after our CPS testing,
testing.) indicating that in an in plant installation, both of

these valve leaks we observed would have been
4,3.3 2-in, Globe Valve System. The contained by the redundant valve on the outside
enclosed-volume water expansion test of the 2-in. of the containment. .

globe valve system (Schedule 160 piping) was
performed as part of.the design basis accident hi d h CPSs are extremely tough
simulanon. Alter the temperature reached 280 F, and forg. .ivmg. Damage to the piping even at

,

the pressure rose to over 4000 psig and would severe accident displacements was minor and .'

have contmued to rise had we not shut off th sowed no evidence of affecting the integrity of
heaters to prevent pipe mpture. the piping, instances of strut failure and clamp ;

The globe valve CPS was tested beyond the slippag servejl to reduce rather than increase the
sta on the pynng.

severe accident displacement of 8 in. (vertical
displacement of the end of the pipe section) to a
maximum displacement of 48 in. There were no Water trapped in the piping between the two
failures nor loss of function of any of the equip- valves in a CPS can build up excessive pressure at

ment. Stresses in the strut remained well within design basis temperature if no pressure relief is
the clastic limit throughout the test. (The strut was provided. Rupture of the pipe and possibly the
disconnected after the displacement reached 8 in.) valve could result. Such an occurrence would not

The piping behaved in a ductile manner with no necessarily cause a breach of containment, but it ,

cracking, buckling, or leakage in either the piping would disable the system (or at least part of the :

or the welds. Although the pipe experienced system) in which the piping and valve are ;

significant yielding, the cross section remained installed.

circular.

4 Application of the Research4.4 Conclusions

The pressure, temperature, and displacement Part of the NRC's severe accident research was

loads imposed on the three CPSs we tested did not to determine the existing margins for compo-

affect the operation of the valves; no noticeable nents, systems, structures, etc. if subjected to

changes occurred in operating current or stroke conditions more severe than the design basis

time. conditions. Our work, along with the work of
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), addressed the

No valve leakage occurred at or below design containment integrity portion of that research
I

basis accident conditions. The plastic deforma. (NUREG-1264). The results provided many
tion of the valve body of the inside gate valve at insights on the available margins of the contain-

Ihigher displacement loadings was unexpected, ment and the containment penetration piping sys-

but the resulting leak was small. The leak through tems in accidents that progress beyond design
the inside butterfly valve after cooldown raised basis loads. The results of our testing show ed that

concems about the resistance of the clastomeric the components of the containment piping
seals to high temperatures, penetrations (the penetrations, associated piping.

and isolation valves) would not be the weak link
The CPS valves installed outside of the in any credible severe accident scenario that

containment were not subjected to the high threatened the integrity of the containment.
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5. REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SHAFT SEAL PERFORMANCE
DURING STATION BLACKOUT

5.1 The issue occurrence of flashing between the seal faces
could cause one or more of the seals to pop open

A typical reactor coolant pump (RCP) shaft (seal instability), ultimately leading to a small-
break loss-of-coolant accident. *1he researchseal assembly consists of three (or four) seals in a

series. The first and intermediate seals are rep rted here addressed these concems and thus

designed to contain a portion of the pressure pr vided infonnalion to support the NRC effort
,

while allowing some leakage through a small path reg rding Generic Safety issue 23," Reactor

toward the next seal and out through a leakoff Coolant Pump Seal Failures at Station Blackout
Conditions."line, while the final seal contains the remaining

pressure with little or no leakage. Cooler water
(100 to 160 F)is injected into the now path ahead Figure 5-1, a sketch of a typical pump shaft
of the first seal to keep the seals and the leakage seal, shows the components of interest: a static
path cool, because typical operating temperatures 0-ring, the secondary seal, and the main seal
of approximately 550 F in PWRs can damage rings. The primary hydraulic seal occurs at the
certain polymer components of the seal assembly, main seal rings and is provided by the proximity
and because otherwise the pressure drop in the of the rotating seal ring and the nonrotating seal
leakage path might cause hot water to flash into ring. One of the main seal rings (in this particular
steam between the faces of the main seal rings. design it is the nonrotating seal ring) is mounted
One of the concems with these seal assemblics is so that limited axial motion is permitted, thus
that during a station blackout, the pumps that sup- maintaining a very small, virtually constant gap
ply the cooler water to the seals will be without between the main seal rings as the shaft moves
pow er, allowing the hotter water to reach the vul- axially relative to the housing in response to
nerable polymer components. In addition, the thermal and pressure-induced expansions. The

.
.

, .
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Figure 5-1, Simplified diagram of a cross-section of an RCP shaft seal; this represents one of the three or
four seals that constitute the entire seal assembly.
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RCP Shaft Seal Performance -

opening between the seal faces is controlled by a Jackson and Bingham International pump seal :
balance of opening and closing forces. As the seal assemblies. This evaluation was based on (a) the
f aces close down, the flow is reduced, and the information avaihtble on the materials used and
pressure drop across the seal changes. The result- the pressures and gaps to be sealed in these ;

Iing change in opening forces causes the seal faces assemblies and (b) the results of the earlier testing
to open until a balance of forces is achieved.The of the Westinghouse seal assemblies. The evalua-
secondary seal accommodates axial motion of the lion included several assumptions on these

,

'

non rotating main seal ring relative to the housing designs that would require proprietary informa-
without allowing leakage between the two. These. tion to confinu, so the results are lentative. The
secondary seals are among the polymer compo- evaluation found one static O-ring in the Bing-
nents that can be damaged by high temperatures. ham International seal design, namely the 0-ring
The seal assembly includes several other polymer that seats the interface between the stationary
0-rings as static seals; one such 0-ring is shown main seal ring and its carrier, to be at risk during
in Figure 5-1 as an example. These static O-rings a station blackout.
seal interfaces between components that remain
stationary relative to each other. Some of these 5.2.2 Testing of Secondary Seals. The
static O-rings can also be damaged by station investigation summarized here included labora-
blackout temperatures and pressures. tory testing of secondary seals. The purpose of -

this testing was (a) to determine the response of
The investigation summarized here consisted the seals'(whether or not they would extrude or

of (a) conducting a limited evaluation of the blow out),(b) to determine the effects of relative -

potential for static O-rings to blow out during sta- movement of the surfaces being scaled on the
lion blackout,(b) testing the polymer seal compo- extrusion behavior of the seals, and (c) to deter-

nents of the secondary seals in three different mine the friction forces developed between
,

designs, with displacement of the sealing surface degraded seals and the movable main seal rings ;

relative to the seal under conditions simulatini; they are intended to scal. The tests were con-
the high temperatures and pressures anticipated ducted by the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
during a station blackout, (c) conducting a com- .Research Company (AECL) at Chalk River ,

puter analysis of the effects of flow, pressure, Nuclear Laboratories in Ontario. Canada. Three
fluid condition, and seal design on the stability of types of secondary seals were tested: Westing-
the main seals (their resistance to popping open), house O rings with channel seals ' Byron Jackson
(d) conducting limited testing of RCP shaft seals U-cups, and Bingham international O-rings with
to validate the computer analysis, and (c) review- backup rings. See Figures 5-2 and 5-3. The
ing the available results of full-scale pump shaft Westinghouse O-rings were not the same as the
seal tests conducted by others. The tests were O-rings typically installed in Westinghouse
conducted in 1986. applications; the test project used 0-rings of a dif-

ferent material,in anticipation of a material
wel muent by Westinghouse.5.2 Assessment of Polymer

Seal Performance The test rig meluded a smooth cylindrical
. . .

sleeve (simulating the nonrotating movable main
5.2.1 Evaluation of Static O-rings. Earlier seal ring in Figure 5-1) that was inserted into a
research (reference 3) investigating the behavior concentric housing containing two secondary
of typical polymer seals used in Westinghouse seals of the same design oriented back to back.
RCP shaft seal assemblies showed that at some Pressure.was applied to the cavity between the
station blackout conditions, some of the static two seals by distilled water supplied from a vessel
0-rings would blow out. The investigation sum- pressurized by nitrogen cover gas. A linear actua-
marized here included a limited evaluation of the tor attached to the sleeve provided for axial
potential for failure of static O-rings in Byron motion of the sleeve relative to the housing. The
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Figure 5-2. Test cell for extrusion and friction Figure 5-3. Cross-sections of the typical sec-
testing of secondary seals. ondary seals subjected to testing.
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|
linear actuator was instrumented with a load cell 5.3.1 Analytical Model. The computer analy-'

to measure the force required to slide the sleeve sis used a computer code developed by Atomic
past the polymer seals. During testing, the hous- Energy of Canada Limited Research Company
ing and sleeve were heated and maintained at uni- (AECL) of Chalk River National Laboratories.

; form temperature in laboratory ovens. Tests were Given (a) the seal face inner and outer diameters,

| conducted at temperatures as high as 550 F and at (b) the gap convergence or divergence (see Fig-
pressures as high as 2200 psi, with sleeve-to- ure 5-1),(c) the inlet state of the fluid, and (d) the
housing diametrical clearances varying from back pressure, the code calculates the leakage, the
0.009 to 0.035 in, state of the Huid through the gap, and the critical

balance ratio (a dimensionless value relating to

in five tests of Westinghouse O rings with the balance of opening and Mng p at
which the seal becomes unstable) for a wmechannel seals, all the channel seals extruded.
I""E# #"' "## **E '" "'Leakage occurred in only one case; in all other

cases, the O-ring took over the sealing. The force
The results of the computer analysis are sum-

required to initiate axial movement of the sleeve
arized in the following discussion.

at high temperature was as high as 210 lb (for two
sealsh almost twice that measured for the seals
before exposure to high temperatures. Assuming zero back pressure and 100 in. con-

vergence in the seal gap. unstable operation of the
seal was predicted if the subcooling of the inlet

Seven tests using Byron Jackson U-cups were fluid is less than 20 F (the seal pops open to the
run. No significant extrusion occurred, but the 1 mit of its travel). Histable operation (the seal
U-cups did experience permanent set and severe opens to a larger gap and remains stable in that
embrittlement. Significant leakage attributable t pos tion) was predicted with inlet subcooling
the test conditions occurred only in the test with between 20 and 50 F, and stable operation was
the uost severe conditions, at 550 F and predicted with inlet subcooling above 50 F.
2200 psi; the lip of the U-cup fractured. The force
required to initiate axial movement of the sleeve Assuming a seal gap convergence of 100 pin.,
in that test was 625 lb. the highest measured in the stable operation was predicted if the back pres-
U-cup tem. sure is greater than about 50% of the inlet pres-

sure, even with the inlet fluid conditions at
Nine tests using Bingham International 0-rings saturation.

with backup rings were run. No leakage occurred.
Some extrusion of the back-up ring occurred in The effect of gap convergence depends greatly
all the high-temperature tests (500 to 550 F). on other conditions. The computer analysis pre-
(Three tests were run at 70 F). The highest force dicted that with an inlet ternperature of 530 F and
required to initiate axial movement of the sleeve with zero back pressure, seals with a convergence
was 660 lb. of 100 pin. are more likely to be stable than seals

with a 10 pin. convergence as fluid conditions
ppmach saturahon.5.3 Shaft Seal Stability

5.3.2 Testing of Seal Stability. Testing to val-
Our investigation of RCP shaft seal stability, idate the computer analysis used the test device

that is, the scal's resistance to popping open when illustrated in Figure 5-4. Most of the tests used a
flashing occurs between the seal faces. consisted main seal ring with 100-pin. convergence. Repre-

of (a) a computer analysis simulating two-phase sentative temperatures and pressures were estab-

flow through the seal assemblies, and (b) limited lished and a closing load was applied to the
experimental testing to validate the computer movable main seal ring. The closing load was
analysis. then gradually decreased until the seal popped
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amount of detail authorized for public disclosure,
steam some of the information being proprietary. In a

joint effort, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

[^ Pressurtzer the Westinghouse Owners Group, and Electricite
'

de France (EdF) tested a 7-in. diameter seal-
Hot water assembly similar but not identical to the 8-in. seal

**** assemblies used in I1.S. RCPs. This full-scale test
was conducted ai a coal-fired plant in France in1

I// 1985. Although leakage occurred briefly through !N* *'''' the first seal, and there were indications of brief '

leakage thmugh the second seal, sustained insta-
Polymer bility of the seals did not occur. No static O-ringsisoianon

valve ' * ** "d *'Y ***8
, \ blew out, and there was little indication of extru-

sion cf O-rings or channel seals. It cannot be
assumed that the 8-in. seal assemblies normally
used in Westinghouse plants in the U.S. will per- .

# '

form as well as these 7-in. seal assemblies.
||_| _ Flow |

because there are potentially significant differ- !
- '

ences between the two.,

! g -i
seat rings hxxxxw

'

Southern Califomia Edison Company tested aj

4-1/2-in.-diameter seal assembly 'in California in i

[$'["a loEd '
- ' 5"

1985. The tests used an operating boiler retircula-
tion pump equipped with Bingham International

Figure 5-4. Sketch of the device used for the seals similar to the 9-in. seals used in some U.S. ,

seal stability tests. nuclear applications. At some high-temperature
conditions, flow fluctuations occurred consisting

| open. This testing allowed us to determine empir- of brief excursions from the normal flow of i

| ically the uitical balance ratios for the conditions 1.5 gallons per minute (gpm) to Dows approach-
being tested (that is, the conditions at which seal ing 3 gpm. No damage to the main seal rings or
instability occurs). the secondary seals was observed during posttest t

examination of the seal assembly.
The results of the testmg of convergent seal

faces showed agreemenI within about 7% The flow excursions are indication of the exis-
between the critical balance ratios measured dur- tence of the kind of bistable behavior predicted by

,

ing testing and the values calculated by the com- the computer analysis described earlier in this
|, puter analysis. One test using a seal with the seal summary. However, these test results consistently
i faces !ivergent by about 400 in. (that is, the de snonstrated lower leakage and much more !

minimem gap wss at the outside diameter of the stable behavior than predicted by the analysis. [
sea! iremd of 'he inside) showed less agreement '

between calculated and measured values. The 5.5 Conclusions
seal popped open at balance ratios at which the
computer analysis predicted stability ^

In addition to the Westinghouse static O-rings
'

5.4 Review of Full-Scale determined by earlier testing to be susceptible to -
bhiw-oui durinn station blackout conditions, one -

Testing by Others static O-ring in each stage of the Bingham
~

International seal assemblies might be likewise
j The results from two full-scale seal tests were susceptible. Certain assumptions that led to this
i made accessible to us, with restrictions on the conclusion need to be conGrmed.
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in general, polymer secondary seats are not simulation. Full-scale tests conducted by others
expected to degrade enough to lose their sealing indicate that the computer simulations are conser-
ability, though degradation of the seals can occur. vative; for example, tests showed the seals to be
Degraded secondary seals operate with higher stable under conditions predicted by the simula-
friction, and the extra friction greatly increases tions to produce unstable behavior,
the risk of movable seal ring popping open under
conditions where seal stability is marginal. 5.6 Application of the Research

Computer simulations indicate that RCP seals
will remain stable during station blackout pro- The results of this research were used to sup-
vided that inlet pressure is sufficiently above sat- port the NRC effort regarding Generic Safety
uration or back pressure is sufficiently high. Seal Issue 23," Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures at

face convergence or divergence and seal face Station 131ackout Conditions." At the writing of
condition can also affect the likelihood of seal sta- this report, the resolution of this issue might
bility during station blackout. In a comparison of include emergency provisions to provide cooling
the computer simulations with the results oflabo- water to the seal assemblies under station black-
ratory testing of convergent seal faces, the critical out or other loss-of-seal-cooling conditions, or
balance ratios measured during testing agreed pump testing to verify seal stability under station
within about 7% with the values calculated in the blackout conditions.

I

.
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6. SIGNIFICANCE OF RATTLING IN ELECTRICAL CABINETS
DURING EARTHQUAKES

6.1 The issue trical cabinets (b) to determine the effect of cabi-
net rattling on the electrical components mounted

in some instances, electrical cabinets and the in the cabinet, and (c) to provide information to
! components they house were not subjected to support the effort to determine whether current '

scismic qualification testing for nuclear applica. qualification testing needs to be revised to
tions. Where quaiification testing was performed, address this problem. The research consisted of -

the cabinets and components were generally qual. (a) a review of selected qualification test repons
ified at frequencies within the normal seismic fre. and an analysis to determine the existence and the

quency range of 33 ilz or less. (Earthquakes can effects of rattling in those tests, and (b) laboratory

be expected to produce a dynamic response in the testing of typical electrical equipment to investi-

reactor building in the frequency range of 3 to gate their susceptibility to vibratory nesponse typ-
,

j 15 !!z.) If rattling occurs in an electrical cabinet ical of that induced by rattling in electrical
'

during an earthquake, the rattle can produce a sig. cabinets. The research was conducted in 1988. t

nificant response in the cabinet at frequencies
higher than 33 liz, as well as introduce additional 6.2 Review of Qualification
response at lower frequencies. In some instances. Tests i

the components were qualified in tests along with
! the cabinets in which they were installed, so that' One hundred test reports were selected from

if rattling occurs in the test, the effects of rattling seismic qualification programs conducted at both
on the components will have been considered by the Norco and the 11untsville facilities of Wyle
the qualification testing. In other instances, how- Laboratories. The reports were reviewed for the
ever, particularly in the earlier plants, the compo- occurrence of anomalies and the occurrence of
nents were tested separately or were subjected to response amplification at frequencies higher than

j analyses without testing. In those cases, depend- 33 liz.
j ing upon the component's characteristics and
! functional requirements, neglecting frequencies The review identified anomalous behavior in

above 33 liz raises the question of whether the several components. Most of the anomalies
component will perform its design basis function involved relays, switches, and circuit breakers,
in an earthquake. Contact chatter in relays was the most common

anomaly. The review gave possible indication,
The idea of simply fixing a rattle assumes that but not conclusive proof, of a relationship

the rattling can be detected during the qualifica- between the occurrence of rattling and the anoma-
tion test, the cause of the rattling can be isolated, lous performance of the components. Sources of

| and some acceptable amount of rattling is known rattling identified in the review were h ose cabi-
; not to affect i mctionality of supported electrical net doors and loose device-mounting fasteners.

| components. \ 'ithout this information, reduction
|

| of rattling to a cceptable levels in cabinets is Of the 100 tests, six selected tests were ana- j
; uncertain. In addition, the practical effects of the lyzed in detail. The analyses revealed that a con- '

fix must be cons.dered; for example, rattling of a siderable amount of rattling occurred in five of
cabinet door may be reduced to acceptable levels the six cabinets, liowever, anomalous component
by applying screw s all around, but this makes the behavior ocemred in only two of the five. Thus, it

| door unacceptably difficult to open. was not possible from the available data to make
a conclusive correlation between rattling and

The purpose of the research summarized here component malfunction. A serious limitation of
j was threefold:(a) to determine the extent to this review was that the available data indicated

which the potential for rattiint may exist in elec- only the occurrence of the anomaly, not the time

!

!
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during the test at which the anomaly occurred or were performed on two test tables at Wyle
the corresponding component response 1.aboratories: a biaxial seismic test table, and a

frequency. single axis vibration table.

6.3 Testing of Electrical Monitoring of the tests was designed to obtain
data on (a) occurrence of contact chatter or

Components change of state, (b) chatter duran.on and number
of chatter events during each test,(c) acceleration

To further investigate the possibility that rat- level and frequency at which chatter occurred,

i tling in cabinets subjected to earthquake excita- and (d) the effects of contact chatter on other
tion can cause electrical components to devices connected to the relay, To monitor item
malfunction, we conducted tests at Wyle Labora- (d), each of the on-table relays was connected to

tories. Relays were selected for testing because an off-table relay, with the off-table relay
the review described above indicated that of the energized by the on-table relay. The selection of
electrical components typically installed in the off-table relays represented relays with different

| cabinets, relays were most susceptible to the coil sizes, thus possibly offering different current

| effects of rattling. Six relays were tested: three of and collapse-time sensitivities to on-table relay
the Westinghouse model AR660, and three of the chatter.

General Electric model CR120Il. Both models
are relays with normally closed contacts. .Most of The test sequence included (a) a resonance

,

|
the tests were conducted with these relays search consisting of a low level (0.2 g) sinusoidal
de-energized, in the closed position (the configu- sweep test to characterize the response of the fix-
ration most susceptible to chatter). ture and the relays in the frequency band of 1 to

|
100112,(b) random excitation of the relays at spe-

| The six relays were mounted on a fixture as cified peak acceleration leve s (varying from 2 to

| shown in Figure 6-1, with eight accelerometers 10 g) throughout three Vrequency ranges: 3 to
! mounted at four locations as shown. The tests 15 liz,15 to 100 liz. and 3 to 100 Hz; and (c) sine

7x By /- 7x 8y

5x 6:/ g,c-5x6y
W

Relay

3x 4y 3x 4y

GE
Relay

1x 2y 1x 2y

\Front view
Side view

B.7545

x = horizontal
y = vertical

Figure 6-1. Sketch of the test fixture showing where the accelerometers were mounted.
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sweep excitation in the 4 to 100 llz frequency nied by sustained changes in velocity literally
range at successively increasing acceleration lev- throw the contacts momentarily open. Note in
els. The random tests in the 3- to 100-lir fre- Figure 6-2 that chatter in the Westinghouse relay
quency band were perfonned to best replicate the is associated with a change in velocity in the neg-
waveforms expected during an carthquake with ative direction, whereas chatter in the GE relay is
rattling occurring in a cabinet. The excitation was associated with a change in velocity in the posi-
applied in the horizontal direction parallel to the tive direction. This difference is due to the differ-
relay contact line of action (the direction most ences in the particular arrangement of the moving
likely to cause relay chatter) and in the vertical and stationary contacts in the different relays,
direction. providing further evidence that contact inertia,

|

not resonant response, plays the important role in

6.4 Test ResultS relay chatter.

| A summary of the testing is presented in Comparison of the responses measured at the

| Table 61, with the test runs numbered from 1 to inception of chatter (see Table 6-2) provides addi-

41. Random tests in the horizontal direction in the tional insights. Note that the instantaneous read-
;

! low frequency range (3 to 15 Hz) produced relay ings of acceleration on the relay case are lower at

| chatter with the peak acceleration level at about chatter events in test 16 (composite frequency)

10 g, but not at lower peak accelerations. No chat- than in test 5 (low frequency). Apparently the
ter occurred in the high-frequency tests (15 to high-frequency loads combine with the low-
100 liz) even with peak acceleration as high as frequency loads in such a way as to produce chat-

| 15 g. In the composite frequency tests (3 to ter events at lower accelerations in the
100 liz), chatter occurred at about 10 g (peak composite-frequency test than in the low-1

acceleration), but not at lower peak accelerations. frequency test. A possible explanation for this
,

| No chatter occurred in any of the random tests in phenomenon is that a momentary high-frequency

| the vertical direction. Test runs that produced acceleration, when superimposed upon a sus-
chatter were run again later with the on-table tained low-frequency acceleration, adds a reso-

relays energized; no chatter occurred. nance effect to the inertial effect to trigger a
chatter event at the lower instantaneous accelera-

The occurrence of chatter in both the low. tion. However, note also that we are speaking
,

frequency and composite-frequency random tests here in terms of instantaneous acceleration. In'

at 10 g peak acceleration, along with the absence terms of peak acceleration levels, the tests did not

| of chatter in the high-frequency random tests, indicate a difference between the threshold levels

indicates that chatter response to random motion for composite frequency tests as compared with

| is low-frequency sensitive. This sensitivity to low frequency tests. See Table 6-1. Chatter
| low-frequency acceleration is more likely a prod. occurred at both frequency ranges at 10 llz peak

uct of contact inertia than of any resonant acceleration (tests 5 and 16), but in neither fre-

response. quency range at 6.75 liz, the next lowest peak
acceleration tested Hests 4 and 15).

A close examination of the data indicated that
the duration of a measurement of high accelera- In an effort to more clearly characterize the fre-
tion corresponded more closely with a chatter quency dependence of the relay chatter, we per-,

| event than did the measurement of a peak accel- formed uniaxial swept sine tests in the 4- to

| cration. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig- 100-11z range, as summarized in Table 6-1. The
ure 6-2, where chatter is closely correlated with a peak acceleration levels indicated in the table for
sustained period of relatively constant accelera- each of the swept sine test runs are the control
tion, indicated by the periods of relatively limits that were supplied to the shake table con-
constant slope in the velocity trace in the figure. troller and were intended to be maintained
In effect, low-frequency displacements accompa- throughout each sweep. The sweep function used
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Figure 6-2. Velocity and displacement of the GE relay during recorded chatter events. Chatter events are;

| indicated by the voltage pulses labeled W and GE.

in each of the test runs was plotted against time to exhibited longer chatter durations than the corre-
determine the excitation frequency at the sponding on-table relays.
recorded time of chatter on the relays. Chatter

j occurred in horizontal test runs with peak accel 6.5 Conclusions
eration levels of 1.5 g or greater. The data indi-
cated sensitivity to chatter in the Westinghouse i

relays in the 45- to 85-ilz range and in the GE The rattling environment is indeed real, as evi-

relays in the 60- to 85-llz range. Both types of denced by the results of some equipment qualifi-
relays were sensitive to chatter in the low fre- cation tests of cabinets. liowever, the existence of

quency range less than 15 Ilz. rattling does not necessarily mean that a cabinet-
| supported desice is going to malfunction. Mal- 1

I On-table relay chatter event durations ranged function depends not only on the existence of
! from 23 to 20 ms, with 30 to 50% of the events r ttling in the cabinet but also on the characteris-

| having a duration of 5 to 10 ms. Almost all of the ties of the device and the characteristics of the

off-table relays that were energized by the on, vibrations induced in the cabinet and component,

table relays chattered at some time during the
testing in response to the chatter of the corre. There may be dynamic characteristics that
sponding on-table relay. The causality between better reflect operability than the commonly used
on-table chatter duration and off-table chatter (IEEE 344) peak acceleration parameter, inferred
duration could not be clearly defined from the from the comparison of test response spectra to
data but it was clear that the off-table relays required response spectra. For the relays tested in
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?5
W Table 6-2. Waveform characterization at time of chatter. O ,

o
t.n n
e '

d instantaneous measurement of dynamic response at the relay at chatter
-

E
General electric relay Westinghouse O

c:
Chattering relay sustained gTest time '

Test run Chattering at chatter Acceleration Velocity Displacement Acceleration Velocity Displacement average acceleration g

i number relay type (sec) (g) (indsec) (in.) (g) (in/sec) (in.) (g) g

5 GE 8.232 4.2 20 0.4 5.9 23 0.4 2.7
,

5 W 10.068 -5 -30 4.6 -6 -25 5.1 -2.9

5 W 14.919 -6.8 -22 5.2 -8.2 -20 5.2 -3.6

'd 5 W 17.065 -53 -18 3.8 -6.0 -18 3.6 -3.3

16 GE 13A83 1.6 11 -4).6 2.1 -9 -l .4 1.4 '

16 GE 16.151 2.0 8 0.4 25 8 1 1.5
,

16 GE 16.508 3.0 10 -0.6 3.6 16 0.6 1.6

16 GE 16.842 3.2 9 0.7 3.5 8 1.4 1.7

16 W 11.152 - 1.1 -22 -1 -2 -22 -1 - 1.2

16 W 15.9 % -0.8 3 3.4 -1 0 3.0 -2.1

. . - - _ _ _ _ - _



Rattling in Electrical Cabinets

this study, levels of sustained acceleration corre- dents and the response characteristics of the inter-
lated better with anomalous operation (chatter) facing equipment should also be considered.
than did peak accelcration response.

These results may also have implications for
It appears that high-frequency loads combined seismic probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs),

with low-frequency loads reduce the acceleration which presently ignore the effects of relay chatter |
level at which chatter occurs, compared to low- on interfacing electrical equipment. The concern
frequency loads alone. Thus, the frequency con- here is the possibility that increased chatter dura-
tent of the input spectra used in qualification tion in secondary relays could cause failure of a |
testing may be more important than previously safety system. This, coupled with the fact that

'

assumed. some safety-related circuits with auxiliary relays
are not easily reset if chatter should cause them to

Relay chatter and its effects on interfacing trip out, highlights the need for more research in
electrical equipment requires some consideration this area of concern.
beyond the present seismic qualification test pro-
cedures. IEEE 344 presently requires the record-
ing of only those chatter durations that are greater 6.6 Appl.icat. ion of the Research
than 2 ms. The effect on secondary relays of chat-

|
ter in primary relays, as observed in this study. The information was made available to the IEEE
indicates that time intervals between chatter inci- Standards Committee for seismic qualification.

!

!

i
i

l

l
l

I
i

!
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7. SHAG TEST SERIES:
IN SITU SEISMIC TESTING OF A VALVE AND A PIPING SYSTEM

The SHAG (Shakergebliude-building shaker) mass, coastdown shaker installed on the upper
test series was an intemational project conducted floor of the HDR. See Figure 7-1. For each test,
by Kernforschungzentrum Karlsruhe (KfK). the shaker was weighted with a specified amount
Researchers from the INEL joined researchers of weight bolted to the two shaker anus. With the
from the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), weighted arms opposite each other, the shaker
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), was spun up to a specified speed corresponding to
Kraftwerk Union (KWU), and the Staatliche the starting frequency for that test (varying from
Materialpr0fungsanstalt (MPA) in participating 1.6 to 8 Hz). The arms were then allowed to !
with KfK in the test series. The tests were con- swing together, creating a revolving eccentric ]

ducted in 1986 at HDR (lleissdampfreaktor), a mass that shook the building as the shaker coasted j
decommissioned experimental facility located down. The building and the equipment installed
near Frankfun, Gennany. in the building responded in much the same way

they would respond to an earthquake imparting

7.1 The issue dynamic energy to the building from the ground.

. . Our testing focused on the VKL (Versuchs.
Se.ismic qualification of nuclear equipment is . kreislauf-experimental piping loop), an existing

typically performed to mdustry standards, som
stainless steel piping system located between the

of which are justified by only an analytical or 18 and 24 m elevations in the llDR building. We .
extrapolated basis. This is especially true of qual- nmdified the VKL by installing an aged 8-in. de-
ification standards for valves and line-mounted

Powered motor-operated gate valve and by instal-
equipment (transducers and other equipment

" "E "" " **E""E "E"* *** " # #I#
mounted on the piping), for which seismic input a piping supp n system des. ' #"igned to be typical of
is always analytically determined. SHAG testing U.S. nuclear installations. The configuration of
provided an opportunity to measure actual, three-

the U.S. stiff support system was based on a com-
dimensional loads and actual responses to a simu-

puter analysis of the VKL and on acceptance cri-
.

kd Mvh hvoviding empirical data to
. teria specified in the ASME Code. The 8-in. gate

either confinn or challenge the analytical meth-
. . valve was a 25-year-old valve from the decom-

ods used m. equipment qualification standards.
nussioned Sh.ippmgport Atomic Power Station.

. . . . .

The tests also provided an opportunity to evaluate Figure 7-2 is a drawing of the modified VKL.
the performance of an aged, motor-operated valve
when operated during simulated earthquakes. The

We installed 103 instruments on the VKL and
results served to contribute to the techmcal data on the llDU (lle.issdampfumfonner-steam gen-
base supporting the NRC effort regarding Unre-
solved Safety issue A-46, Seismic Qualification ##"I"I)' " I"'.ge vess I t which the VKL is

attached. The mstruments measured acceleration,
of Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power Plants
(NUREG-1030). These tests were the first in situ piacqment. snain, fon e, temperature, pres-

sure, differential pressure, valve position, valve
,

experiments subjecting an entire containment m tm ampaage, and nmtm maar
building and its components, including a full-

ale ping system, to simulated earthquake
The simulated earthquake tests were conducted

with hot and cold pressurized water at pump flow
in the piping. We monitored the operability of the

7.2 Test Desen tion valve by openin8 and closing the valve duringp
and after the simulated earthquakes, with flow,

Earthquake loadings were simulated in the pressure, and temperature loads imposed on the
;

|
HDR building by means of a large, eccentric valve.

Ni tp rn /rR.505 40
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Figure 7-1. A simplified cross section of the llDR facility, showing the locations of the shaker, the VKL,
and the reactor pressure vessel.
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Figure 7-2. A schematic of the VKL showing the 8-in. gate valve and the U.S. stiff piping support sys-
tem as configured for the SIIAG tests.

The piping support configuration described participants were also installed at various times

above was designated the U.S. stiff system. Six during the testing (see Table 7-1). The seven piping

other piping support systems sponsored by other support systems used different combinations of
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Table 7-1. Type of supports used in the SilAG test series.
,

Viscous

System mass Impact Flexure *

;

|
Support system numbera Struts Snubbers supports supports ' supports

6' O O ObU.S. stiff 3 6

KfK very flexible 1 2 0 0 0 0

I KWU flexible 2 5 0 0 0 0
i

EPRl/ Cloud impacting 5 6' O O 6 0

EPRl/Bechtel energy-absorbing 4 6 0 0 0 4

GERB energy-absorbing 6 5 0 2 0 .O

ANCO energy-absorbing -7 6 0 6 0 0- |

:
+a, We have retained the numbers chosen by KfK in order to facilitate cross-referencing among reports.

[ b. Five mechanical snubbers and one hydraulic snubber.

various kinds of supports to represent piping sys- shutdown earthquakes (SSEs) and West Coast
tems ranging from stiff to very flexible. The operational basis earthquakes (OBEs). The accel-
VKL's dynamic response to simulated earth- eration responses of the piping averaged I to 3 g
quakes was monitored with each of the support throughout the VKL, Some of the snubbers expe-

| systems installed so that the results could be rienced loads approaching their ASME Code
j compared. In all,25 tests were run, with eight Level C allowables. Struts experienced loads of
j tests at 8 liz, six tests at 6 liz, and the others at up to i1,000 lb force,
! lower starting frequencies. Seven of the 25 tests j

were conducted with the U.S. stiff support system 7.3.1 Comparison of Piping Support Sys- |
mstalled. tems. The philosophy reflected in the stiffness of

,

: the U.S. stiff system is to avoid amplification and !
7.3 Test Results reduce resonant response by using snubbers and

''

struts to stiffen the piping system so that the natu-
The actual forces applied to the building in the ral frequencies in the piping are higher than the

frequencies of interest for piping and valve frequencies at which the building responds to an
research (6- and 8-llz tests) met the requirements earthquake. The U.S. stiff system performed as
of the SilAG test project. Input spectra of 0.3 g designed, raising the resonant frequency of the
ZPA (zero period acceleration) were measured at piping system. In general, the U.S. stiff system
the IIDU vessel and the piping system supports. and the KfK very flexible system enveloped the
The VKL responded not only to input from the response of the VKL. As expected, the stresses in
building through the supports, but also intensities the stiff system were lower than in the KfK very
to even greater input from the llDU vessel flexible system, but the differences were not as
through the piping connected to the top of the ves- great as we expected. The moderately flexible
sel. Input to the VKL exceeded the inputs typi. KWU support system, with only half as many
cally calculated for U.S. East Coast safe supports as the U.S. stiff design, responded with

| 43 NUREG/CR-5935
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fewer high-peak responses and a smaller total investigation produced three findings, one that
system stress than any of the other systems, relates to motor-operated valves in general, and

two that relate to de-powered motor-operated
7.3.2 Performance of Piping and Snub- valves:
bers. The structural integrity of the valve and
piping was not compromised by the seismic 1. The aged torque switch spring in the opera-
loads. None of the seven piping support systems' tor had taken a pemianent set at about 1/2 in. i

responses resulted in piping strain measurements shorter than its specified original length.
that reached 50% of yield. Thus,it was necessary to change the torque

switch from the nominal setting of 3 to a
Snubbers are designed as either a hydraulic or higher setting of 3.75 to achieve the speci-

a mechanical device to allow the low velocity fied torque at torque switch trip.
motion typical of thennal expansion yet resist the
high velocity motion typical of seismic events.

2. Resistance caused by heating in the de
Thus, snubbers can fail in two different ways:

rnotor degraded the motor's performance,
either by locking up when they should allow

i m& rrents that occur at
motion, or by allowing motion when they shouki higher loads. Ileating incurred during a
lock up. The U.S stiff system used five Pacific

given test run affected the motor's perfor-
Scientihc mechamcal snubbers and one Bergen-

rnance in subsequent test runs if the motor
Patterson hydraube snubber. All of these snub-

windings did not have a chance to cool
bers functmned properly except for one brief W rm
instance (3 to 4 sec) wnh one mechamcal snubber.
The low force measurements in the snubber pin

3. Resistance in the external circuit (the circuitand the high acceleration measurements at the
adjacent pipe indicated that the snubber tem. supplying power to the motor operator at

porarily failed to lock up. The anomaly was self IIDR) likewise degraded the performance

correcting. of the motor at high cunents. Even though
the circuit at IIDR was typical of circuits for

7.3.3 Operability of the Motor-operated this application in U.S. nuclear power
Valve. Operability of the motor-operated valve plants, and even though the cables were

was not adversely affected by the seismic load. sized according to conventional methods,

ings. Ilowever, analysis of the data revealed the circuit was not adequate when the motor

anomalous performance not related to the seismic drew higher currents at higher loads. The

loadings. During several of the tests, the torque configuration of the circuit was such that

switch in the motor operator failed to trip at the four long cable runs contributed to the resis-

end of the closing stroke. The result was motor tance, not two. The circuit configuration

stall. also made it difficult to measure voltage
drops across all four cable runs. Thus, one

An extensive investigation ensued to discover of the main causes of the motor operator's

the cause of the anomalous performance. The anomalous performance, undersized cables

investigation included additional in situ testing at in the external circuit, was difficult to

1IDR (more than 50 tests with various torque diagnose.

switch settings and various flow and pressure
loads) dynamometer testing of the Limitorque 7.3.4 High-Frequency Ampilfication in the
motor operator at Limitorque Laboratories. Valve Assembly. IIDR test resuhs indicated an
inspection of the torque spring, dynamometer unexpectedly large high-frequency response in |
testing of the motor (without the operator) at the valve assembly. liigh-frequency accelerations |
Peerless Winsmith (the motor manufacturer), and were significantly amplified from the valve body l
an analysis of the llDR circuit that supplied to the valve operator. Figure 7-3 shows power
power to the motor operator during the tests. The spectral density (a mathematical representation of
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acceleration) calculated from measurements in nuclear power plants. If the spring has taken a
,

j taken in the Z axis at three locations: the standard permanent set, and the switch is not set at a -
| tee (see Figure 7 2), the valve body, and the valve higher-than-nominal setting to compensate, the

operator. The results presented in the figure are switch might trip too soon and leave the valve in
from two tests, one with the KfK flexible support a partially open position. Motor heating in a de ,
system installed and one with the U.S. stiff sup- powered operator can degrade the valve's perfor-
port system installed, both with a starting fre- mance if the valve is opened or closed more than

quency of 8 liz. Amplification at the valve once without time for the motor windings to cool.
operator in the high-frequency range (33 to Undersized cables in the external circuit can pres -

50 Hz)is evident. ent sufficient resistance to reduce the perfor-
mance of the motor at high loads, when the motor

This high-frequency response is not peculiar to demands high current. This problem (undersized

the SHAG test series. A similar response was cables) has appeared in several U.S. nuclear .
observed in an earlier test project, discussed in power plants.' If power to the valve is marginal,
Section 3 of this summary report. Results from whether because of motor heating or undersized

that test project were compared with the results cables, and the marginally powered valve is sub-
'

from the SH AG tests to confirm the occurrence of jected to high loads on closing, the motor might
this high-frequency response. stall, possibly with the valve in a partially open ' i

position. Motor stall can cause the thermal over-
'

t

7.4 Conclusions load switches to open and render the motor opera-
tor temporarily unavailable for use. If the thermal :

verload switches have been bypassed or set too_ ;
The stiff piping support systems typical of U.S.

high, or ,f they malfuncuon, the motor will burn ;i
nuclear designs have disadvantages. The relative

ut. Conventional in-plant testing with no loads
movement of the anchors in a stiff support system

rw static pressure loads alone cannot detect
can actually add stress to a piping system during

p tential deficiencies caused by motor heating or
an earthquake or a water hammer event, and unders, zed cables.i
stresses caused by thermal expansion during nor-

| mal operation may be large if snubbers malfunc- The appearance of the high-frequency dynamic
tmn by locking up when they should not. In response in the valve operator is important i

general, the stresses measured with the KfK very because frequencies higher than 33 Hz are gener-
flexible support system installed were indeed ally not accounted for in' valve qualification pro-,

higher than those measured with the U.S. stiff cedures, it is not expected that response in this -

|
system installed, but the differences were not frequency range will affect the valve structurally,
great. Overall, stresses were lowest with the liowever, high-frequency response may affect
KWU moderately flexible system. These results valve operation by causing switches, relays, and i

support current thinking in the United States that other valve control devices to chatter, l
the best design lies somewhere between stiff and
fic*ibic- 7.5 Application of the Research

SHAG testing at HDR verifies that structurally. The results from seismic testing at ilDR, as
valves and piping are inherently tough. Earth- reported both by the INEL and by ANL, were

,

quakes of credible magnitude are not likely to included in the technical data base supporting the
cause structural failure of valves or piping in pip- NRC effort regarding Unresolved Safety Issue
ing systems designed according to methods com* A-46, Scismic Gualification of Equipment in
monly used in the U.S. nuclear industry. Operating Nuclear Power Plants (NUREG-

1030).
Torque spring aging, motor heating, and under-

sized power cables can adversely affect the per- The valve test results formed part of the basis
formance of de-powered motor-operated valves for Generic Letter 89-10," Safety-Related Motor-
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i Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." The Rated Torque Because of improper Cable Siz-
)

cabling issue that surfaced during HDR testing ing." The torque spring issue provided informa- ;1

provided insights that helped resolve a problem tion that contributed to information Notice 89-43, j
'

with a de-powered valve at a U.S. utility and " Permanent Deformation of Torque Switch
contributed to NRC Information Notice 89-11, Helical Springs in Limitorque SMA-Type Motor
" Failure of de Motor-Operated Valve to Develop Operators."
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8. SHAM TEST SERIES:
HIGH-LEVEL SIMULATED SEISMIC TESTS AT HDR

Following the Sil AG seismic tests described in tests were conducted with pressurized water in
Section 7 of this report, another international seis- the piping at ambient temperature with no flow. In -

mic research project, the SHAM (Servohydrau- all,51 experiments were conducted, with six dif-
lische Anregung Maschinetechnik) test series, ferent piping support systems varying from stiff
was conducted in 1988 at 11DR. Joining KfK in - to very flexible installed on the VKL during dif-
this effort were researchers from INEL, ANL, ferent segments of the test series. Table 8-1 lists
EPRI, KWU, the Fraunhofer Institut fur Betriebs- the suppor'ts used in each of the six support sys-

festigkeit (LBF), and the Central Electricity tems. Nine of the tests were conducted with the
Generating Board of the United Kingdom U.S. stiff support system installed. Table 8-2 pres- -

(CEGB). ents the test matrix for those nine tests and three
pretest runs. Figure 8-1 shows the locations of the

8.1 The issue supports installed on the VKL for the U.S. stiff
system.

The SilAM test series provided additional
- information on the issues addressed by the SilAG The U.S. stiff support system used earlier in the |

test series. Specifically, the SHAM tests were SilAG test series was modified for the SIIAM |
'

designed to impose even higher earthquake-like testing to accommodate the hydraulic shakers. As

loads on the aged, motor-operated valve (MOV) in the SHAG tests, the U.S. support system for the

and on the VKL (experimental piping loop), with SilAM tests was based on a pretest analysis of the

the following objectives: (a) determine the effects VKL piping system using the NUPIPE-Il com-

on valve operability and valve and piping struc- puter code, commonly accepted industry prac-
tural integrity, (b) determine safety margins and tices, and ASME Code criteria.

failure modes of piping supports (snubbers,
struts, etc.),(c) detemiine the effects of single and The instrumentation system included over 300

multiple support failures on the response of the instruments to measure acceleration, displace-
,

piping system,(d) provide data so that the perfor- ment, strain, force, fluid pressure, valve stem

mance of the various piping support systems position, valve motor current and voltage, and

could be compared, and (e) provide additional other parameters. As in the earlier SHAG testing,

data for the NRC effort regarding Unresolved the performance of the valve was monitored with

Safety issue A-46, Seismic Gualification of the valve operating during the simulated earth-

Equipment in Operating Nuclear Power Plants quakes. For the SH AM tests, however, the valve's

(NUREG-1030). motor operator was powered by an ac motor
instead of the de motor used in the SilAG testing.

8.2 Test Description
8.3 Test Results

The SilAM test project used two large 40-ton
servohydraulic shakers, each mounted with one 8.3.1 Valve Operability. The ac-powered
end attached to the structure of the IIDR building motor-operated gate valve performed smoothly

and the other end attached to the VKL. The shak- during all the SHAM seismic tests. The valve
ers provided dynamic input to the VKL at loca- body sustained accelerations as high as 7 g in the
tions H-5 and H-25, as shown in Figure 8-1. 800% SSE test, and the valve operator sustained

Earthquake-like displacement histories were accelerations as high as 12 g. without adverse

input to the shakers to produce input spectra effect. As in the CPS seismic testing and the
intensities ranging from 0.6 g ZPA in the 100% Sil AG seismic testing discussed in Sections 3 and

SSE (nominal) tests to 4.8 g 7.PA in the 800% 7 of this report, an amplified response was mea-
SSE (nominal) tests. The simulated earthquake sured in the valve operator at frequencies higher

NURT NCR-5935 48
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Table 8-1. Participants' support configurations for the SilAM test series.a

Support EPRl/ EPRl/
number KfK KWU U.S. Bechtel Cloud CEGB

H-2 - - S - SS -

H-3 - - RS RS RS -

H-4 RS RS RS RS RS RS

H-5 HS HS HS HS HS HS

H-6 - - S - SS -

H-7 - - S EA SS RS

H-8 - - S EA SS RS

11-9 - RS RS RS- RS RS

H-10 .- RS RS RS RS -

H-Il - RS RS RS RS -

H-12 - - S - SS RS

| H-22 - - S EA SS -

H-23 RS RS RS RS RS RS

H-25 HS HS HS HS HS HS

S = snubber, RS = rigid strut. HS = hydraulic shaker, EA = energy absorber, SS = seismic stop.a.
|

Table 8-2. U.S. stiff support system test matrix.

Test number Load type Load level

T41.35.2 Checkout 0.2g

T41.30.2 Random 0.3g

T41.30.1 Random 0.3g

T41.31.0 SSE 100(70 SSE8

T41.31.1 SSE 100% SSE

T41.31.2 SSE 100% SSE

T41.31.3 SSE 200% SSE
j

l T41.31.4 SSE 300% SSEb

| T41.31.5 SSE 300% SSE

T41.81.1 SSE 200% SSE

T41.81.2 SSE 600% SSE

T41.81.3 SSE 800% SSE

|
1(E' SSE = 0.6 g ZPA input.i a. c

|

| b. Incomplete test, malfunction of test equipment.
1
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:

than those at which typical valve assemblies are anchors loosened somewhat, but no failures -'

| qualified. Some contact chatter occurred in the occurred. Even with loads as high as five times
! switches in the motor operator, but operation of their rated loadings, no rigid struts failed. ;

''
the motor was not affected. No visible structural i

damage occurred to the valve or the operator. Several snubbers failed. In most instances, the
i

snubber failures occurred at loads well above
,

8.3.2 Snubber Failures. One of the objectives - their rated loadings 110 wever, the snubber at .|
of the SilAM testing was to determine the loads location H-7 failed in test T41.35.2 at a loading
at which snubbers and other dynamic piping sup- lower than its rated loading. A replacement snub-
ports would fail. The investigation also consid- ber of the same manufacturer and model likewise
ered some of the more common devices for failed in a subsequent test at a loading lower than
attaching piping supports to the building structure its rated loading. Table 8-3 lists the snubbers
and to the piping. Among these were piping trun- installed at the six snubber locations during the
nion attachments and concrete anchors. None of twelve test runs and provides information on
the trunnion attachments failed. Some concrete snubber failures.

Table 8 3. Snubber installation matrix for U.S. stiff support system.

Snubber installedd

f Test No. 11-2 H.6 H-7 H-8- H-22 11-1 2
|

|
T41.35.2 PSA-1 PS A-1/2 A/D 150b A/D 70 PSA-1/4 A/D 40

T41.30.2 PSA-1 PS A-1/2 A/D 150c A/D 70 PSA-1/4 A/D 40

T41.30.1 PSA-1 PSA-1/2 A/D 150c A/D 70 PS A-1/4 A/D 40

T41.31.0 PSA-1 PSA-1/2 A/D 150d A/D 70 PSA-1/4 A/D 40

T41.31.1 PS A-1 PSA-1/2 A/D 150c A/D 70h PS A-l/46 A/D 40
I T41.31.2 PSA-1 PSA-l/2b PS A-1 PSA-1/2 PSA-1/4C PSA-1/4

T41.31.3 PSA-1 PS A-1/2c PSA-1 PS A-l/2b PS A-l/4C PSA-l/4

T41.31.4 PSA-1 PSA-1/2c PSA-1 PSA-l/2c PS A-1/4c PS A-l/4

T41.31.5 PSA-1 PS A-l/2c PSA-1 PSA-1/2C PSA-1/4C PSA-1/4

T41.81.1 PSA-1 PS A-1 PSA-1 PSA-1 PSA-1 PSA-1

T41.81.2 PSA-1 PSA-1 PSA-1 A/D 70b bPSA-l/4b A/D 40

T41.81.3 PSA-1 PSA-1 PSA-1b A/D 70c e A/D 40c

a. PSA denotes a snubber provided by the Pacific Scientific Corporation, whereas while A/D denotes a snubber
provided by Anchor / Darling Industries.

b. Snubber failed during this test.

c. Snubber was left in place but failed during a previous test.

d. Snubber was replaced for this test and failed during this test.

c. Snubber was removed; it failed during the previous test.

51 NUREG/CR-5935
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One snubber, the PSA-1/4 snubber installed at Where snubber failures did not occur, snubbers

11-22 during test T41.81.2, experienced a " rigid successfully performed their design function,
mode" failure; though it allowed excessive keeping displacements to a minimum, In some
motion, it also resisted some force. The other cases, snubbers resisted loads several times their

snubber failures consisted of intemal damage that rated loadings without failure. Table 8-4 provides
allowed excessive motion without resistive information on some of the loads successfully
behavior. resisted by some of the snubbers.

Table 8-4. Maximum loads for struts and snubbers installed in the U.S. stiff support system.

Predicted vs measured loads Rated vs measured loads

(KIP) (KIP)a

Predicted Measured Measured Measured

Support Support for 200% in test 81.18 in test 81.28 in test 81.38
b dlocation type SSE teste (200 SSE test) Rated ~ (600 SSE test) (800 SSE test)

11-2 S 2.61 -1.69 2.10 5.04 4.73

11-3 RS 3.05 3.47 2.10 10.3 13.5

11-4 RS 3.57 NA 24.73 NA NA

11-6 S 1.27 1.36 2.10 5.64 9.17

11-7 S 1.80 4.19 2.10 9.75 -26.4e

11-8 S 0.85 -1.32 0.87 1.87c NAf

11-9 RS 1.28 -4).62 0.87 2.12 4.02

11-1 0 RS 0.77 4).94 0.87 -2.97 4.85

11-11 RS 1.78 -1.27 0.87 -3.23 -4.36

11-12 S 0.71 -4).55 0.52 1.07c NAf

11-2 2 S 0.52 4).47 0.52 -1.75e NAf

11-23 RS 9.09 NA 49.5 NA NA

-

a. To calculate loads in KN, multiply by 4A48.

b. S = Snubber RS = Rigid strut.

c. Predictions based on analysis of the VKL in its modified. as. tested configuration.

d. Service Level C maximum rated loadings for the snubbers and struts that were installed in tests 81.2 and 81.3.

c. Snubber failed during this test.

f. Snubber failed during previous test.

g. Negative signs denote compressive loads.

NA = Not appligble.
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,

|. 8.3.3 VKL Response. is the possibility that failure of a support during
| an earthquake would cause higher loads to be
'

Pred/cted versus Measured Loads. imposed on a nearby support, causing it, too, to 1

fail. Failure of a seco' d support would,'in turn,_Before testing began, we conducted a typical n

design analysis ef the VKL to configure the sup. cause a third support to fail, and so on. This phe-
port system and to predict the loads that would be nomenon, known as the zipper effect, occurred
imposed on the various support system compo. - during the 600% SSE test, during which three
nents (snubbers, struts, etc.) so that the compo. snubbers failed, one after the other. A fourth
nents could be si7ed. The VKL underwent modest snubber failed during the 800% SSE test that fol-
modifications after that pretest analysis was con. 10wed. With several of its supports out of service,

ducted, so we conducted another analysis of the the VKL became more flexible and responded at
VKL in its as-tested configuration. We then lower frequencies, especially in the Y (vertical) '
compared the response of the VKL as predicted direction of the section that runs from the spheri- '

by the analysis with the response measured dur- cal tee DF21 through branch connection DF44 to .

ing testing. the DF16 component (see Figure 8-1). As
expected, the test data indicated that displace-

The comparison showed fairly good agreement rnents and strains increased with the failures of

in most instances. The analysis predicted maxi. the snubbers. Strains were measured in excess of

mum stresses in the piping at the same locations the 0.3% value used to define yield in stainless

where maximum strains were measured during steel, with the highest strains measured at Elbows

the tests. Measured piping responses (displace- 1 and 2.- Some plastic deformation occurred at
.

ments and accelerations) were generally in the these elbows, but no other structural damage '

| same frequency bands as predicted by the analy- occurred and no leakage occurred in any of the
sis. Of the loads imposed on the struts and snub. P2Pmg.

| bers during the tests, half were underpredicted by
the analysis, and half overpredicted, in most cases 8.4 COMCluSIOnS.
by not too large a margin. Table 8-4 compares the

,

r

support loads predicted for a 200% SSE test with HAM test results ingeate that carthquake
I dings will not have a sigmficant adverse effect

,

the loads measured in test T41.81.1.
on valve operation, unless contact chatter in

. . . relays or switches in the motor operator consistsThe most sigmficant underprediction was for
of chatter events of sufficient duration to causethe snubber at location H-7. This underprediction :

the motor controller to shut off power to the :may have been mfluenced by the sensitivity of the
motor. This did not occur during the SHAM tests.

model to the support location and stiffness. The
, Further investigation of this issue was outside the

project scope did not include a posttest sensitivny
scope of the SilAM test project.

I study, so the exact cause of the underprediction
I was not determined. (Note that sensitivity studies In most instances, the measurements taken on

are not usually performed in the design of piping the VKL during the tests agreed reasonably well
systems in nuclear power plants.) ln any case, the with analytical predictions, but they did not
conservatism in the s"pport design usually pro- exactly match. In particular, there was some dis-
vides functional margin at all credible loads. The agreement between predicted support loads and
Pacific Scientific snubber installed at the 11-7 measured loads. Generally speaking, piping sys-,

| location during the later tests in the series suc- tem analyses using the ASME Code rules and
i cessfully resisted the loads it experienced in the procedures that we followed provide assurance

600% SSE test and failed only at severe overloads that the piping system will perform its function
- during the 800% SSE test- with an adequate safety margin. This was the case

with the analysis of the VKL piping system at
| Z/pper Effect. One of the concems addressed HDR. Sensitivity studies could have improved

in seismic probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) the correlation between predicted and measured

53 NUREG/CR-5935
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support loads, but such studies are typically not to allow a less stiff support configuration and that
perfonned unless the ASME Code rules cannot be such revision would not reduce the structural
m et. safety margins of piping to an unacceptable level.

The tests also indicate that the zipper effect may
The rigid struts used in the SilAM test project be less of a concern than many people in the U.S.

perfonned very well, resisting loads several times nuclear industry have supposed. No significant
greater than their rated loadings without failure. structural damage occurred to the piping even at
Likewise, many of the snubbers perfonned with- very high simulated earthquake loadings with
out failure while resisting loads well above their several supports disabled.
rated loadings. All snubber results were supplied
to the manufacturers for their infonnation. Most important, the results from the SilAM

tests show that when commonly accepted design
Most of the snubbers that failed did so at loads methods are applied, piping systems will likely

well above incir rated loadings. One snubber maintain their pressure boundary during a cred-
resisted loads more than eight times its rated load- ible carthquake; sufficient safety margins were l
ing before it failed. Two snubbers of the same shown to exist even with severe carthquake load-
model failed at loads lower than their rated load- ings and the loss of multiple supports.
ings. All snubber results were supplied to the
manufacturers for their infonnation. 8.5 Application of the Research

Test results from the Sil AM test series reaffinn
the structural toughness of valves and piping. The results from seismic testing at IIDR, as
Tests conducted with multiple snubber failures reported both by the JNEL and by ANL, were
show that piping can successfully withstand included in the technical data base supporting the

earthquake-type loadings when allowed more NRC effort regarding Unresolved Safety issue
flexibility than is typical of piping support sys- A-46, Scismic Qualification of Equipment in
tems installed in U.S. plants. The results of other Operating Nuc/ car Power Plants (N U R EG-
SHAM tests conducted at IIDR by KfK and 1030).

KWU using more Hexible support systems (fewer
piping supports) concur with this finding. This ANL used the test results in their effort 15
finding agrees with some of the current thinking verify the Seismic Methodology Analysis Chain
in the U.S. that design practices could be revised with Statistics (SMACS) computer code.

|
L
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9. EARLY RESEARCH FOR
THE GENERIC SAFETY ISSUE 87 TEST PROJECTS

;

9.1 The issue understood. The only full-scale flow interruption
testing that had been performed up to that time

The turbine steam supply line of the high pres _ was the testing of 3 and 4-in. power-operated
sure coolant injection (HPCI) pump communi. relief valves (PORVs) and PORV block valvea in
cates directly with the reactor vessel and runs a test program performed by the Electric Power

outside the containment to the auxiliary building, Research Institute (EPRI) at the Duke Power,

where the IIPCI turbine is located. The contain. Marshall facility in 1980, after the accident at
ment isolation valves in this line are normally Three Mile Island. (The results of that testing are

open. The concern with these isolation valves is _ available in EPRI .NP-2514-LD.1982). The tests

whether or not they would close against the large were of the go/no-go variety, and several of the

pressure and flow loads that would occur in the block valves initially failed to close at their
event of a guillotine break in this steam line out design basis load. The EPRI tests, even after thor-

side the containment. In such an event, their fail. ough review, had only marginal applicability to
ure to close could result in common-cause the smallest of the GSI 87 systems.

failures of other equipment in the auxiliary build-
We surveyed industry data bases to deternune

.

ing that were not qualified for a harsh environ-
the type and sizes of the valves used m the threement. This concern is the substance of Generic
GSI 87 systems. We contacted valve manufac-Safety issue 87 (GSI 87), " Failure of the llPCI

Steam Line Without Isolation." tumrs to detenmne ik extent omaMwam quae
.

cation and to determine the methods used to

Our early GSI 87 research, perfonned as part of calculate the valve forces necessary for closing

the Environmental and Dynamic Equipment " gainst high energy flows. The resuhs of the ear-

Qualification Research Program (EDQP) that is her valve testing were studied, sizmg methods
,

| the subject of this summary report, included used by the motor operator manufacturers were

efforts to determine which systems are applicable determined, and a limited study of utility methods
was conducted.

| to the GSI 87 concern, determine the type and
'

qualification of the installed valves, and develop 9.3 Research Resultsa research plan that outlined the work necessary
to provide the technical basis for the NRC cffort We found that the flexible-wedge motor-
regarding GSI 87. operated gate valve was the predominant valve

!design used for containmeat isolation in all three
9.2 Research Descr,ption systems. The predominant valve size was 4 in, fori

the RCIC system,6 in. for the RWCU system, and
Our work included a review of available indus- 10 in. for the llPCI system. In addition, we found

try and research information. That review deter- that none of the valve designs installed in the sys-
mined that two additional reactor systems are tems ofinterest had been qualified for their
applicable to the GSI 87 concern: the reactor core respective design basis flow interruption loads. 1

isolation cooling (RCIC) turbine steam supply (An exception might be the Velan valves installed )
line and the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) sys- in RCIC systems. They were rested in the EPRI )

i tem supply line. (In some early plants the system block valve tests.) )
is designated by another name, but the function is
the same.) The valve manufacturers and utilities all used

basically the same equations to determine a
At the time we performed this preliminary valve's operator torque and stem force require-

study, the qualification of containment isolation ments. (These calculations make it possible to size
gate valves for flow interruption was not well the operator for the valve and set the operator
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Early Rehearch for GSI 87 Testing

control switches.) However, there were inconsis- those research projects. Two 6-in. RWCU valves -
Jtencies in how some of the important variables in were subjected to testing at design basis condi-

the equations were determined. For the operator tions at the Wyle Test Laboratories in Huntsville,
torque equation (which calculates the operator Alabama._ The test results showed that the -1

torque needed to achieve a given stem force), some industry stem force equation was in fact not . )
utilities used the stem nut friction coefficients spe- conservative. We also found that one of the two -|
cified by Limitorque, the operator manufacturer, valve designs ?ested was susceptible to internal

'

while others used different stem nut friction coef- damage when closing against the design basis ,

ficients specified by the valve manufacturer. load. This internal plastic deformation and shear- |

ing of metal could not be predicted by any linear ~ i

.Similar inconsistencies were evident in the use friction equation. The nuclear industry was reluc .
of the stem force equation (which calculates stem tant to accept the results, because the two-valve

- force for a given set of valve dimensions, fluid sample was too small to form a basis for such I

pressures, etc.). The dise load portion of the stem imponant decisions.

( force equation is basically the disc area multiplied
I . by the differential pressurr across the disc multi. A second full-scale test project followed, with )

plied by a disc factor, typically 0.3. We found that three 6-in valves subjected to flow interruption

there were no standards on either the disc area _ tests with both high energy water and high energy

tenn or the disc factor. Everything from the valve steam (to cover the RWCU and the RCIC con-
orifice area to the nominal pipe size was used to cerns), and with three 10-in. valves subjected to

define the disc area. This difference alone made flow interruption tests with high energy steam (to

comparisons of one piece of work to another dif. cover the HPCI concerns). These tests were per-

ficult. The biggest problem we found in the stem fonned at the Kraftwerk Union (KWU) facilities
force equation was that the disc factor was analyt. near. Frankfurt Gennany. The results of this test

ically based and loosely associated with a friction project confirmed the results of the first test
factor. We could find no record of full-scale llow project and established once and for all that the-

Interruption testing having been performed to industry stem force equation did not adequately

support the use of a disc factor of 0.3 to determine characterize valve behas ior and did not conserva-

the stem force requirements of valves installed in tively botmd valve requirements. Several reports

GSI 87 applications, on the results of these tests have been published.
These are listed in the Bibliography for the

9.4 Conclusions reader's information.

The NRC issued a number of information
We concluded that although some additional notices as the research results were being ana-

study would be helpful, full-scale flow interrup- lyzed, and later, because of the results of these -
tion testing of typical gate valves would be neces- GSI 87 test projects and because of other regula-
sary to provide the information needed to address tory initiatives, the NRC issued Generic Letter
the GSI 87 concerns. Our conclusions as to the 89-10, " Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve

i
state of the industry with regard to GSI 87, along Testing and Surveillance." The generic letter ree-

I with a plan for the proposed test project. were ommends that the utilities reanalyze the design
submitted to the NRC in July 1987. The report * basis conditions for each safety-related motor-
Generic Issue Number 87 Research Plan (EGG- operated valve, ensure that the operator control

| REQ-7676), is listed in the bibliography. sw tches are set high enough to perform the
design basis function, and, where possible, test

9.5 Application of the Research the valve at design basis conditions to assure
operability.The GSI 87 test results, along with

The rest of the GSI 87 research was perfonned other research results, also supported supple-
under NRC FINS A6857 and B5529. For the sake ments to Generic Letter 89-10 that were issued to
of continuity, we will briefly discuss the results of provide clarification for its implementation.
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10. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The results of the Environmental and Dynamic some of the early results of this work. The scismic ;

Equipment Qualification Research Program testing performed in this program is expected to I

(EDQP), funded under FIN A6322, contributed to contribute significantly toward a new ASME
the technical basis for the NRC's effort involving standard on snubber qualification.

several generic safety issues, one unresolved
Th M Ao iddfied a Mm of asafety issue, and seveal other NRC initiatives.

where further research was needed. That work is |
The work has already been implemented in some

being performed in the Equipment Operability
| industry consensus standards and is being Research Program (FIN A6857) and the Nuclear

reviewed for implementation in others. The valve Plant Aging Research Program (FIN A6389),The
yealification st:indard ANSI B16.41 is an exam- EPRI is also working on a valve research program,

! ple; it is being superseded by a new ANSI /ASME to address research needs identified by the results
valve qualification standard that incorporates of the EDQP and its follow-on work.

|

|

|

4

I

|
i

|

|
;
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